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3ook of Acts, Chapters I - XIII
A Thesis submitted in partial fulfilment






Four factors have prompted the writer to select na
his subject the Christology of the primitive church no it
is found in the sermons in the Book of ^cts, chapters 1-13»
First, there is r wide-spread movement in theologi¬
cal circles today manifesting itself in various forms,
sometimes celled c theology of "the Word", sometimes "Biblical
Theology", sometimes "the Now Bibliciom", but in various
ways seeking to found Christian theology once again upon
tho teachings of the Bible, The writer is a produds of
this movement.
Second, so much has been written, often of highly
controversial nature, with regard to the titles of Jesus
in *cts that It seems proper now to collect and compare
the various ideas that have been proposed.
Third, the farm criticism of such men as Fartin
Diboliuo and the research wiia regard to the kerygma done
by Prof, C, H» Dodd have recently focused such attention
on the sermons in /*cts tir t the whole question of primi¬
tive Chris to logy needs now to bo reconsidered in the li#it
of this new criticism,
Tnd finally, the writer is himself a preacher of
Christ, This work is being completed from the midst of
his labors as a home missionary In tho State of Tennessee,
He has studied a gain and again the first sermons of the
first missionaries of Christ in the hope that he may lenm
also to be a preacher of the s;ood news. Prom his personal
point of view, to the extent to which this has been accom¬
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INTRODUCTION - TUT' PROBLEM
"What think ye of Christ, whose son is he?" This is
the essential question for Christian faith* Uatthew P?il\2
records It as having been put by Jesus Himself, after lesser
questions had been disposed of* For it is not simply his-
toricsl frets about the life of Jesus with which Christianity
is concerned. It Is the interpretstion of these facts,
"What think ye **. whose son *,*" For theology a supreme
question is Christology,
^or Catholic Christianity the formulae of the creeds
adopted by the early councils of the church give the classic
answer.
We believe ••• in one Lord Jesus Christ the only-
bogotten Son of God, Begotten of the Father before
all the ages, Light of Ll^hJ, true God of true God,
begotten not made, of one substance with the Father,
through whom all things were made; who for us men
and for our salvation came down from the heavens,
and was made flesh of the Holy Spirit and the Virgin
"'ary, and became man, air! was crucified for us under
Pontius Pilate, and suffered and was buried, and
rose again on the third day according to the Scrip¬
tures, and ascended into the heavens, and sitteth
on the right hand of the Fa the r, and come th again
v/ith glory to judge living and dead, of whose king¬
dom there shall bo no end •••-
Historical research may go behind this Greco-" orian state¬
ment to the pages of the New Testament, standard for ortho¬
dox Protestant thought. Indeed, with the epistles of Paul,
perhaps as early as f?0 **p., the historian has a clear
1, from the Nicene Creed as recorded by !T. Bet tenson:
Documents of the Christian Church, p, 37,
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if not full, picture of whet at least part of the early
church thought about Jesus.
But here historical research enters what Principal
Duncan has likened to a dark tunnel.1 it one end of the
tunnel is the certain fact of the crucifixion of Jesus,
it the otbr end one emerges in the clear light of the
^aullne epistles. But the twenty years of Christian wit¬
ness between the crucifixion and the writing of I Theses-
loniens is in a sense the most important and yet the least
known period in the history of Christian thought.
Moreover, work on tho tanncl primarily must be done
from tlx) latter end. If Jesus himself wrote anything we
do not possess it now. No contemporary of His attempted
any strictly "objective" account of His personality so
that wo might evaluate Him, However historically accurate
they may be, the gospels are themselves interpretatlons
of Jesus. They are written from flitb to faith. Behind
the witness of the early church historical research can
go only by inference, hat v/e can know is the impression
He made on His early followers.
Thus, it is at the same time historically almost
impossible and theologically almost unnecessary to get
behind the earliest Christian witness fco Christ, It is
1. C, Duncan: Je3us, Son of Han, p. 3,
Impossible, for our records are ell of end for faith. It
Is unnecessary, for the essential question in orthodox
theology is not historicel date but theological interpreta¬
tion: "What think yo of Christ?"
But to get es close to the events Christologlcally
es possible, to cl iscover the nature of the very earliest
interpretation of Christ - this historic inquiry may attempt,
and this ftffth seeks, this is the task of this thesis,
I
Is it possible to find a Chri3tology earlier than
that of I Thossalonians (assuming it to be the earliest
New Testament book)? Can we find any light in the dark
tunnel between the fact of the crucifixion and the inter¬
pretations of Jesus given In the earliest New Testament
<
books. One ancient document, claiming for itself a cer¬
tain historical accuracy, professes to shed such light,
Ono work attempts to describt the earliest Interpretations
given Jesus, long before the epistles were written, before
even the beginning of the mission to the Gentiles and the
Incorporation of Greek ideas into Christian theology. One
book attempts to describe the witness to Christ given on
the Day of kmtecoat itself. It is the 'eta of the Apostles,
In it, if it can lie trusted, one may find In brief form,
nt least the kind of thing that was preached in the errliost
days of the Palestinian Church#
But can Acts be trusted? ^cts Itself is a product
of a. time nt the very least twenty-five and in all proba-
bility more thrn fifty years Inter than the earliest events
It professes to describe. *d en historical source is It
reliable? It will bo seen that there Is no easy answer to
this question. This thesis will undertake a critical
Investigation of *cts In general and then In particular of
the sources from which the- early chapters and their sermons
were drawn. ven so it will still be necessary to examine
critically the Christologioel ideas found In these sermons
to see If they can Indeed fit the context of prl' Itlve
Palestinian Christianity#
If, however, we find reason to believe the picture
of the first preaching to be historical then we have indeed
a primary source for determining the first Chrlstology#
Our tRSk then becomes to study these few verses in the light
of their Jewish background end of the events of which the
church was born and thus to determine the nature of the
primitive Chrlstology. '"hat did these words mean at the
time in which they were said? Whet was the first Chris~
tology?
The investigation, then, Is a double one. 'he seek
to determine whether or not the early chapters of 'cts
really can be trusted in their picture of the earliest
Christian witness. And we seek to determine what this wit¬
ness was, with regard to one point of theology, Christology.
To the author It is a thrilling undertaking. For
it npy be thrt we pre now going to whet la in the aenao
described the primary historicnl source to determine the
primary question of life.
CHAPTER I. CRTTTCIST.! 0Y ACTS - ITS TEXT, AUTIYnSHIAHP *CCURAC
This survey or certain problems in the critlcis i
of The Acts is not designed to nnsvicT nil the questions
connected with the book. In our brief study of the textual
problems Involved we sock the answer to only one question:
To what extent is our text trustworthy in givin • us n record
of what the author reported as beinn the first witness to
Jesus?
Yet even so United a study as this thesis must
consider the textual difficulties which are involved in
Acts. Over no other book of the Hev; Testnnent has there
been so much controversy among textual critics. The variant
readings, especially of the "Western" text, are too numerous
and too well attested to bo ignored. von Roues, whose
book on the text of Acts la the raost thorough study of the
subject and who strongly upholds the superiority of Codex
B to the Western text, admits that I is early and the
work of one nan.
That the "Western text," if, as I hold, not the
work of the original author of Acts, \7as a definite
rewriting, rather than an accumulation of mis¬
cellaneous variants, ought not to have been doubted,
and that for two reasons. In the first place, it
has an unmistakably homogeneous internal character.
Secondly, its hundreds of thousands of variants
are now"known to have arisen In a brief oeriod,
scarcely, if at all, longer than fifty years after
the book first passed into circulation. In that
period a pedigree of successive copies was short,
and to mroduco so many variants the mere natural
?.
licence of copyists would be insufficient#1
Such considerations have led to various theories, of
which one- of the moot widely discussed is that of Frederick
Bless# Ills explanation Is tint Luke is the author of both
texts•
One copy of the Gospel wes that sent to Theophilusj
but when Luke afterwards came to Rome, he would of
course be requested by the honan Christiana, who
hoard of his having written a Gospel, to give them,
too, a copy of it, end he would write out thrt copy
in the course of perhaps r month, end give it to
then «•# Likewise the Acts, which were written in
Homo, would be given to the Romans first in one coj^y,
and aftorw rds sent to Theophilus in another copy#'"'
Thus the existence of two texts is explained by the fret
thrt Luke had two centers of activity: ''sir and Home• The
first production of each was naturally moro prolix, the
second more condensed, since the work was
becoming somewhat tedious for the author ••• so
he was naturally disponed to omit many unessential
circumstances, and details, which he had formally
given#3
This theory fits the fact that the .'ea tern text has addi¬
tions in /cts and omissions in the Bospel. That the sane
man is the author of both texts is attested by the fact
1# J. . Rooea: in The Beginnings of Christianifcy,
Jackson and Lake, eds# oXT*TT/., p# villi,
2# F# lass: The 'hllolo.gy of the Gospels, p# 100#
3* -.bid#, p# 1(^|#
3«
thrt both wore so widely distributed by such an early date.
'Toroov* r, the lnn.guo 1© in the variants ho lengthlily demon¬
strates to be Lucan. And in the one work he seeks to re¬
fute in detail the charges • -ado by '-Voles end Page that the
nuthor of D misunderstood the orlginal at certain points,
Perhops the chief defender of the theory thrt D is
the origins! text by the rathor end thrt the so-crllod
"neutral" toxt is later, the result of riioconylngjis A.
C, Clerk, in his book The Tiniiivo Text of t! > Coop Is and
Pets, Ills theory of how the vorlations arose springs from
nnologies in the transmission of the Latin text of Olcoro.
Fo believes thrt nt one time the gospels were written
in columns of vary short linos of ten or twelve letters
each end the 'etc in columns written in irregular sense
linos• The variations which produced the shorter n adings
resulted from the accidental or'dsalon of these short
linos by copyists. Hence tie longer Feetorn toxt is more
nearly the original.
The most recent defender of the Western Toxt is
Frtthew Black, who in his recent book An Aramaic Approach
to the Bospels and 'nts defends the Western text on the
ground that it is more frequently stained with Aramaic
constructions and idoras,
nevertheless it would appear that the more probable
view is that the "Foutral" toxt, is in most res pects
more trustworthy. T!io Ueutral text has boon defended
a -rlnst the supporters of : by the greet majority of scho¬
lars, notably in works by sir William demsay, James !offett,
J, II. Ropes, Wilfred hnox, and Sir Frederick 'enyon.
Bless * view presents grave difficulties, had juke
wanted to shorten his text he could havo done so in much
more simple ways. For example, there are throe accounts
of the conversion of Paul given in -Actc, and two accounts
of the conversion of Cornelius. It would have boon sim¬
pler to shorten the work by omissions in the cose of those
and other duplications. Clark's theory cannot explain
the "act that the "omissions" of B tend to fall into certain
cate -orles, notably phrases giving religious tone and color,
such as the guidance of the holy Spirit (Acts 17! 15J 19!lj
20:3), exoansIons of references to the XTane (Acts 6:",
:39, LijPlO; lfl:3), or expansions of the simple nemo Jesua
into the Lord Jesus (Acts ?:55)» the Lord Jesus Christ
(13;3F), or Jesus Christ (?0:fl). Yet it Is not likely
that anyone would have deliberately shortened fcho book
at the expense of such phrases, as Blrss* theory and
Clarke's second theory would suggest. And Kenyan-*- has
shown that the hypothesis of columns of ouch short lines
as Clark proposes is very unlikely indeed. Clark himself
nb ndons his theory of accidental omission In his latest
1. ?. Konyon: fix hestern Text in the Bosno Is and Acts,
P. 19 f.
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work, The ''eta of the /'nostlos. (1933)
Ho"os sumfrizes the case against D thus:
The est-, rn" fulness of words, the elaboration of
religious expressions, such as n?me a for Christ end
the -olus of conventional religious phrases, the
fset that the difference in league -e end node of
nerr tion crn often fao explained as due to super¬
ficial difficulties in the other text, occasional
nisunderstending, as would apoear, or at lerst
neglect, of the turning of the other text (for
Instance "cts 20:3-£), the rel tive colourlessness
and a certain naivete of the "Western", nil con¬
trast unfavorably with the greater conciseness,
sontentiousness, and vigour, and occasionally
the obscurity, of the Old Uncial text ... £nd
even more decisive is the fact that in all the
excess of matter which the Western text shows,
virtually nothing is to bo found beyond what could
be inferred from the Old Uncial text.-*-
We c(n see, he maintains, how most of the variations in D
have arisen, ounce :t lly the additions of conventional
nhrasos to "heijhten" the devotions1 character of the book.
The omission of ouch phrases seems highly unlikely.
If, however, the "heatern" text is generally inferior
it Is still valuable as an ancient witness* Tfany of its
variants may be correct, a rid thus it serves as a useful
check on the standard text.
With res oecfc to the Christology of the sermons
there is really little variation between the two types
of text. rll the key titles for Jesus which occur in B
also occur in I>, The essential content of the sermons
1. J. Homes: op. cit.» p. ccxxiv
1?.
Is unchanged. W© will consider ai jnlflcfint variafciono
when we cone to the exegesis of the sermons# hut no
Import nt point of the Christology hinges upon them#
With regard then to the sermons rs a record of the
earliest Christology the study of the text of "cts gives
us four suggestions:
(1) The "Neutral" or "Standard" text is probably more
accurate, though D constitutes a valuable check upon it#
(?) The fnct that widely differing texts of .'cts were
circulated at on errly dote is one hint thot "cts was
written some yerrs before the end of the first Century#
(3) Thot even a very early editor found it necessary to
"heighten" the Chris tology of 'eta by adding conventional
phrases to the name of Jesus suggests the primitive
character of its Christology#
(l\.) *nd there is sufficient similarity even between the
most widely divergent texts to give us confidence that
we really possess the thought of these sermons in
approximately the form in which the author recorded it.
The Authorship of Acts.
The historical value of the sermons in Acts is by
no leans entirely dependent upon the authorship of the
book as a whole. Yet the question of authorship surely
do- s have bearing on the subject. If, as aeo is probable,
the traditional view is true, that the Acts is the work
of Luke, the companion of Paul, and an actor in the so-
13.
cplied "We~pnas«ges", then we know two imortrnfc things
about the sermons. They were written by a men who was
personally acquainted with aul, to whom some of theso
sermons ere attributed, by r man who had heard him >ronch,
.And these sermons are -iven U3 by a man who wea himself
engaged in the Plyst Century Christian world mission.
The traditional view of Acts, held almost unchal¬
lenged until the last century, is that Acts is the work
of the companion of aul called "Luke, the beloved physician",
and mentioned in Col. 4:14, Philemon ?h'2, and IX Tim.
4:11. It has also been maintained b most scholars that
the Third Cosool and "etc are by the same author. This
second view is still almost universally held, Hmarkin'a
Porno Synoptlcae and Hemock *e works are generally regarded
as having established this point beyond question. The
only serious challenge to the theory that the two books
ore by the same author is that of A, C, Clark in The
Acts of the Apostles (1933)# and this challenge may be
confidently said to have been fully answered by 'TIfred
L, Knox in his little book of the same title which appeared
in 194*3«
But as to the Luc n authorship of Luke-Acts there
has been not nearly such unanimity of opinion, "arly in
the last century tho Tubingen School developed its theory
that "eta is the work of a second century Christian who
wrote with the purpose of reconciling two elements In the
y±.
eerly Church, the more Judalstic followers of Peter, end
the breeder end nor© raise 1jnery-ralnded followers of nul.
Under the influence of this theory such writers rc Bruno
Bauer held thet ^cts was historically worthless, a purely
idealised picture of t o early church designed to bring
the two factions into harmony by picturing the errly
church oo being always in peaceful ft'-reorient. It was held
thrt rul end eter were cm fully balanced by the author
of *cts, each being given the snno miracles, Paul being
made subservient to the Jerusalem Church and Peter being
made n good 'aulinis t, Though certain tr cos of trie
view may still linger in some nodern scholarship it say
be confidently stated that in its extreme form the
Tubingen theory has now been completely abandoned. ,ron
Gnlntlanc makes it clear that 'nul r< ally was in agreement
with the Church at Jerusalem on basic issues and that
Peter really was on the side of the world mission, what¬
ever his controversy with Psul about eating with Gentiles,
And subsequent study of Acta had made it dear that the
author had various purposes, of which reconciling church
fact"one cannot be thought the chief,
Since the writings of Bishop Lightfoot British
criticism has tended toward a consistently conservative
view with regard to Acts, In Germany the works of Adolf
Hrrnack marked a complete change from the ol or position,
"cts being regarded an thw work of Luke written, according
to Barnacle's final view, about t' e y« nr 6I4. ' ,P, He, like
15?.
most British writers, accepted " . ITobrrfc's The "edlcnl
i>ngufl;*e of St. Luke as having orovod Unguisticelly that
the author of Luke-Acts was s physic Isn end thus the com¬
panion mentioned by Paul. The eroheologlcal research of
Sir William Ramsay brought remarkable proofs of the accu¬
racies of Acts, particularly In certain details of geo¬
graphy and government, ven though Cadbury in his book
Style and berary "ethoc of Lake (1920) pretty well de¬
molished th» argument ©rora the medical language the tradi¬
tional view re sinod -"ost popular among scholars, at least
in Britain. bus J. A. Hunkln in IP? could summarise
the a en of gene r 1 agreement among British writers on Acts
in the follow * ng words:
it the present ti i» !t Is probably true to say thnt
propositions such as the following would be accepted
by the greet «jority of British scholars:
(I) That the *cts la a product not of the aecond
century but of the first:
(ii) Thnt there is p very strong probability thnt
the author of the 'we sections' 3a the author both
of the Acts and of the third gospel:
(ill) That he possesses p greet deal of accurate
Information with regard to dfc, Paul's journeys, some
of it being first-hand:
(iv) That whatever be his sources for the early chap¬
ters of the Acta these "Scenes from 1 prly Bays" nre
well chosen nnd consistent, and give a picture of
the march of events which Is at any refee, on the
whole, correct in outline,1
The very volume in which these words anpear has
brought n certain change in the situation they describe.
1. J, 17. Ilunkin, in Jackson and Lake's he Beginnings of
Christ!en 1 ty, Vol, II, p. ij.33*
If In 1922 one could look upon those four points es generally
accepted results of critical scholarship, Pt least of English -
language scholarship, the publication of the second volume of
The Beginnings of Christianity, Part I, The Acts of the Apos¬
tles, edited by P. J. Foekes Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, made
it clear that there was still strong difference of opinion.
Though the five volumes of this work which have now appeared
have endeavored to present various views on Important ques¬
tions and to present both sides of the more controversial
issues, the editors make clear their own view is that Acts
is the work of an unknown author who wrote between 95 pnd 100
A.D.-*-. ^nd it must be admitted that the weight of their work
is against the traditional view. Acts is regarded as being
by a man who could not have known Paul, who wrote at a com¬
paratively late date, and who was In many ways Ignorant of
the early church.
If, therefore, this thesis bases a pa.rt of Its criti¬
cal defence of the sermons in Acts on the theory of the
Lucan authorship of the book it must do so only after a som-
what thorough examination of this question. The Beginnings
of Christianity is not only the most thorough critical study of
Acts "'in the English language, It is probably the most critical
study of any book of the Bible in any language. Here and
at certain other points this thesis must proceed with
great caution, recognizing that It is doing so against weighty
1. The Editors, in Jackson "c Lake: The Beginnings of Chris¬
tianity, Vol. II, p. 359.
opposition and owning Its great debt to the very work
with which ft certain points t presumes to disagree.
The statement in these volumes of the reasons
rgnlnst the Lucan authorship of Acts is that of Professor
Hi ns Vf India oh In en article entitled "The Case "gainst
the Tradition". It is a sane, thorough, and scholarly
review of the subject, probably the best defence yet
written of this position. Before endeavoring to answer
It we a' all give a brief account of Its arguments here.
*fter a brief summary of the history of criticism
of the *ets hlndisch begins by making certfin important
concessions to the traditional view. The ''we sections"
he re-ards as rt liPble. Acts he admits is a unity, both
internally and with the Third Gospel. The t there are
certrin legends end distortions of history in the book
does not necessarily preclude Luern authorship. ' -ainst
certain Dutch critics he accepts the authenticity of the
Pauline epistles. The author of *cts did not use the
epistles of Paul. And a date within the first century he
regards as probable. He regards dependence of the
author upon Joseohus as likely but as not sufficl<ntly
well established to serve as an argument here. Finally
I. H. Wlndlsch: in The DeaHnnln s of Christianity, Vol.
II, p. 29^-359.
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ho outlines what he admits to bo the string case for Lucan
authorship which can bo built on these assumptions.
The fundamental argument which '."lndlsch finds strong
enough to prove the opoosite position Is that the Lucan
Paul is not consistent with the Paul of the authentic
epistles. Here he freely admits his debt to the Tubingen
school, ?'irst he lists certain inconsistencies which
are capable of explanation but together point to the
difficulty: Paul emphasises in GftlPtians that no human
agency ha] a share in his conversion, whereas /"eta gives
'amine a placo. The account of Paul's first visit to
Jerusalem after his conversion differs from that In Acta,
Here the "some days" of "cts 9s35 conflicts with the
three years of lalrtlans 1:1 ; and the public preaching
of ''etc 3:26 conflicts wi th his anonymity In Gal, I:l3ff,
°aul*s going first to the Jev; seems inconsistent both
with Gal, 1:16, 2:7 mc! with the Gentile authorship of
x the book, Paul's circumcision of Timothy in "cts 16:1-3
is inconsistent with his refusal to circumcise Titus
in Gal, 2:3. And, "the most palpable error", Paul is
pictured as enter!n~ into a Jewish ceremony ns a sort of
bargain with Janes on the occasion of his last visit to
Jerusalem, "indlsch is aw«re that there arc answers to
these arguments, but their cumulative weight boars heavily
against Lucan authorship.
But the really important issue is that of the problems
19.
raised by *cta lp, "For the. critical investigator the
dec"sive point must nlwnys be the Lucan presentation of
the Council of Jerusalem.*
In the first place the council is represented as
taking place on a third visit of P«ul to Jerusalem,
v/horeas Halations represents it ra Lis Second, He is
ownre that some endeavor to equate the vis"t of -<rl#2
with that of *cts 11, but this he finds difficult, Luke
would surv.ly have mentioned the agreements reached in the
conversations mentioned in Irtians, so important to the
Ccntile oission. 'gain t'- -re is too much ogreeuent between
the accounts of "cfc3 VJ and 1. 2: the cruse of the
we ting is the smc, the subject of contention is the
sn-io, the sane loaders confer, etc. *nd when one lias
agreed that the two accounts must be compared it sopeors
either that Luke Is wrong about Paul's having made the
visit recorded in Acts 11 or that 3one even -non. difficult
solution must bo found.
Two smaller difficulties he finds explainable but
worth mentioning. Halations records a privnto meeting,
Acts r public one. In *cts Paul goes to Jerusalem be¬
cause he is sent to inq ire abo t circumcision; in dela¬
tions ho goes up by revelation.
But three inconsistences hindisoh is sure no skill
can explain away# lie first is the speech of fetor,
Acts l£:7~H. Here Peter speaks of himself as called to
20*
be p missionary to the Gentiles, Th'.o directly conflicts
with Oalatisns 2i6. Galatians states that Peter and the
others had to be convinced by him that the Gentiles ought
to be evangelised.
Could a man who had known Paul have allowed Peter
to claim that God had long before made him the
apostle of the Gentiles? And further, no one even
partially conversant with the facts could have made
Peter condemn the Law as an Intolerable yoke...l
The second major inconsistency is that James j.s
made to quote the Septuegint and to misinterpret it at
that. No one who knew James could have really fabricated
such a 3peech for him, Windiseh believes.
The third point, which Windisch develops in more
detail, is that of the difficulties surrounding the 'pos-
tolic Pecroe, ''cts l£:20,28ff;2l:25>, He rejects with ren-
son the version of the decree found in the "Western" text
and the interpretation of the decree, based on that text,
that it was a sort of primitive moral catechism. The
decree he is sure is a food law. Now if the decree is
genuine it seems amazing that Paul makes no mention of
it in GoletIens. Nor is there any sign thet Paul's
opponents used it, though its legalistic demands would
have fit their purpose. Though the address on the decree
was limited, Luke himself states that Paul published it
in the South Galatian communities. Again the conflict
between Paul and Peter described In Gelations 2 as tfk ing
1, Ibid, p. 323
pinco nfc Antloch oftor the council la .. intelligible If
the decree ' «d been n groed pon. "nd f Inn lly this decree
w:>uId Si.rely have been sod by ri-ul nt Corinth and hove
•irevented the dispute arising referred to in T Corinthirno
C-lo# And if, rs Wlndlcch la sure, the decree is therefore
unhiotorlcnl, Luke cannot ' "vo recorded it. Luke must
Lave tcnovn v/hrt wes required :>f Christ* -ns in the rreos
of the f ulint -f oe! m. Tie .nvsfc have known r. lino con-
gregrtiona which hod n* ver heard of the decree. A com¬
panion of foul could certainly have gotten the frets from
foul. And if the deer e was discussed on ?mi 1' s lest
visit to Jerusalem, Acts ,f si's cor^nion would have
hoard of its origin then. Phillipplans yp suggests that
the con ro;>"'.on there had never heard of so Jewish r.
clecreo, pot Luke is supposod to have worked in the hillip-
pi rn church himself.
The only solution to the problem, "indinch feels,
is t'•r-1 sono writer found r n account of the Jerusalem
Council and also n copy of the decree which mxat have been
issued iPter, without the purfelclpstion of foul, end he
orron ioucly combined the two. "Only r Inter comor, igno¬
rant of Paul's attitude toward the Low", could hove done
this.
Kevins thus established his ie In contention Indtsch
now turns to the Inter sections of Acts, especially the
"we sections", the chief stronghold of those who argue for
L can authorship.
2?*
The abrupt Introduction of the "vie" In *c ts 16:10
end olsewhere la "rather astonishing"• 'n author personally
concerned Would have explained his presence. Our author
mu3t simply have been using an old diary here and there.
He admits that the tetter In these passages Is in general
historical.
But the second half of Acts abounds in difficulties.
The story of the Imprisonment at Philippi (Acts l6:19ff)
is inconsi tent and Incredible, Cort"in accounts of
journeys are incorrect, The speeches at Athens and at
"tiletus are unPruline, Paul goes to Jerusalem with the
taking of money for the poor aa only a secondary reason
(compare I Cor, 16:1-4; II Cor. 3-9, Font. 15:25-28)# The
speeches in Paul's defence are Inconsistent and arc based
on an account of his conversion, of which "the whole
story Is probably legendary", Paul is guilty of hypo¬
crisy before the Council (Acta 23:1-9)# Paul Ie presented
cs a Jewish Christian In Jerusalem, Insufficient mention
?s made of the church at Rome, though Paul was so interested
in it he had written it. Yet nil the above difficulties
come in places where the traditional view would imply
a well qualified witness*
Finally, with regard to Paul, Windisoh finds the
author has omitted many things which any friend of Paul
would have reportod: his pastoral work, his theological
emphases, and especially his controversies, which he
ignores or glosses over.
23.
VIth regard to the earlier ohcaters of the book,
the non-Pauline section, the difficulties continue. He
mlsunderstends speaking with tongues, "Paulinltes" Peter,
records the "legendary" conversion of Cornelius, end
glorifies the early church beyond the bounds of history#
The dosnol is un**5nullne# The late drte of the book argues
against it being by a companion of Paul# fnd the arguments
which oppose the views he has stated h'lndioch considers
anew and finds untenable#
How it must be admitted that V.'indisch has pro-
sented his arguments carefully and forcefully. One right
say that at times he has boon ingenious in finding fault
with A cts, go thoroughly has he presented the case
against the huean authorship that it would be Incredible
that the groat weight of rocent scholarship should have
decided against him were It not that there were certain
grave difficulties in his argument and even stronger
arguments on the other side. Yet the fret is that most
of the recent works on the subject have held to the Lucan
authorship of Luke-"cis# To icrition only a few of the
discussions by scholars who have written on this subject
in support of the Lucro authorship since the appearance
of Wlndiach'a article, we might Hat the Hew Testament
Introductions of E.J.Goodspeed, % II. HcKeilo, and F# F#
Scott, the commentaries on Luke by 3« S# raston end by
William Hanson, and the recent book entitled The "eta of
2k.
The .ftpeaties by Wilfred L. Knox# In the discussion which
follows special acknowledgement must be made of the
rather devrstatin - criticism of V.indiech's work by Vin¬
cent Taylor in rn article entitled "The Lucan ft.uthorshlp
of the Third lospel end the "cts",'*'
In answering Windiaeh one must concede in the
beginning that he is probably right in finding Acto the
work of a date much later thm certain of the contro¬
versies it describes, And he is again undoubtedly right
that the author glorifies the early church and glosses
over the leas oleasant aspects of its beginnings, some¬
times perhaps neglecting the strict accuracy of a his¬
torian in the interest of his a >ologetic purpose, Assuming
a date of around ? *.P, for the book, we must ask,
however, not whether the author has ever done this but
whether Luke could hove done so, writing thirty-five
years after the event. That discrepancies between Acts
and the epistles do not oreclude Lucan authorship Wlndisch
himself began by admitting, though he seems to have
neglected this concession later:
Whether Acts is historical and whether it Is to
be attributed to Luke are two different questions,
i ven when a report about haul or Peter appears
unhistorical, it does not follow that Luke would
have been able to recognise it as such, and would
therefore have been Incapable of accepting it as
true,2
1, V, Taylor, in The T'xposltor, Series 9» Vol, IV, pp.Pf?-?91,
2, II, Vindisch: op. c11., 317•
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It Is slmaly too much to requiro absolute accuracy of
Luke In every account of the early church, even though
Luke had boon for a time associated with Paul. Nor can
we Rsk of him the freedom from apologetic purpose and the
utter detachment of a modern historian.
For example there is the Council of Jerusalem,
which Hindisch holds must be the decisive point in inves¬
tigation. If one grants that the author has here idealized
the relationship of Paul and the Jerusalem leaders does
it then follow that this author could not have been a
friend of Paul? Is it not exactly Luke1s purpose to
present Paul rs in agreement with the Jerusalem church
and that church as in agreement with Paul? Is this in¬
consistent with the fact that paul is his hero and many
years earlier had been his friend?
But that any serious glossing over of the facts
has occurred is not really so clear as indisch thinks.
If there was one person more concerned than our author
to show that Paul and the Church in Jerusalem were in
essential accord that person was Paul himself. The very
account in Galatlans is that he laid before the Jeru¬
salem leaders his views on salvation and circumcision,
fearing that he had "run in vain", and that "'eter, James,
and John approved his course. As Windisch himself began
by admitting, Peter was really, even according to Paul,
on the Hellenist rather than on the Jewish side. Stan -
?6.
ton is right in staying that in '"indisch one hears the
1
voice of the now discredited Tubingen School,
The second major difficulty connected with the
Jerusalem council, that James is assigned a speech which
is based on a quotation from the Soptuagint, Is not
really so difficult , Indeed the picture of James as
the leader of the Jerusalem Church, as conservative,
even legalistic, in his views, and yet as approving 3aul's
progrm of evangelisation, if not his disregard of certain
ceremonies, is quite that of lalatians. That the speech
put in his mouth uses the Ceptuagint shows only that the
author has given us its substance in Or-ek freely. It
saya nothing against the substantial accuracy of the
picture, and nothing of the authorship of our account
except to suggest that the author (as Luke) was a Greek,
The decrees, it must be admitted, farm a problem.
Yet here the difficulty is not insurmountable# If one
agrees with Tindiseh that the decrees are really Inter
than the Council the error- is not incredible for Luke,
In hie sources he found these decrees, probably already
in connection with the Jerusalem Council, He knew thrt
an agreement had been reached which permitted Gentiles
to enter the Church without circumcision. He naturally
assumed that >aul spread this decree. But he reports
1, V. H. Stanton: "Style and Authorship in the Acts of
the Apostle", Journal of Theological Studies, Vol.XXIV,
PP. 361-381.
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its aprefid only in churches where he himself is not
present* fention of the decree ©3 be in: spread by Paul
stops before the "We sections" begin. If Luke hits here
concentrated to whole controversy into his somewhat
idealized account of the Jerusalem Council surely his
error is not inexplicable#
But again it is not really clear thrfc Luke is wrong
hqunlly unconvincing is the argument that Paul could
not have agreed to the food-laws laid dotm by the
Council# If lie had gained his main point, that the
lentil© converts need not be circumcised, there
was no reason why he should not accept a rule with
regard to food which was harmless In itself, and
was at the moment rightly regarded as essential
to the comon life of the Church# It was circum¬
cision that was the obstacle to any widespread
conversion of the Gentiles vlow -be Creek
dislike of mutilation of my kind# On the othor
hand sharing In th© common meal end euchnrint was
the centre of the life of the Church. If Jews
would not ©at with uncircumcised Gentiles at
^nfciooh, it meant that Gentiles would become an
inferior crsto in the Church; but with the growth
of Gentile Churches a refusal to recognise the
Jewish law as to kosher neat would r® an that the
Jew3 would bo in danger of becoming an inferior
casto; and this would be equally undesirable ...
Paul's failure to allude to the decrees in I Cor.
8:Iff. is easily Intelligible in view of the
situation at Corinth; it would hrve been futile to
appeal to the Council against the disorderly
elements which claimed a complete liberty 'in Christ';
it would only have strengthened the case of the
Jewish oopononts who refused to recognize him as
an pas tie in the full sense if he had appealed to
any authority but his own.1
The -'.'entiles who claimed the higher gnosis wore not likely
1. w. L. Knox: The ' c ts of the ' oosties, p. 1+?.
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to listen to Jewish decrees. Luke's picture may be exactly
accurate that Paul won his major point and erred little
about the rest, delivered to decrees to the designated
churches, but then ceased to concern himself about then
except to preach that circumcision was not necessary.
Thus is would appear that neither solution to the diffi¬
cult problem of the decrees, that they vrere later than tho
Council or that they were agreed to by rul, is really
at nil fatal to the Luoan authorship of Acts,
Again it must be admitted that the chronology is
a difficult problem. But the denial of the Lucan author¬
ship of Acts does nothing toward solving it. Windlsch
himself offers no carefully developed solution. There
are, however, three possibilities as to the chronology
here. The first is that Acts is exactly right in placing
the Jerusalem Council on fml's third visit to Jerusalem,
It Is only on this assumption that one can charge a con¬
flict . In chronology with 3alfifcla.no no doo3 Y'indlsch*
Yet this, the traditional view, is surely notopposed to
Lucan authorship. Bishop Lightfoot has defended it in
his Commentary on Calatians quite cogently, One explana¬
tion, defended by Bfcrooter, is that Luke is in error in
coupling Paul with Barnabas for the famine visit in
"cts 11, This is an understandable error, surely, and
its discovery neatly resolves the difficulty. But
Llghtfoot does not find even that concession necessary.
As he points out, what latiens 1-2 affirm is 3imply
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that thlo was nul's sec md meeting with the apostles,
not thrt it was the second viait to Jerusalem# *8
f'offrtt says:
Pnul is not writing r protocol in Gal. 1-2, which
would bo falsified were he to omit any visit to
tho Jewish capital; nil his argument requires is
a note of the occasions when he was brought into
contact with the apostles rt Jerusalem, and of
this there is no mention in 'eta 11:30, which seems
oven to exclude (by the reference to the elders)
any communication between them and the ffiTicIan
evangelist.1
r nd indoeel tho persecution by lie rod at that timo makes
it quite possiblo that the apostles wore not then in
Jerusalem#
A socond solution to the roblem of chronology
is that pro posed by Sir William Ramsay and followed by
more recent writers such as rinciple 0, S# Duncan and
Wilfred Knox. This view equates the meeting described
In Acts 2 with the visit to Jerusalem in Acts 11. Points
of similarity include the fact that in both Paul la
accompanied by Barnabas, he goes according to s total
revelation, helping the poor has a mlace in both visits,
and both describe rivate meetings# This solution avoids
several difficulties and is by no means untenable. That
discussion of circumcision should be repeated on Pnul*s
third visit to Jerusalem nay seem to some, as to indisch,
unlikely, but there Is clearly no point at which this
1# J# Moffatt: Introduction to tho hi ternture of the Hew
Testament, o# 399#
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solution can be said to be itn ossible.
But even if one takes the view which might seem
most detrimental to Luke's accuracy, namely that Acts
l£ end 'cts 11 ore doublets referring to the same event,
the Lucan Authorship is still not seriously endangered.
This view seems to be thrt of Jackson end Lake, It was
first fully developed by Hnrnrck, one of the strongest
supporters of Lucan authorship for *cts, It simply
supposes thrt Luke found in Antloch rn recount of Paul's
having been sent to Jerusalem with a fund for famine relief.
This he put in Tots 11, In Jerusalem he found an account
of the conference, failed to recognize that it occurred
on Paul's f' mine visit, and plnced in on a third visit to
Jerusalem, The early chapters of Acts probably do con¬
tain such doublets, but they do not disprove the Lucsn
authorship of the book. Thus none of the three recon¬
structions of the chronology precludes Luc an authorship
for !"cts,
finally, with relation to the Council at Jerusalem,
it is another of those points which -:indiseh begins by
admitting, and then seems to forget, that in CJalatlrns
Paul is a party man in the heat of battle. His account
of the conference is written frora one point of view in
order to prove one point. Luko'o is written from quite
another point of view and a good many pears Inter in
order to achieve an entirely different purpose. The agree¬
ment between the two accounts is perhaps more remarkable
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than their disagree lent in the light of these considerations,
'a for the rest of Winditch's argument ho is quite
right in saying thrt the ..Tor salon Council is the decisive
issue* If ho has not made his case there he cannot make
it at all, "nd it does not soon that he has really lade
it here,
Most of his remaining criticisms fall into two
categories. Either some event is recorded which indisch
thinks must be legendary, or someone is pictured as saying
something which does not seem appropriate to indisch.
Yet in the f,we sections'", at least, the miracles are few
In number and not unbelievable In character, TTor can
one assume that Luke would look upon seemingly miraculous
events with the sceptical eye of a modern Continental
critic. One cannot so lightly dismiss Paul's conversion
as "legendary", *s to the un-Pauline character of the
speeches attributed to aul we will have more to say in
this thesis, But few would agree with Indisch that the
speech at "II lotus is not suitable, and in it Luke has put
exactly the account of aul'o >astoral activities which
Windisch blames Luke for omitting. If Paul is made a hypo-
crit before the Council fch's suggests fact rather than
idealized fiction, 's to his omissions Stanton points out
that the book would have been bullry Indeed had it Included
all that Windisch thinks It should.
The basic error of indisch Is that of the Tubingen
32.
School of making Paul rat"-Jewish racl 'etor anti-Pontile#
Paul in his epistles never opposes circumcision for Jews.
"To the .lows I become o Jew" Is not o statement put in the
mouth of Paul by on author who nevor knew him. It is
Psul himself ra he sneaks in X Corinthians 9:20,
And unto the Jews I became os r Jew, that I might
goin the Jews) to them that rre under the law, as
under the law, that I might gain the?n that ore
under the law; to them that are without law, as
without lav/, (being not without law to God, but
under the lav/ to Christ,) that I night gain them
that are without law. To the weak became I ro
weak, that I might gain the weak: I am made all
things to all men, that I might by rll moras save
some.
So much for the picture of Paul as making bargains with
James, "o to the conflict with Petor it is Paul who writes
of his gospel that "whether it were I or they so wo preach"
(XCor, 15>: 11). Taylor summarises indisch's basic difficulty:
The vvrlfcer is too certain as to what St, Luke would
not have written, too well-informed about the
fixity of St, Paul's opinions, and t e result is
that he presents a form of argument which forty
years of Lucra research ought to have antiquated.
One final word should be said against 'Indisch's
rather mildly suggested argument based on the date of the
book, ■ He and others in The Beginnings of Christianity
hold It likely that the author used Joaophus' works and
that therefore the book could not have been written by a
contemporary of Paul, This argument, however, is probably
1, V, Taylor: o£, clt., ■. 291,
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wrong on both counts. Thet Luke used Josephus is by no
means proven, end the t he did not live long enough to
have done so is even less certain.
One of the moot recent supporters of the hypothesis
that Luke used Jo3ephus is Klausner . He rests hie case
on four coincidences: (o) Gamaliel's speech refers to
Judas* revolt, also mentioned by Josephus. (b) The death
of TTerod "grippe I is recorded in somewhat similar fashion
by both, (c) The hgyptien of "cts 21:36 also is mentioned
In Jose hus, <*nd (d) the famine in the days of Claudius
Oeeasr is mentioned by both. Here it must be said that
these are rafch< r scanty parallels. But vtien one examines
them carofully it aopoars that as to Judas' revolt (a)
Luke has missed the date iven in Joaonhus b'dly and has
substituted for the "gr at multitude" mentioned as following
Judas the mor< exact number 00, As to the Egyptian
(c) the discrepancy is even greater, for here Luke lists
his followers at lj.000 while Josephus says 30,000. The
theory demands not only that Luke borrow from Jooephus
but that he then forget much of what Joaephus said. When
one remembers that these are facts of history as accessible
t ^ one historian as to a no the z> the alleged dependence seems
utterly unnecessary,
1, J, Klausner: ' from Jesus to Paul, >p. ?2£ff»
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Dut oven if it be hold thrt tho author did borrow
from Josophus thie does not ncn thrt ho could not have
beer. Luke. Tradition srys thrt Luke lived to be
"ssumin" thrt Luke wrs a young man, like Timothy, when he
first went with Paul, aro- ad the yc r rj0 A •, Luke lay
have lived into the be inning of the econd Century.
Goodopeed in his Introduction to the Hew Testament slyly
remarks thrt most of the critics who deny thrt Luke could
heve lived to write r book rfter the a >perrance of Jose-
phus' works in 93 ''•P* are themselves older then Luke
would hrve hnd to be*
It would r >pe®r, then, thrt none of the objections
brought against the Lucrn authorship of "cte rerlly pre¬
clude it, indeed thrt few of the objections rerlly even
make the Lucrn authorship unlikely. We turn, therefore,
to the positive evidence which does affirm tho tradi¬
tion®1 view*
First of all we may note the antiquity rnd tho
unanimity of the orrly authorities which ascribe 'cts to
Luke, Few books can claim better attestation. The "ura-
torium fragment clearly designates Luke the physician and
companion of aul as the author both of the Third Gospel
1. A. ""nmacks Luke the •'hyaiclan, note, p* Ij..
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and of tho "eta, and adds"Luke compiled for 'most excellent
Theophilus' what things were done In detail in his presence,"
Irenaeus makes equally clear statemonts of this identifi¬
cation and points to Luke as the author of the "we sections"
and as the Luke mentioned by Paul in his epistles, Tertul-
lian, Clement, Origen, usobiuc, Jerome, and others agree#1
'Tow this unchallenged and early ascription to Luke is the
more in>rcsslve since huke is otherwise comparatively
unimportant, Luke's name would never have been picked over
that of Timothy or Titus in order to give the book authority
in tho early church. Thus comparisons with other works
which have been given apostolic names by the tradition
break down. Moreover, as Coodspeed says: •
it is one thing to have lost the name of the Jewish
author of Matthew, but his gospel was anonymous,
while Luke's work is dedicated to Theophilus and
so can hardly have been anonymous. Moreover, it
was like the Creeks to claim their literary pro¬
ductions and write under their own nrmes.u
If then the tradition is early, unanimous, and difficult to
explain on other grounds it would seem that it ought to bo
believed.
The second great reason in suoport of the traditional
view Is the evidence of the use of the first person pronoun
In tho book. The preface to tho gospel begins it, as the
1, See Jackson M Lake: The beginnings of Christianity, Vol,
IT, p, 209-P&J. "or a fulT collection of tho early testimonies#
?, • J, Too*."speed: Mo Introduction to the Hew Testament,
p. 201.
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author states his purpose and method. The prefaco to /cts
continues it. Then the first person Is resumed in ftcta
16:10 end continues until the account of -eul'o Imprisonment
and departure from Philippl. It reappears when Paul is
again at Phillppi in 'cts ?0:$,6, and it continues to be
used here and there through the remainder of the book re
the lengthy account Is given of "a al*3 return to Jerusalem,
his trials, and hlr journey to one, How the logical
assumption is that the first person is used of the writer
in each case. Hone would deny that this is so in the
prologue. Here the writer addresses a--nan, using the first
person of himself and a > arontly assuming that It will be
understood. Thus he is known to Theophilus. Ills use of
the first person elsewhere must be related to this fact.
Theophilus Imows that the writer was once associated with
Paul. That at certain places the writer himself enters
the narrative, therefore, Is quite natural.
But any other ex -1' nation for too rj y~o<s o " "etc
IB: 10 seems impossible, 'Hie old explanation that the author
used the first person in order to claim the authority of
an eye ?/1 tness has been abandoned. The author in his pre¬
face has given too straightforward an account of his rela¬
tionship to the events he describes for this to be possible.
It is doubtful that he could have deceived Theonhllus,
"nd there hardly acorns to be any ima finable motive which
would cause him to introduce the "we" at just the places
ho does slmnly as a fiction, "oreovor the factual tone and
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the established accuracies of the "wo" recount hrve caused
almost everyone to r -ree In recent works that the "wo"
sections are by rn eyewitness#
But the alternative usually adopted by those who
oppose the huean authorship (hindIsoh, for example) Is
that the author has hero made use of a diary by some com¬
panion of Prul# In support of this It may be urged that
Luke probably did use written sources and that thore aro
literary parallels for such a practice# The parallels
suggested, however, are not really parallel# Mention is
frequently made of liars and Nehemiah, but Luke-'cbs Is
not a mosaic comparable to those# Hie parallels cited
from 'Truck literature are few, late, and unconvincing#
^nd thore are serious objections to the idea that Luke can
have used such a document here# For one thing it is
utterly impossible to reconstruct such a document# It
breaks off with the author in Philippi, It takes up again
after an interval of years at the point where Prul returns
to "hlliopi. This is a strange kind of document. But if
there was more of it, as surely there must have been, why
was so little used"' *nd if more of It was used why was the
"we" preserved in these places and only in them?
'"nd the "we sections'* give themselves every evidence
of being by the author of the whole of Lube-Fcts# Wo have
pointed out that this assumption alone can explain their
relationship to the two prefaces# But there arc many other
ties aa well. Linguistically the book of 'eta Is admittedly
a unity.^ The language of fcho "we sections" la that of the
rent of Luke-/eta• If the author here used r diary-source
he evidently put It entirely Into his own words. Yet how
then did he allow the "wo" to remain. In the gBiptl the
transitions from 'rrcan to non-'krern source material are
smooth enough, end Luke Is acknowledged by all to bo a
master of CJreek stylo. It would seem Impossible that by
carelessness or indifference or habit ho could have allowed
the "we" to remain, while otherwise completely rephrasing
his source. The angular abruptness of such a suddenly Intro
ducecl "we" Is exactly the sort of thing Luke is elsewhere
careful to avoid.
But the agreement of the "we sections" with the
rest of Luke-'etc is not simply verbal, Ilarnack^ notes the
following points of unity in thought and Interest: sane
Interest in the miraculous and In healing; same geographi¬
cal Interest; same Intereat in the Spirit; the evil spirit
is the first to recognise the etmlsarlos of Sod at Phillip!
(compere Luke !:?3); Paul oos first to the synagogue,
as In the rest of the book; a convert Is baptised with his
whole house, as In the rest of the book; Paul teaches
"the way"; "the bread lo broken"; there are elders In the
1. See Sir J, 0, Hawkins: Horse Synopticae, pp. ll.0ff. Sub¬
sequent investigations have tended simoly to confirm Ilawkin#
results•
2, ■*. Hcrnncks Luke the 'hyalclan, p. 26 ff.
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church at Jerusalem; Jmoo is the head of the church there;
"the will of Bod be done" is used (compere Luko 2P:l}2);
''nul is reedy to die "for the nemo of the Lord Jesus"; 'nul
heris by the laying on of bends; end Philip la "one of the
seven" Ccta PliB, a clear reference beck to "cto 6:1-6).
In this connection it ought to be cerefully noted
th"t the ppu1 of the "we sections" is tho Paul of the rest
of the book. It is in there, incidentally, that he makes
the "un-:1ouline" bargain, with James. 'indicch hoc admitted
that the "we sections" ore b*ocd on a personal recollection
of 'a 1, Instead of discrediting tho Lacm picture of lets
on the ground that it Is inconsistent with t at of the
epistles,ho should have shown that in tho earlier sections
it in not consistent with that of tho diary-source. But
this, of course, he cannot even attempt.
If, then, the language, tho details, and the 'nul
of the "wo sources" are those of the author of tho book
there seems to be little left to the diary-source but the
"wo" itself, precisely the sort of verbal oddity which
Luko was careful elsewhere to erase.
The simple vx lanetion of the "wo" passages, the
one which has commendod itself so strongly to the njority
op scholars that they have rejected on the basis of it all
arguments alleged egainst Lucan authorship. Is that tho
airst vroon refers to the author of Luko—"eta himself, tho
nan who has addressed this work to Thoophilus.
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One final consideration with regard to the "wo sections"
would seem to put the matter beyond doubt* It would appear
that the language of the "we sections" la In fact much more
given to Lucan peculiarities then any passage in which Luke
Is revising r source* This view had been proposed by Bar¬
nacle, but his presentation of it has been subjected to a
severe criticism by K* J. Cadbury'*", V. H« Stanton, however,
has reviev/ed the whole subject end has gone into this lin¬
guistic argument more thoroughly than either Harnack or
Cadbury* He Is able to point out Cadbury's error in the
matter. Ho in turn enters into a comparison of Luke G:?£-39»
where Luke is obviously using r Marcan source, with three
passages from the "we sections", Jets 26:9-19? and 21:1-10,
I find that In the narrative parallel to Mark which,
with one exception of three verses, is most revised,
there is on an average a little over one Lucan
peculiarity to each verse. On the other hand In the
"we" section, of the throe named above, In which
there are fewest peculiarities, namely, ''cts 21:1-18,
there are on an average twice as many? In 20:4-16
four times, and In 16:9-18 nearly five times as
many. They are spread through the passages and are
far from being all of one kind.'5
He has determined what are "Lucrn peculiarities" by the
same statistical method accepted by Cadbury, It seems clear
thPt the "we sections" are the composition of the reviser
t
of the rest.
1, H. J* '"adbury, in Jackson & Lake: Hie Beginnings of
Christianity, Vol. II, p. 161 ff.
2, K, Stanton: on, cit.,/merle? n Journal of Theology,Vol.XXIV,
p. 3-0. ~ ~~ " ~~ ' "*
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The only real ©xplnn.' felon of the "wo sections" then
la that they Pre the nrtur'-1 c in Ira by the author of the book
to have been e compenlon of Paul nt cert' in times In hie
career. There see is every rero >n to accept his claim as
honest# -lthough from Paul* a epistles we know that he was
f co -tpanlon of Foul he has not named himself# being known#
of course# to Theophllus# but hra simply told in the first
person those ©vents of w' !c' he was himself a witness#
The third major reason for holding to the Luc an
authorship of /eta Is that Its remerkable accuracy at numerous
points seems to imply that the author bed access to excel¬
lent information# Only a first century Christian# himself
in the midst of the mission activity of the early church,
could have don© so well#
V»o have already had occasion to discuss the alleged
discrepancies between ^ots and the epistles of Paul and
have end© vored to show that these are capable of simple
ex lunation# On the other hand it is not so easy to explain
the r lerge measure of agreement without supposing an
author who at least had access to remarkable sources#
C# W« Baselx has given an excellent statement of
this general agreement# Unless one holds t,o a theory of
absolutely infallible inspiration of th© scripture one
1# r# W# met: "The Case for the Tradition"# in Jackson
and Lake's The Deglnningo of Christianity, Vol# II# pp#P6$-P97»
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must not r>sk for complete agreement. But the agreeing
details are too numerous to be Ignored# Among the coinci¬
dences between Acts and the Tpieties which '• tm«?t lists
are these: Jerusalem, not Galilee as the gospel3 would
have suggested, is the center of the church# Believers are
called "disciples", "saints", or "brethren", but Luke like
Paul rvoids the title "Christians". The Twelve, with 'ctor
and John named, lead the church, 'long with them arc the
apostles, Including Barnabas# James and the otht r brethren
of the Lord ore prominent. Thanksgiving an'1 the Breaking
of Bread are closely connected, tilth reference to Solatia,
assuming the South Galatlan theory, we find coincidences
between the epistle and Acts U4. 3uch as the mention of
Barnabas as \?ell known, miracles, persecutions, and the re¬
ception of Paul as a god. The TheasaIonian epistles agree
with ^cts 1? an to the presence of a large gentile element
within the church there, the hostility of the Jews, the
close association of Silas and Timothy, and the teaching
there. The Corinthian epistles also fit well. Paul
speaks of his visit there in terms which suggest his reac¬
tion to his failure at Athens. Both sources mention his
working at his trade there. Crlspus i3 a prominent convert.
Aqulla and Prlscilla figure, Apollos* work is mentioned by
both. Romans agrees with Acts in implying that Paul
planned to visit Home but with a trip to Jerusalem first.
Among the minor characters in Acts mentioned also in the
epistles r'mmet mentions, in addition to those already named,
Bilvrnus (filas), Bona tar (Bosipater), 'ristarchus, Tychicus ,
Trophisms, and l-clus. That the name of Luke himself is
on!tt ' in Acts Is significant. The reference to the bring¬
ing of alms to Jerusalem by aul fits in well with numerous
references to this practice in his epistles. Indeed the
agreement of Acts and the body of Paulino letters is such
that each throws light on the other.
Acts rightly understood is the best commentary on
the letters of Paul, and the letters on the Acts.
If Luke had never known or read those letters, then
all the more remarkable is it as a proof of the
truth and historicity of both that the agreement
is so perfect.1
But we have hero been calling attention only to
factual details, he have already had occasion to point out
that the ncul of Acts is the Paul of the epistles. Perhaps
most striking of all is the agreement between the epistles
and 'cts in the picture which they give of the thought of
the early church. But this we must discuss rt some length
in later chapters of this thesis.
But not only is Acts shown to be the work of a well-
informed and early Christian by its relationship to the
epistles of Paul, perhaps the most dramatic proofs of its
accuracy have come from archeologlcnl and historical re¬
search. In this field, of course-, the name of Sir William
amsay stands pre-eminent, Ramsay began his research
1. W. '. Ramsay: The Bearing of Recent Piscovery on the
Trustworthiness of tKe hew Testament, p.
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into the area of the Pauline travels confident that the
critics of his day were right in placing Acts as a Second
Century work of no historical value, The discovery of the
accuracy of the geograohic detail of Acts 14:6, he says,
brought his first tendency toward a change of view. The
geograohical notation implying the crossing of a border in
Paul's flight here had been regarded as obviously wrong
because of a statement of Cicero which clearly contradicted
it. But the discovery of a boundary stone marking tais
boundary showed clearly that the author was accurate on
this detail. The boundary existed there from 37 A.D. to
72 A.D. That Is to say that a later writer would probably
have been mistaken about this border. Only one woo had
beon near it in this very period would have been likely
to give the detail accurately. But this was only the first
of many such discoveries. In the light of Ramsay's re¬
search almost all scholars have come to look upon Acts as
in general accurate on political and geograohical details
and to regard at least the "we source" as b3lng the work
of an eye-witness. But the accuracies found by Ramsay
are by no means, confined to this "source". For example,
our author is right as to the proconsulship of Sergius
Paul (Acts 13:7) in name, date, and title, a fact quite
remarkable in view of the constantly changing political
situation in the Roman empire. The famine did occur in
46 A.D., Ramsay is sure, though once this had been doubted.
The author Is right that Plsidien Anfcioch was the center of
n Region find that it was technically not in islden, Tho
careful tracing of the journey and of tho ports especially
speaks of a well-informed witness# The proconsulshlp of
Oellio is confirmed# Yet all these accuracies occur outside
the "we sections". These and many others are noted in
Ramsay'a St# Paul the Traveller and Roman Citizen. Such
discoveries led Ramsay to reverse his position completely
and to srguo powerfully for the accuracy and the Lucan
authorship of Acts.
We have argued for tho Lucan authorship of Acta on
the basis of tho ancient and unanimous witness to this fact
in the earliest authorities, from the fact that this Is the
only logical conclusion to be drawn from the "wo sections",
so obviously by the author of the whole work, and from the
accuracies of the book as shown by a comparison of its
details with the Pauline epistles and by the discoveries
of nrcheologicel research#
Finally, there are a number of minor considerations
which point to Luke as tho author# None of these taken in
themselves prove the noint, perhaps, but their cumulative
effect is tremendous.
For one thing, it i3 generally agreed that from the
epistles we know of no other companion of Paul who was
present at all of the events which the author of Acts des¬
cribes in the first person. Timothy and Titus, for example,
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simply cannot be fitted into tho picture. Luke, however,
appears ft the right tines In the Paulino epistles.
Another line of evidence is that Luke-Acts, at least
in the opinion of many scholars, shows signs of having been
written by © physician. As wc have already stated, Hobnrt'a
seemingly convincing argument to pz»ove this has now beon
largely discredited by the work of Cadbury. TTowevor,at
least this much of the argument remains, that Luke's language,
if not peculiar to physicians, is at least that of tho
educated Greek, r professional mn, And Luke does manifest
a certain interest in herlings and pictures Christ rs The
Great fhsycian (see Luke 4:23)*
*
third fact which seems to fit well with tho theory
of Lucan authorship is that it is now generally agreed that
Acts is a first century work. Indeed most of those who
reject the theory that the author borrowed from Josephus-
which theory wo have discussed above and have shown to be
poorly founded - would date rets before the persecution
under Do.aitirn, which occurred in the last decade of the
first century. The reasons for this are many, L. Knox
writes,"The book, if not 'holy Scripture', was a Christian
classic well before A.P. 11?,bases this on what ho be¬
lieves to bo quotations from "cts by 'olycrrp and Ignatius
and perhaps in II Timothy 3:2. This surely implies an early
1. r, L. Knox: Tire Acts of the Apostles, p. 2.
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date. That the writer wc not familiar with Paul's epistles-
which almost ell egreo to be true- implies thrt ho wrote at ^
en early date, for these were soon collected. This is
cr -••vc'clly important since our writer was intensely Interested
In ne--l end hnd been at nrine to get infornr.ti n about hi a
hero. Surely a late writer who hrd done careful research
end who hnd secured the "diary-source" would also hrvo gotten
a copy of CJelftiens, Th t our writer is so obviously in¬
dependent of eul's epistles is one of the strongest indi¬
cations not only that hie was rn early writer but also that
he was drawing on some other source. It makes the theory
of first-hand infomat! on ell th© more likely. Another hint
of the early dote Is that our writer, though he knows,
does not use the name "Christian"• He writes before the
tern ?j eVkXpcntx has bocone standard for the Church. Hrr-
neck1 finds other linguistic hints of the early drto ps
already noted, the fret that by l£0 A,r# widely divergent
texts of "cts were known suggests rn early date, Assuming
that the majority of scholars ere right in dating the Third
Gospel as being nftor the fall of Jerusalem and allowing
for other factors noted we suggest a date at approximately
88 A ,D. '-'his fits well with the theory that the book was
1. . Hamack: Luke the Physician, o, 2k ff. and The Tj_te
of ;'cts and tho Synoptic' ''ocpols, p. 101;. ff.
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written by a younger contemporary of Poul, one who may
sometimes have idealised the picture of the early church in
retrosoecfc.
".'ho locale of the book certainly fits well with the
traditional view. As we w-11 point ?ut In the next section,
io~ t modern source analysis tends to find three strends
of tradition in the early chanters of Acts: a ,T< rusalen
tradition, a Oceonrean tradition, end rn "ntiochien trndi-
tic srly tradition associates Luke with Antioch. The
author of the. "we sections" visited Jerusalem end spent
some months in Coescree. Negatively this is confined by
the utter lock of information which our nuthor has about
the nproPd of the gospel to such pieces rs Alexandria and
!>■" nscuE. He seems to know the traditions of the r ove
three cities nnd to know Paul. Hut of other areas than
these nnd thos« of the Pauline travels he knows nothing.
The whole picture fits rerfectly the traditional view of
Luke os the Greek companion of Paul.
Among the lesser argumenta which hove some weight
wo may finally point out th so, Aristarehus repeers three
times in Acts, while so Important r men as Titus, for
example, la not mentioned, 'ristarchus appears, however,
only twlce in the eniatles, but both tines he Is in the
company of Luke. This suggests n certain association, an
explanation of his oron?nonce In Acts, Again It has been
urged that there is r certf-n vividness In the portrait
of Paul given us In *cts which suggests someone who knew
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him as the author. Only as rend In the 1* -Lt of 'cts do
the opiatleo give us r full picture of the chemotor of
the -rn, his moods end te per an ambition and notions,
^cts offers n. sharp portrait. "no the intense interest of
the author in the sprord of the gospel suggests one who
like Luke was actively engaged in that mission.
To recapitulate : ' *e have shown that the objections
so carefully raised to the L cm authorship of lct3 are
poorly founded. On the other hand we have found four great
streams of evidence which seen to prove about as conclu¬
sively as any such matter can be proved that Luke, the
com anion of fa: 1, was the author of the book. These lines
of evidence are: (1) The no- t ancient authorities nil agree
that Luke is the author. (?) The evidence of the "wo sec¬
tions" Is that the author WP3 a com anion of Paul. (3) *cts
abounds in accuracies both in its gene rl picture and in
its details, so much so that it clearly suggests r cora-
-nnlon of "aul as its author, ^nd (is) there are numerous
little hints, such as tine, local©, and interests, which
point e* thor to Luke or some other com-anion of Paul as
the author.
We have not entered into this lengthy discussion
of the authorship of Acts without reason# It is, of
course, of no consequence whether the name of our author
was Luke or something els- , hut that we have identified
him as a companion and fellow worker of Paul Is n matter
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of real Importance♦ '"t hra definite bearing on our research
into the sermons In Acts* he are now proprred to aosert
the following tilings about the ocroiona in the light of this
research:
(1) Our sermons ore roportcd to us by a inn who.
In spite of minor errors, war. nn accurate historian. ven
if one feels that the arguments above hove failed to prove
the Toucan authorship at least there can bo little doubt
on this, the main issue. He is capable of accuracy both in
the general picture, a -reelng with the epistle^ and in
details. Therefore we have n strong a_ priori reason for
trusting the picture he give: us of the early preaching.
(?) Our author knows a great deal about Paul and
may be presumed capable of -lving us an accurate account of
"Vul's preaching. Indeed it seems probable that he war a
companion of Paul and that he had therefore actually heard
Paul preach many times.
(3) If we are right that the author of the whole
is to be identified with the author of the ''we sections",
then out author v/a3 personally acquainted with many other
Teachers in the early church. *5or exaiple, he had visited
with Philip (Acts 21:P), r,nd he was associated with other
companions of Paul. And he bar- visited the Jerusalem church.
(4) And if we are right that he is the Luke of
•'hilemon ?i| we may even go a stop further and assume that
he was a preacher himself.
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If,therefore, wo ere right In our survey thus frr
we ury begin our study of the sermons themselves with e
cert-"In rlrePdy-for ted confidence fchafc they . resent to us
fsn pccurrte picture of errly Christian prerching.
But before we exrmtno the sermons we must first
briefly consider whet mry be said as to the sources upon
v ich Luke drew for these rnd tne other erts of his book.
cimptrn ii. oniTicis" cr trt s'-motis - their son?nrs "i:d form
The sermons with which this thesis dorls nil lie
within the first half of the book of /etc. The author does
not Claim to have been present rt the >renching of any of
them# It is therefore necessary for us to investiu te the
sources which Luke used in composing those chaptera#
First of all, we may assort quite confidently that
Luke did use sources and that nrobrbly some of those wore
written. The preface to the Third fosoel makes this clorr.
The scenes from the early days of the church, though xr-
haps somewhat idealized, have definitely more of the charac¬
ter of fact then of fancy. The occurrence of "doublets"
(two accounts of the same event), as describod below, also
suggests such sources. And, what is perhaps most important
of all, we are In possession of one of Luke's written sources
for his gospel, 'ark, and are able to discern something of
the character of another, "o".
If then Luke did make use of sources, some probably
written, we must examine into these sources. In connection
with Luke's use of Tark three points are to be noted. First,
Luke translates hla material into his own vocabulary and
style# If Mark were not extant no source critic could ever
have told by style and vocabulary where Luke was following
it and where he was "freely conposlng". Second, Luke has
freely ro-arranged "ark's order to suit his purpose. And,
third, Luke has In general adhered closely to his ..
kJ eJV. ! Ci to
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except for those alterations. rspeoiftlly Is this true In
his reproduction of the speeches of Jesus, he will discuss
this point more fully below.
If wo rre right in our beliefs that Luke is the
author of the book, then there is no greet source problem
with regard to chapters l6«2f. Luke was himself a partici¬
pant in many of the events narrated, was a companion of the
man around whom these stories center, and was dally asso¬
ciated with eyewitnesses of many of the events narrated at
which he himself was not present. Those who reject the
Lucan authorship of the book as a whole usually sum-pose the
"diary-source" to underlie a good part of the second half
of Acts as its basis.
However, we are here concerned with those sermons
which lie In the earlier chapters of the book, before the
writer himself has come upon the scene. Luke here purports
to give an account of the earliest days of the church, in¬
cluding its preaching. The question of the accuracy of this
picture is inseparably bound to that of the sources of his
Information..
f brief survey of the v?rious types of source theory
which have been held V7j 11 be necessary.
Wilfred Knox remarks:
In the early dec des of the present century split¬
ting the ^cts was almost as ponular a pastime with
tho critics as splitting the atom with the scientists
in the present decade,1
p
Indeed the effort at source analysis began much earlier • "s
early «3 1%? Schwanbeck proposed three sources for tho early
chapters of Acta: a biography of ,:>eter, the story of the
death of Stephen, and a biography of Barnabas, and the latter
half of the book being based on reminiscences of Silas, In
l°-no V.endt suggested one Jerusalem source for the early chap¬
ters, By the lrst decade of the 19th Century numerous
theories were being proposed. Van "man found two sources,
the fcts of Peter and the |,cts of "aul, Sorof suggested
that the work of Luke was revised by Timothy to give it a
more Jewish caste, Spitta believed the primary work to be
that of Luke (including tho speeches), a source of great
historical value, but that this was combined with a less
trustworthy and more Jewish source designed to magnify
eter, the two being combined by a much later redactor,
Clemen produced a complex theory involving three sources,
a Hellenist source, a Peter source, and a 'aul source, the
latter perhaps by Luke, the hands of three redactors being
also traced, Hllgenfleld suggested that a redactor lias
used three sources: a Jewish-Christian Acts of Peter, a
more Hellenized Acts of tho Seven, and the Acts of nul*
1, VI, L, Knox: on* clt., p, 16,
2# The list which follows Is derived largely from discus¬
sions of source criticism In two works: J, "offofct: op, clt,
'9J and P., J, Know ling: The fcts of t c Apostles, In
Expositors' Creek Hew Testament, Vol.Tl, do, lfff,
Jurist believed the "we-Journal" to continue through the
book, but to this added en Fbionlte source and the work of
two redactors. Blase and Brlggs traced a single Jerusalem
source to John "ark.
Early in the present century, however, p somewhat
more orderly picture began to emerge with the work of
Adolf Ilarnaek, ITIs source analysis, variously modified,
has received far more recognition from subsequent oritics
than the earliar theories. It merits our more careful
attention,
Harnack^ carefully traces three sources for the
first half of *cts, emanating from three centers of tra¬
dition: Jerusalem, Caesarea, and Antioch, The Jerusalem
source he divides into two parallel sources, fource
we find in "cts 3:l-j?tl6. This source ho regards rs being
of high historical value, probably originally In /r- ntc.
Jerusalem source B consists of Acts 1C? )} 2:1-!+?J p:l?-2U»
This source give, c much more impressive account of the
early church, but com arod with " it is of very low his¬
torical value, That these two sources are really parallel
accounts of the same events he deduces from the fact that
in both we have a sermon, an outpouring of the spirit, an
account of comers tons, an account of the communal life of
1. % Flarnack: The Acts of the Apostle3, pp, l6p ff,
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the church, mention of wonders end signs accompanying ferr,
end nn arrest, trirl, imprisonment, end release, The order
of these events hr»3 been badly mixed by source 3, but that
the combining of the two Recounts gives uo doublets about
these events Hnrnack thinks obvious.
The second source Harnnck finds is a Caesarenn
source: -Acts 9:31-11:18; l?:l-2i;, This source
is perhaps the same as Jerusalem source A. It carrlod on
the interest in Peter of source A, but it is also to bo asso¬
ciated with Philip, (Acts 0:1;0; 01:0,9). It tolls of
•fillip's missionary journey which brings him to Crosaror,
and of Peter's assistance in that work; it tells of Peter's
experience with Cornelius in Caesaroa; and finally It
tells of Herod's imprisonment of Peter and Herod's death
in Caeaorea.
The third major source according to Ilcmaok is an
Antiocheno source, or Jerusalem-Antiooh source. This in¬
cludes Acts 6:1-8:1;; 11:19-30; 1?: 35* This source
centers around Antloch, or rather the relationship betwoen
Antioch and Jerusalem, and nrrhaps derives from Silas. It
begins with an account o.^ the election of the seven, one
of whom Is from Antloch, and traces the origins of the
spread of Chr!stirnity to the persecution which follows
Stephen's death. It tells of the founding of the Antioch
c.hurch, >aul is introduced In the first part of the source
and is brought to Antioch in the second, whence he takes
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nine to Jerusalem* The source resumes as ho end Barnabas
ret rn from Jerusalem} their first Journey Is described}
and f ore Is en recount o the Jer srlem conference, to
wh'eh they ere sent by the kitioch church* This fnfciochene
source Ilernftck thinks to bo ft written one*
liemeek'a theory lira r greet J«r 1 to rooomond it.
The sources ore lo pteally centered ."round the pieces whore
the trod tlone wore reserved. The association with oer-
tft'n people as their source see is quite possible# .lie
prominence of cert'in chftrectors in erch ties erch source
together* Ih mack is able to show that in moat cases the
sect! ns which come from the same source fi to; other nicely*
•*nd his theory Accounts for at least some of the doublets
in Acts. This theory* as we have pointed out, fits well
with the traditional picture of the life of Luke, and liar-
nack ascribes the second half of the book and the editing
of the first half entirely to him*
The ;injority of critics since Unmade*a time have
tended to follow a pattern nore or less similar to his*
Johannes "Veisa finds an Antiocheno source and n Jerusalera
source* Beraoay denies the theory of written sources but
e .phasljses the grouping of trrcliti ns around people,
notably 'oter, 'Philip* and "ark* Thus he carries even
further !!? mack's suggestion that Philip was a source*
suggesting that Philip's daughters my .veil have given
iAike such ranteriftl* This,of course, fits well with the view
that tho author of tho whole la tho companion of ?nul who
visited Philip (Acts ?lsn). Jackson end Lske^tond fco follow
Hemeek# .'hey also suggest that Jamnclc'a source A lo
connected with <T hn *!nrk, who, rather then the epos tie John,
is r ally tho John associated with tor in the early chap¬
ters , that ' Is r. continuation of the Jerusalem source used
at the end of Luke's gospel, end that Stephen's story con¬
tains doublets 'ns wo ahnil describe !»w fully below} ,
"cTToilo tends «loo to follow Ihmcck, Knox's book' , tho
noot recent discuss1on of the quest! n, tends to question
Hr-nark's view. However, he too looks upon tho first five
chapters os c Jerusalem source, robably originally in
■^rortnic. A; nd he too thinks hi lip r likely source.
There are perhaps certain modifications fco on Ice
in 'lemack's theory, 'or one thing, though Krrnnok is
probably right in finding dowbl* to in Acts end in suggesting
that these point to the use of sources, one nay question
v th r or not he is justified in making his sharp dis¬
tinction between Jerusalem sources A and J, with the assump¬
tion that chc >tora P and 3 are doublets. Of these chapters
Torrey writes!
1. Jackson "• Lake: op, cit,, Vol, II, op, lg£ ff®
2. J, b. .nox: oo, cit,, op. 16-32.
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But the two events ore essentially different from
each other, rnd each :1c highly significant In Its
own way, The second is the nature 1 sequel to the
first, end I do not ace how It Is possible to deny
that there-,1a progress in the narr tlve fron one to
the other,*
Khox thinks It incredible that two documents, probably "ra-
mric, should have restrained themselves to the nodest figures
of 3,000 and 5,900 for the number of converts, In view of
the exaggerations so common in Josephus, The complete
Jumbling of the order of B la difficult to explain, nor docs
the sequence of events become clear if one eliminetes B«
This would imply an imprisonment before Pentecost, which
scons strange, Ilor does Tinmack offor any real explanation
for the origin and preservation of such "contradictory"
documents, Therefore we must be very cautious about accep¬
ting the distinction between •* and B, The socond 'major
objection to be raised to Hamack's theory is that JLt
oerhopa does not allow enough place for oral sources. By
no moans all are convinced that all the Intiochonc source,
for cxnraplo, was written before Luke, "nd finally it is
to be pointed out that there rr still doublets unexplained,
for example those in the Stephen story, suggesting that
there are sources still behind the sources Kamac!: has
found•
Yet In the na*n It would seem that !Tnmack,e
1, 0, r, Torrey: The domposifcion and hate of /'cts, p, 6?,
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source analysis is right. The theory that LuIp- used three
sources (orrl and written), a Jerusalem, a faeserean (from
Philip), and M) rntioc'one sourco,seons altogether likely.
Of evert significance Is the fret of Luke's use
of n tr■-■di felon vA "ch goes all the wry back behind tho Hellen¬
istic <"hrrnhec to "alest'ne Itself. Since the f: '-st of the
sermons attributed to fetor claim to oresent ti e f riato-
lo y of tie- or* fnrl -vlestinlan Church, it is Important
to cr -'dne into this Palestinian element in Luke's writing.
'c early Colston critics were sug ©sting a
.Tor' sh-Chrt stian source In '*ets, ©specially in the c «echea.
Bernard else tried to trace such n source through tho
first fifteen chanters. "Y-ino connected it with the -Jospel.
*nd nearly nil tho subsequent so? rcc theories ro leve nen-
t•on d hero found some place for it* This one point of
p:r runt amidst so much *"ia agreement is not without reason.
or one thing there is the generally reco r.ised
place of special foeaarern and Joruealera material In the
Thl^d fospcl, " >st of Luke 's insertions fit this descrip¬
tion. Lute 's preference for the Jerusalem tradition con¬
cerning the resurrect!on vs a case in point. No loss an
authority on tho synoptics than Stricter writes of this
'■r lectin'.an " 'roto-Luke" thus:
Neither "ark nor 'ro to-Luke is infallible; but
as historical authorities they should probably
be regarded as on the whole of approximately
equal value. Bu , If so, this moans that far
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more weight will have to be given by the historian
In the future to the Third Gospel, end in particu¬
lar to those portions of it which are peculiar to
itself.1
B. S. Faston goes even further: v'L* Is not only more
Palestinian than "ark but, as a written document, it is
earlier".' /*nd Knox writes:
Whatever our Judgment as to the truth of the
narrative of the early chaptore of S. Luko*s >os-
nel may be ... there can be no doubt that St.
Luke has succeeded in reproducing In them in a
very remarkable degree the atmosmhem of the
earlier form of Pharisaical piety ..*3
These chapters are not Paulino Hellenism. Thoy .go back to
Palestine Itself.
Jgaln the vividness with which events rre described
suggests a Jerusalem source in 'etc. Klausnor writes:
But oven in the first part of the book, that Is to
say, In the first twelve chapters, there is so
much Information containing details and names,
that it would have been difficult to obtain them
by hearsay and to remember them so exactly unless
the author had a vrritten source before him. Thus
It is necessary to assume that also in the first
cha,ters the author made use of written sources
along with oral,4
ind those who would deny that the source is written would
agree that the events of the early chapters could not have
been narrated without the aid of some really valuable
1, B, I!. Stricter: The Pour Gospels, p. 222,
2, 3. S. 1 aston: Christ in the Gospels, p. 12.
3, W, L» Knox: St. Paul and the Church at Jerusalem,
p. 90, note.
J, -Kifiusner: From Jesus to Paul, o. 213.
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oral source#
But while there has been a certain general agree¬
ment that there Is this Palestine tradition in Luke-Acts,
as shown by various indications, on one point there has been
greater difference of opinion: the view of amy that the
language of these che ters itself betreys a Pelostinlan
origin.
ThRt the language of Luke-Acts abounds in "Seni-
tis 's" all agree.
Some of these Sealtisms are recognisable even in
the secondary stage of English translation: "he
was added to his fathers", "it came to pans",
"the feet of ••• are at the door", "his face was
going", "by the hand of" or "mouth of", "on the
fact of the earth", "by the mouth of the sword"•J-
Such phrases are semi tic in origin wherever they appear.
But many of these, of course, may be traced to Luke's
apparent devotion to the Septuaglnt.
The question, however, whether in the early chan¬
ters of *cts we may discern a source or sources actually
written In Aramaic is somewhat more debatable. Pinal
judgment on such a matter .tust, of course, be reserved for
a little group of exnerts in this highly specialised field,
but a survey of the results they currently offer is of
Interest.
The theory of an ^ramaic source for "I Acta" is
especially to be associated with the name of C, 0. lorrey.
1. H. J. Cadbury: The "'siting of Luke-Acto, p. 73.
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The appearance of his book he Arnmeic Source in "eta
brought the whole question to the scholarly world aa never
before. But rs Torrey begins his book by saying, the idea
was not now with him. He quotes Harnack, wendt, end Moffett
es having already suggested the likelihood of such a source
in Acts.
It is Torroy*a view that Acts l~l£ is almost en¬
tirely composed of r sometimes unskillful translation of a
single Aramaic document. Tic rests his case on a series of
instrnces where he believes Luke's slavishly literal trans¬
lation of the Aramaic original has resulted in certain
constructions which are impossible Greek but, retranslated,
make smooth Aramslo. For example, the Greek of Acts 10:36,
37 has puzzled commentators for years, (One may confirm
at least this quite readily by examining the various attempts
to translate these verses made by commentator after com¬
mentator during the last 100 years.) But Torrey argues
that if one translates this passage back into 'ranaic
literally, the Aramaic gives a. smooth construction which
in English would be
As for the word which the Lord of all sent to the
children of Israel, proclaiming good tidings of
peace through Jesus Christ: ye know that which took
place in all Judea.,,1
It will be noted that this example is taken from Peter's
sermon to Cornelius* household, Torrey finds numerous
1, C, C. Torrey: op. cit., p. 33'.
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such instances, of which tvvo more which he regards ps among
the most obvious occur In Peter's sermon in chapter 3
(/©ts 3:16 and 3:?!}.)#
Critics such cs Burkitt end Goodspeed were quick to
nnswor Torrey, but the chief result of their criticism of
his position has been rather to discredit his view of the
unity of "I lets" than to disprove 'rnric sources# In¬
deed most subsequent criticism, while flatly rejecting
Torrey * a view that /cts 1-15 comes from a single source,
has tended to take up the position that Luke did use
Aramaic written sources.
J# de Zwaan examines the whole matter with groat
care in The Beginnings of Christianity#^ He finds certain
faults in Torrey's method and thinks the evidence very
weak for certain part3 of "I lets"# But in his view it
seems likely that certain sections do come from Aramaic
source, notably ''etc 1:6-5*16 and 'eta 9*31-11*10# Thus
the sermons of deter all come in sections which he regards
as stemming from the /ramale# Zs to the speech of Stephen,
he thinks It iripo aible to Judge regarding its linguistic
origin sinco it is so largely composed of quotations from
scripture# ^It will be noted that de Swaan's view accords
well with the general source theory we have adopted#)
laong recent critics who have held essentially this
1# J# de Zwnrn, In Jackson k Lake: op# cifc#, Vol# II, pp#30
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view wo may Hot C» H# Dodd, A, K. McHeile, E, F, Scotfc,
and W, L, Knox,
''eh more cautious, however, is the recent study of
the whole problem of Hew Testament Ample by "atfchew
Block, He regards the Arsmalsras In 'eta as "a poor foun¬
dation upon which any source-critlclsns of value could
build". But though he is thus hesitant he writes:
The -nost likely places where Semitic sources vrere
used by Luke, apart from the sayings of Jesus,
are in the first two chapters of his Gospel pnd
In the speeches of Peter and Stephen In the early
Chapters of Acts,1
It is these sermons, of course, with which we are con¬
cerned.
Surely the net result of research Into the Ara¬
maic question is to suggest that there is likelihood
that Luke used Aramaic sources in the early chapters of
Acts for at least some of the sermons ho records. If
this bo true It Is a fact of great importance, suggesting
as it does that Luke has here taken us behind the Hellen¬
istic Church of Paul's letters to the original Pales¬
tinian community. This, of course, is exactly what he
claims to do.
To return, then, to our basic problem, what light
does the general source criticism of Acts shed upon the
sermons as a record of primitive Christology? We suggest
the following conclusions:
1, H, Black: on# cit.» p, ?07*
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(1) Luke did use sources# He writes as a his¬
torian. His picture of the early church is not based on
fancy but on research,
(?) It seems likely that these sources erne from
'ntioch, Oacsaroa, and Jerusalem,
(3) The Crearrern source quite poaaibly was
nhilip himself#
(i|) ind the Jerusalem source in vividness and
detail and quite possibly in language betrays it primitive
origin.
Do the sermons in 'eta actually give us n true
picture of the first Christian preaching?
In our discussion of this question we have been
proceeding from the general to the particular. If we are
right in our argument thus far we have already gone a
long wry toward establishing an affirmative answer. It
has boon shown that the author is one who knew Paul and
the other early preachers and was himself engaged in the
world mission of the errly church. It has been shown that
he = o trustworthy In his reporting, ind it has been shown
that he used ancient and reliable sources for his history.
These eonsidernfci ns may wo11 give us a certain bias in
favor of Luke's report,
o now turn to a consideration of the sermons
themselves. Prom an examination of the sermons themselves
dots it anperr that we have here a picture of the earliest
preaching, Including its Chriatology?
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In hie very scholarly article In The Beginnings of
Christianity on "The Speeches in Acta"1 Henry J. Cadbury
defends the position that ns a rule these speeches ere
"devoid of histories 1 basis In genuine tradition". Ills
work here Is undoubtedly fcho best defence of this position
yet written. It is therefore worthy of a detailed dis¬
cussion here.
(1) First of all it is urged that the froe -com¬
position of such speeches Is the habit of all writers of
antiquity in the Greco-Roman culture. This custom ia
J> *5
now generally recognized. ;,aul VVendland and F. Norden-'
among the earlier "or inn form critics of this century
had olr ady pointed to many parallels in Greek secular
literature to Luke * s uso of such speeches. fadbury's
own book on this and allied subjects is nerhaps the first
work of form criticism written in America.'' "nd '"nrfcin
Dibellus carries the whole discussion even further In
one of his last worus. p£belius lists four purposes for
1. H. J. Cadbury* in Jackson & Lake: on. cit., Vol.V,
pp. —
P, • bond land i Die Urrhrlatllchon hitoretorfar en,
3. K, Horden: Agnostos Thcos
Ij.. H. J. Cadburys The -Taking of Luke-Acts« pp. l%ff.
S?, H, Sibelius s Die Redon der ^postelgeschichte unci die
AntIke Geschichtsachrefbung«
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which ancient authors pieced speeches in the -joufchs of
their characters: to presont the conflicting sides of en
encounter; to illuminate r particular moment; to shot/ the
character of a nan; or to present the general thought of
the work# The ultimate aim was to show the lessons of
history# The classic example, of course, is the ancient
historian Thucydides, who ha3 told us how he composed the
speeches which make up perhaps a fourth of his history#
The speech v/rs a standard and useful dovice. We must
assume that Luke Is a man of his times here#
(?) The speeches do not seem to have the character
of shorthand reports. They are much too short to be
actual speeches* *nd accurate reporting is hardly likely
in the circumstances In which they v/ere delivered#
(3) The language and style of every speech Is
Lucan, Numerous illustrations can bo given to prove this.
(U) The speeches are essentially alike, showing
the mind of one author r' th<r than of the various speakers#
Julicher earlier wrote ;
The similarities found in the speeches and the
religious standpoint which they represent are
due simply to the fact that Luke manufactured
those utterances and put his own thoughts Into
the mouth of both Apostles# Paul is not moulded
after a Judcistic type, nor Is Peter assimilated
to Paul, but Paul and Peter alike have a Lucan,
i.e. a catholic, character given thorn,*
Ccdbury notes not only the general repetitions of thought
but also how the same favorite texts from the Septuagint
1# Translated and quoted from Julicher'o Kinloctung by
F# H. Chase: The Credibility of the Acts, p,' iO?#
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are quoted by various speakers and how one sermon is used
to supplement another, each contributing to Luke's pur¬
pose. As to alleged parallels between the sermons attri¬
buted to Peter and the epistles of Peter, or the parallels
between the speeches attributed to Paul and the Pauline
epistles Oedbury has what seems a strong argument. He
lists these parallels, then draws up other lists showing
si liar parallels between Peter's speeches and Paul's
epistles and between Paul's speeches and non-Pauline
oplstloe. Cadbury is sure that all the speeches in "ctn
obviously come from one mind, as is shown both in lan¬
guage and thought.
(5) Frequent quotations from the Septuaglnt stow
that the speeches ere not from Aramaic sources.
(6) Certain of tho speeches contain glaring errors
and anachronisms. Thus Gamaliel's speech in Acts 5
contains reference to an uprising which really did not
occur till some years later. Again, Peter, in Acts 1,
Is made to tell the disci les of tho fate of Judas, ob¬
viously for the benefit of the reader rather than his
hearers.
(7) And finally, as is pointed out most fully by
Dlbellus, tho speeches are given us according to the
author's purpose. Fach has its place in tho plan of the
whole book. For example, the sermon of Acts 13 is given
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us as an illustration of Paul's synagogue preaching.
Again when Luke wants to defend his hero he does so by
letting him deliver a series of speeches in his own be¬
half, in the trial scenes rt the end of the book.
In short, there rre definite indications hero that
we are dealing with the work of an artist, one whose con¬
cept of history-writing is the imaginative ono of his tine,
who has made use of the current technique of putting speeches
in the mouths of his char otors in order to present his
story in an attractive manner.
How It must be said that Cedbury has in a sense
completely made his case. He cannot really be called In
error on any of the above eight points. Yet when the
Rbove has been said a great deal remains to be added.
Indeed a number of factors seem to Indicate 'that though
Cadbury la undoubtedly right that the hand of Luke is to
be discerned in every speech yet the sermons do give us an
accurate picture of early preaching.
(1) First of all, it will be well to look at the
locus claaslcus for determining the habits of ancient
historians, the words of Thucydidea, Book I, chapter 22*
As to the speeches which were mad© either before
or during the war, it was hard for me, and for
others who reported them to me, to recollect the
exact words. I have thoreforo put into the mouth
of each speaker the sentiments proper to the occa¬
sion, oppressed aS r thought he would be likely to
express them, while at the same time I endeavored
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as nearly as I could, to give the genera1 purport
of whet was actually said# Of the events of the
war I have not ventured to speak from rny chance
Information, nor according to any notion of my
own; I have described nothing but what I either
saw myself, or learned from others of whom I made
the most careful and particular enquiry#• #•*■
How this is clear. Thucydides has invented speeches. For
his account of the events he has adhered closely to the
facts, but the speeches are in a different category. Yet
in doing so it ought to be noted carefully that ho has
tried as nearly as possible to "give the general purport
of what was actually sold"* He is careful to deny that
he has written to please his own or his reader's fancy,
von in the speeches he claims to write as a sober his¬
torian.
How therefore if we assume that the sermon in
"cts 13 is the "free composition" of Luke as a Greek his¬
torian v/e must also assume that he is trying to give the
general purport of what was actually said as accurately
as he can. Luke knew Paul# lie had heard him speak in
similar situations many times. Presumably he could report
quite accurately. And similarly, if, as we have soon,
Luke was well Informed a3 to the early church, even whore-
he is "freely composing" in the manner of Greek his¬
torians we have reason to trust his picture of the early
preaching.
(2) "gain we must take more note than Oadbury
has of the important evidence of the Third Gospel. F# C,
1, Jowett's translation#
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Burkitt has given p valuable account of*'Luke's Use of
"frk" in the second volume of Jackson and Lake's The
Beginnings of Chrlstlenity# On pages 112 and 116 ho
discusses its bearing on the speeches in Acts# Burkitt
selects the speech in Luke 21:7-36 aa one most nearly
comparable to those in Acts# Examining this discourse
independently Burkitt finds first of all that its vocabu¬
lary and style are clearly Lucan. It contains four
"Lucan peculiar! ties'' and sixteen peculiarly Lucan words#
Especially to be noted also are such phrases as "set
your hearts" (cf. Luke 1:66 and Acts $".hr) and "not a
hair of your here shall perish" {cf# Acta 27-3k)»
Clearly this discourse i?ould seem to be a "free corapo-
Bition"of Luke. Secondly, Burkitt notices the sus¬
picious circumstance that the slogs of Jerusalem is fore¬
told in such detail as to suggest composition after the
event# Third, the discourse is placed in an improbable
situation, since it does not seem appropriate for a
public address. ^11 these arguments, Burkitt says, would
have to be raised against the speech's being anything
other than the creation of Luke wore this discourse to
bo considered as those in Acts must be# But what are
the facta? In this coco wo have the certain knot/ledge
that the discourse is based directly upon a written source,
'Tark 13:3-37# In general Luke has stayed close to his
sources# It is true that ho has reproduced the spoech in
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his own words* The vocabulary is Lucan* He has inter¬
preted Hark at certain points* ^nd he has changed the
setting of the speech, But rs to the general content
Burkitt gives e aumbry of the discourse in Duke and writes
Id this r summary of the speech In Luke? It would
stand equally well for that in "ark* The length
and detail of the common summary is n no a sure of
the general faithfulness of Luke to his sources,
and of the confidence wo may reasonably place in
his reports of speeches In his second volume,1
How it must be said that Cadbury and Dibolluo are not
entirely unaware of the difficulty this presents for their
view* Cadbury mentions the closeness with which Luke
sticks to his sources In reporting words of Joaus. He
suggests that this offers no analogy because the speeches
of Jesus are not in the formal setting of those of ''cts,
and because Luke regarded the words of Jesus no a. special
cage. But it may be nnsv?ered that the discourse dls-
cussod above, unlike some of the others In the gospel,
is in every way analogous to those In *cts, ^nd we niunt
ask how Cadbury knows that Luke regarded the words of
Jesus In so different a light no far no reporting Is con¬
cerned. One suspects Cadbury here is disregarding the
lanown habit of Luke in order to make Luke conform to the
habits of secular Greek writers, Bibelius, too, ooems
to stumble here. He maintains that 'cts is in a different
category from the goomels* They wore not written to
Greeks but to the early believers, Thoy were read in
1, F, C, Burkitt, in Jackson & Lake: op* cit*, Vol*II,p.ll5
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churches. But Acts wns written to Theophlluo and was not
used for worship a ion : the be lieving Christians. To
attract the cultured Creek Theophilus 'cts has to conform
to the nettern of Greek history. It was separated from the
gospels In style as In use. Hence its speeches are"freely
composed" oven though those in the gospels are not. But
the obvious error of Dlbelius here is that he doec not
give sufficient consideration to the fact that the Third
Gospel was addressed to Theophllue quite as much as was
"eta. It is highly doubtful that Luke thought himself to
be writing holy scripture in either. Whatever the dif¬
ference in the use the early community soon gave them
Luke seems to have written the two books to the same
person in the same way. There seems to be no objective
reason whatsoever to set aside Burkitt's argument. And
if it stands then we must make certain important modi¬
fications In Cadbury's. He may continue to agree with
Cadbury that the style and language of the sermons in
/cts is that of Luke. We may recognise that he has used
the Septuagint instead of the Hebrew scriptures. We may
suspect that he has sometimes altered the setting of an
address. And yet we must say that in the light of the
passage discussed above all these truths toll us not a
thing with regard to whether or not Luke is reproducing a
written source. Indeed the evidence from our writer's
known habit, clearly established in his use of "ark, is
that in important doctrinal speeches Luke is adhering
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closely fco tho thoughts of hie sources#
(3) third consideration is the rorl variety of
the smooches. How there is a definite uniformity about the
sermons, as Cndbury has pointed out* and the important sig¬
nificance of this will be discussed below. But at tho same
time there are certain Indications that Luke has not lost
sight of the Individual thought of the speaker# Cedbury's
discussion here is quite misleading# He recognises the
parallels between the sermons attributed to "'©tor and I
>eter, But he answers by another list showing parallels
between Peter's sermons and the epistles of aul (plus
Hebrews). The difficulty with his argument, of course, Is
that the epistles of Paul constitute quite a large body of
literature. It would be strange indeed if one could not
from nil of them find verbal parallels to the little
body of '"etrine sermons# A true comparison would bo that
of the parallels between tho 'otrine sermons and X 'eter
as compared with a list of parallels drawn from some one
epistle of r5aul of similar length# This, of course, Cacl-
bury does not attempt, /'grin Cadbury points to parallels
between Paul's speeches and non-rnullne literature, but
here again the field is so broad that some parallels are
inevitable, Actually tho parallels between I Peter and
v
the sermons attributed to Peter are such as to suggest to
many that they go back to a common tradition of Petrine
thought,^ and the parallels between icts 13 and Galatlana
1. Geo T# G, Solwyn: Tho "Irst Twistie of St# etcr, P.33-3&*
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arc too many and too striking to be accidental. These
parallels we will examine more fully below in our discussion
of the thought of the different sermons.
ibr) ven in matters of language and stylo it is not
alwrys clear that the speeches rre Lucan. The evidence
already listed which has been given by the Aramaic scholars
on the question seems to suggest an Aramaic source for
at least some of the sermons of Peter. It is of course
true thet the sermons as we have them are now In Lucan
Creek, even unto quotations from the Septus -int. But
so is the rest of Acts, including those sections which
probably come from ancient and even Grande sources.
There *3 no ground in linguistic or any other type of
source investigation to pry the sermons loose from the
ancient end probably Aramaic sources in which they seem
embedded. And linguistically the sermons abound in
Hebraisms. P. C. Chase has discussed these at oomo length.^-
Among his exa moles rre such phrases as oTvSpcs l>
cxy£>^>cs aSe\(j)oi f?nd uicn yivous 7) ppcxc<yi • Tliclr
parallels he finds in IV "accabecs, which contains one of
the few Jewish sorraona wo have. IV "acc. 0:19 Is pertinps
the only known parallel for the phrase ©cvopes cxrSeVfe 1 .
"The whole house of Israel" (Acts 2:13) does not occur
again in the Hew Testament, but It Is a frequent phrase
in Jewish prayers. The formula "The Bod of Abraham and of
1. P. C« Chaset The Credibility of the Acts, o. 105ff.
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Isaac and of Jacob, the God of our fathers" Cots 3:13)
Is the formula with which the first of the Eighteen Bene¬
dictions begins. "Sons of the Covenant" (Acts 3: Bp) has
Its parallel In Psalms of Solomon 17:17 (Cf. Eph. 30:5).
If In such phrases we have the "free composition" of Luke
we must say at least that ho is composing well, 'nd this
Is all we need ask.
(5) But the Palestinian flavor of these sermons
Is more than verbal# (We will postpone discussion of the
primitive character of their Chrlstology.) Let us note,
for example, the 03chatology:
If we comiare the eschstology of Acts with that
of the Goamels on the one hand, or of the sub-
apostolic age on the other, we 3hall see that it
possesses several peculiar characteristics of Its
own. It Is the eschatology of an e^e when the
whole Church was Judaeo-Christian, and as yet
untouched by the Influence of the Gentile world.
In after times Judaeo-Ohrlstlenity became, first
an antiquated school of thought, and later still,
a heresy. But In fcheae first days of the Catholic
Church, the whole ground work of thought is Jewish
to the core, and the outlook for the moment
limited to the Chosen People. It almost seems
as if the commission to preach to all the nations
has passed out of the mind of the Church until
the ''aster recalled it to her memory by the force
of outward circumstances.1
In eschatology, in nationalism, In their continual reliance
upon the Old Testament scripture, in their character
as apologetics for a Jewish audience, end In their re¬
lationship to the problems which the early church must
have faced these sermons seem perfectly to reflect the
1. ?'. C, Bewick: Primitive Christian schatology» P. 2k2,
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primitive preaching. One may discover anachronisms in
Ga. r llel'o s;x>ech, but no such errors have been found in
these scroons. Hie sermons speak in Jewish terns to a
Jewish audience* Ramsay writes, "They are like contem¬
porary documents enclosed In a history written In a later
period."
Indeed It must be said that something of this is
universally recognised* Cadbury is as aware as Chase of
the Jewish characteristics of those somono• The dif¬
ference really becomes a question as to whether the
author has used written sources or not. Cndbury believes
Luke has achieved this picture of Jewish Christianity through
the use of "historic imagination" and that the sermons
have thus "considerable historical value", " 'robably
these addresses give us a better idea of the early church
than if Luke had striven for realism", he writesChase,
Ramsay, Goguel and others find it difficult to bolieve
that so vivid and apparently accurate a picture could be
the result of the "historic imagination" oven of so well-
inforaod a writer as Luke, Goguel, answering Loisy on
this point, suggests that for Luke to have produced such
Jewish writings as these sermons would have required him
to have the insight of a modern critic, But whether or
1. H, J. Cadbury, on, clt», p, !±?7,
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not Luke is using written sources is not the important
Issue. That it is gen® ally agreed that the picture he
gives us is Palestinian is the significant thing. In
these sermons wo have not the thought of a Greek writer
of the sub-apostolic age but that of the original Pales¬
tinian church.
(6) But perhaps the mast important work of all
with regard to these sermons is the research* most of
it done since Cadbury's work, with regard to the early
kerygtan and its form. This work, esnecially as done by
"ortln Dibelius and C. II. Dodd, demands our careful atten¬
tion. It would appear to establish beyond question that
the sermons in /'cts do ive us a true picture of the early
Christian preaching#
Something of the nature of the early preaching is
suggested by the Greek word used, '..'hat we have called
0
''ser ions'' or wpreaching'' the Hew Testament calls Kifjou^|ua»
kery.-pia.
If the literal meaning of the word is to be
ore*: op, It refers to the function of a herald
(keryx) who proclaims an event which has hnopened
or is going to ha -pen. h herald announced the
outbreak of a war, the result of a battle, the
nccecion of a king, or the calling of an assembly,
his iw-sk was not th? t of arguing or persuading,
but simply that of making a fret known. 3-
One may hesitate to ureas the distinction between Kr[puyp.<^
and 616^ n quite as far as does C. II. Dodd, for through¬
out the How Testament there la n In the Kvfpuypux
1. II. P. Scott: Vrrletleo of Lev/ Testament Do 11pion. p. 22%
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end there is K)|Puyp-oc in the SiScxX'j * 3ut the nature
Of the Kr\f>uy |x.<x In the llV Testament suggosto rn QlsK>8t
liter-1 fulfilment of the basic meaning of the v?ord,
"Griedrich, in EittQ^s V/orterbncfe writes:
A't the center of t: e Gow Testament kerygna
3tnnds Lordship, " sermon, however, Is not
on explanatory locturo about the essence of
the kingdom of God, but proclamation, announce¬
ment of an event,1
It is thus quite different f^-om teaching rnd more 1 instruc¬
tion end exhortation.
Apart from the sermons in >'cts, what con we say
of the content of this preaching? The Hew Testament
rs a whole gives n remarkably consistent picture hero.
In Appendix I we have listed the references containing
the verb K^poo-cr u> noting where the verb is found, who
preaches, and whet is preached. Prom this chart it may
bo readily seen that the verb is widely distributed
throughout the How Testa ient and that its basic meaning
re mina everywhere essentially the same. How especially
to bo noted are the objects of the verb. Viewed from
a simply numerical basis a definite pattern emerges.
The most frequent object of K^puukTu) is the
name yXr^q-ou£ itself, or some title such as xpiq~Tos
or KUP I o 5 , Thus in "ots 19J13 Paul preaches "Jesus",
M
1, G, Kittle, editor: Theologlsche 'orterbuck sum Heutes-
taments, Bund III, p, ^10, (our own trans la fcionT"" "
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in II Cor, 1:19 "Jesus Christ, the Son of God", and in II
Cor, 1:5 "Christ Jesus the Lord", Jesus Himself is that
which the early church preached, especially Jesus ns Lord
end Christ,
But, second, simply foiloi?Ing the statistical
pattern, stends the list of eleven references to preaching
"The Kingdom",?^ fio(<T iXeTex • So John preached (fiffttfe#3tX)§
bo Jesus "inself oroeched { "ntt, Ij.: 17); end so the disciples
nronched (Luke 9»lf), It Is true thrfc these references
to prerobing the kingdom or to preaching the roc>ol of
the kingdom lie for the most port in the synoptic gospels,
but it can hardly be doubted that they reflect not
simply the use of the word in the ays of Jesus' earthly
life but also the practice of the early church. The
early preaching, therefore, wos an eschntological message:
the kingdom Is at hand, And this is related to Jesus
Himself as Lord and Christ,
Almost equally numerous rre the references to
preaching the gospel,e.6ocyyiot/. This is often the gos.ee 1
of the kingdom Cork 1:II;.), or it may stand for the
Christ-centered message 'Gal, 2tS$ Col. It suggests
the "good news" of the eschfitologica 1 event of Jesus
/ > \ s
Christ,Kj}f>tcrcu> is vi rtua lly a synoi m for £<My ye A t^
"to proclaim good tidings,"
Eight times the object of Krjyu<r<7"6h is some
account of Jesus' deeds or of the events of his life,
death, and rosurroctlon, "live of these occurences are
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Accounts of how so leone preaches what Jesua has done for
him, r-o the demoniac, Luke k:39f or the leper, '*ark 1:^5#
Thus nrenchlng is a testimony to Jesus no n power in one's
life# The other three ere references to the death and
reourrootlon of Jesus (I Cor# 15:11,12)#
Finally we may note six references to preaching
resentence or forgiveness, which apparently are bound
up in the preaching with the good news of the oschato-
logical ©vent in Jesus the Lord.
Beginning with John's proclamation in T'att 3:1,
and moving to that of the disciples in Luke 9-P and on
to the post-re3urrection message, a connection such as
this emerges: The first preaching is the eschatological
message of the kingdom# ^reaching of the kingdom Is
always preaching of repentance and "the preaching of re¬
pentance always preaching of the kingdom# The reason
for penitence is the nearness of the kingdom# Hence for¬
giveness finds its place# Thus preaching is the nro-
c \ •-
clamation of an event, "nd to the kingdom,v\ ^odnAeiokbc longs
the king, 0|3o(^i Aecfs „ Thus the Lordship of Jesus stands
at the center of the message# It is the consistent pic¬
ture of the Hew Testament as a whole that the primitive
preaching was the proclamation of the eachatologlcRl
event of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus as the
Fschatological Messiah, of his power to save, and of
resentence and forgiveness, That the sermons in "eta fit
this picture well is obvious#
02&
A second line of approach for establishing the
content of tho ancient icerygmn is that of a study of the
Pauline epistles, noting especially those passages which
suggest Paul's dependence upon pre-Prullne thought# This
work, especially as done by Professors C# H» Dodd and A,
'# Hunter, la of greet importance in our study#
tent of his preaching, and th^t it is that which he him¬
self received# Paul emphasizes this by two technical
verbs for "receive" and "hand down", equivalent of the
official Jewish terms for the taking over and passing on
goats a formula much as quotation marks in modern punc¬
tuations# Verse 11 declares that this formula was not
the personal creed of Paul but that of Peter end James
a3 well, that of the leaders of the earliest 'alesfcinian
community# The OTi clauses stop with verse £, so that
we cannot say how much further the paradosla goes, but
there is surely the suggestion of the repetition of on
established statement of doctrine at least this far#
Moreover the emphasis on the matters not directly con¬
nected with the resurrection, the subject with which Paul
is dealing, suggests that they are brought in as part of
1# ' e here follow chiefly ' • **. Hunter: Paul and His
Predecessors, p, Ik, 1£, and Diboliue: Prom ^ra"ditlon
to Tospel, p, 21#
'^xo 3.oeua classlcus for this study of course is I
Cor# lp."*" Paul begins by stating that this is the con-
T
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the formula. If this be true then Paul's preaching, and
the Drenching of the very first Christians also, emphasised
the death of Jesus tho Christ as being for our sins and
according to the scripture and emphasized the resurrection.
I Thessalonians 1:9,10 gives another summary of
Paul's preaching, again with emphasis on tho death and
resurrection of Jesus as Cod's don, his coning to judge
the world, and the salvation He has brought.
Dodd, Hunter, and others recognize Ron. 1:2-5 as
another statement of a pre-Pruline formula. These vorsco,
according to Hunter,
describe Jesus as a real nan who was acknowledged
as Messiah (for primitive Christianity the des¬
cent from David was important as the guarantee
that Jesus v/ea the 'Tesslah foretold in prophecy)
end who after (or as a result of) the resurrection
of the dead was appointed Son of Cod. This is not
the Chris tological position of St. Paul. aul's
doctrine - witness Rom. 3:3; I Cor. 10:4; II Cor.
3:9; Gal. ij.:^ - is incrrnptionist; this is adop-
tionlst. In Ron. 1:3ff we learn of One who was a
true man born of David's lineage whom Cod appointed
Son of Ood after the Resurrection. The resur¬
rection is the birthday of the Son of God.1
Other passages which seem to contain the Pauline
or pre-Paullne kery tnr are: I Cor. 1:23; 2:1,2; Rom. 10:
°,9; Gal, 3:1. All of those and others have been listed
and discussed at length by Professor Dodd. In Appendix II
we have reproduced Dodd's chart showing the parallels
between the pre-Pauline and nouline kery tip , as found in
1. * , D, Hunter: Paul and His Predecessors, p. 23.
the 'nuline epistles, end the senons in Acts,
By en examination of such passages Dodd Is enabled
to reconstruct the kerygna according to Paul, a kerygma
which Paul c la lis to share with the primitive Jerusalem
church as well* According to Dodd it consists of these
<r
points:
The prophecies r,re fulfilled, and the new f\ge
is inaugurated by the coming of Christ.
He was bom of the seed of David*
He died according to the Scriptures, to deliver
us out of the present evil age*
ITe was burled*
He rose on the third day according to the
Jcrlotures* .
He is exalted at the right hand of God, as Son
of lod and Lord of quick and dead, ,
He will come again as Judge and Saviour of men*
Running through the sermons in Acta Dodd now finds an
almost identical pattern?
First, the age of fulfilment has dawned*•*
Secondly, this has taken place through the ministry,
death, and resurrection of Jesus, with proof
from the Scriptures that all took place through
"the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of
God" ,
Thirdly, by virtue of the resurrection, Jesus has
been exalted at the rl:$it hand of God, as
Heasienic head of the new Israel*«•
Fourthly, the Holy Spirit in the Church Is the
sign of Christ*s present power and glory*••
Fifthly, the Messianic Age will shortly reach
its consummation in the return of Christ*••
Finally, the kerygma always closes with an appeal
for repentance, the offer of forgiveness and of „
the Holy Spirit, and the promise of "salvation",*c"
1. C.H. Dodd: The Apostolic
p..17. . "
2* Ibid., pp. 21-23*
r,roaching and Its Developments,
8$w
'fiul, then, stands as a sure witness to the primitive
quality of the senons In Acts.
'"long somewhat independent lines of form criticism
"r-rtin ribelius has arrived at quite similar results. He,
too, notes the same sort of pattern running through each
of the sermons in Acts#
If the author of "cts was not bound by the con-
position of the speeches, but had the right to
shape them according to his own ideas (as he
feels Cadbury has proved) the question arises why
he did not exercise this right with more concern
about variations.1
The author could vary his speeches cleverly to suit his
characters when he wished. The logical explanation seems
to be that this uniformity reflects a set form in the early
preaching.
And the propagation remained subject neither to
personal taste, nor to the circumstances of the
hour, but took place in a regular manner in the
service of certain interests and for the puroose
of reaching certa'n goals.?
Thus he concludes:
The r« petition of the ressage in the course of the
preaching in *cfcs, and the assurance which Haul
gives that he himself had received such r message,
show that in the handling of the message we are
dealing with a widespread custom of Christian
missionaries and preachers* In this form the events
which formed the basis of all preaching for conver¬
sion were brought home to the non-Christian. The
Christians were in this manner also ever and again
reminded of that piece of history which guaranteed
thetr salvation. *7© have a right to presuppose such
1. Pibellusi "'ran Tradition to Gospel, p. 16.
P. Ibid., p. 13.
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e custom both in Aramaic and in Greek speaking
regions, for ouch a mode of carrying on tradition
obviously corresponds to use in Palestinian and
Hellenistic Judaism.1
Thus In his discussion of the relationship of the speeches
in Acts to Gr ek literary forms and the habits of Greek
historians^ Dibelius carefully notes that the sermons are
In r class by themselves. We may suppose that many speeches
in fcts are composed in the style of the Greek historians.
But the Greek tradition offers no parallel to the sermons.
These are clearly examples of a unique form, the kerygma.
And as typical example of this kerygma Dibelius points to
the sermon of Peter In Acts 10. Indeed Dibeliua interprets
the whole of the Hew Testament in the light of these ser¬
mons. They become the basis especially for his whole
approach to the gospels, in which he believes the most
primitive stratum to be that most closely associated with
the kcrygna .
How all of this resoarch with regard to the kerygma
form i3 of the greatest importance for our study. *11 of
the sermons attributed to '5eter and also the sermon in
'efcs 13 attributed to Paul are in this pattern. There
appears therefore to be the strongest sort of evidence
1. "*• Dibelius: Prom Tradition to Gospel, p.' ?1
?. Dibellns: Die I eden der *po3telge3chichte und die
Geschi ch tschreIbung, p. "34.
thr t these senons are baaed squarely on the oldest type
of tr dition, whethier that tradition wrs written or oral.
Moreover vre have here a witness to the oldest tyre of
Ohristolo iy. The kcryrnr- nrsse^es In the epistles serve
ps r yardstick by which we cnn -neesure not only the form
of the sermons but ^lso their thought about fhrist. 'nd
in both eases the witness tends altogether to certify
the entiquity of the Acts tradition.
ow of course this is not to be pressed too far.
Vsh t Dodd end the otht rs have shown is thrt in their form
their outline, the sermons in Acts are primitive. The
skeletal structure, as It were, is thrt of the first
orerehing. This would seem to be "Inoet beyond doubt.
But it remains quit© open to question whether the par¬
ticular expansions of t is form which we hrve in Acts
conform to the primitive tradition. The form we must
regard as ancient. It remains possible, however, thrt
the conwent et vcrlous pieces represents the late thought
of the ruthor. Therefor*, in oar exposition of the
Christology of these sermons in the next section of this
thesis we must still amine crlticrlly every me Jor Idee
appended in these sermons to t>.is framework to sec what
my be srld of its entiquity. But et least we may take
it thrt Dodd, Bibelius, end others of t Is school hrve
-mde clear thet the sermons do at le-pst in form end
general outline represent t' c primitive preaching. And
this is a strong indication with regard to the whole.
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To summarize this pert of the discussion, then,
wo may conclude the following: (1) Whether "free com¬
position" or not, these speeches cone to us from r well
Informed irst Century missionary aeekin- to write real
history. (?) e know from the Third Oospel that Lake's
hsbit was to adhere closely to his sources presentiig
speeches. (3) The speeches do show certain marks of the
thought of those to whom they are attributed, (ij.) Their
language suggests their >lestinicn origin and their
unity with Luke's Palestinian sources. (5) Their
thought seems strictly Jewish-Christian. And (6) they
are nerfectly in the kerygma mold, both of form and
thought, as everywhere attested by the New Testament,
as outlined as ore-Pauline by Jaul himself, and as
clearly recognized by the best form criticism. For
these reasons, then, we may approach these sermons as
a valid source for determining the thought of the primi¬
tive church.
he are now in a position to summarise the first
section of this thesis:
This section has been designed as a critical
introduction to the sermons In the first half of Acts.
W© have been concerned with one question: To what
extent are these sermons a valid historical source for
determining the thought of the primitive church? e
have argued that the following points suggest that we
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do have here p valuable record of the earl; preaching:
First, thrfc v/e do have a trustworthy text, its
early varisti >na showing its antiquity.
Second, that the scnons cone to us from the pen
of Luke, a companion of aul and himself r virat-Century
missionary.
Third, that Luke writes as in some sense r reel
historian, using ancient end perheps even ''ransic sources,
/no, finally, that the sermons themselves betray
their orimitive character in language, style, thought,
and adherence to the oldest kerwop form.
This does not meen that wo mcy trust every sen¬
tence in these sermons without further question. In the
discussion of their Chr!otology we must still critically
examine certain points as they arise. But the above
arguments do strongly affirm that In general the sermons
constitute a s rarce of the highest value historically
for discovering the earliest thought of the church. With
this confidence we shell now examine them with a view to
determining their Chrlstology.
NOTE OF THE SFP'IONS OF nT TFT>
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THF CHRTGT0L03Y OF FETCH'S PRTACHinO
Few would doubt th^t Luke Is accurate in making
Peter the spokesman of the early church. A consistent
tradition holds that it was he who, when turned, ''streng¬
thened the brethren". (Luke 22:3?). If Paul maintains
a certain independence of ?« ter he rordlly acknowledges
Peter's priority In time as a man "1n Christ". The
Synootlcs uniformly make him first spokesman of the
•"'reft Confession, 'nd in the First '"pistle of Peter
we have at the very least what an early Christian be¬
lieved to be an accurate picture of Petrine thought.
By "the sermons of Peter" we here designate five
passages. "cts ?:U|.-39 and Acts 3;i2-?6 are sermons of
Peter to a crowd at Jerusalem. Acts 10:314.-14.3 Is to
Cornelius, a "God-fearer", and his household, and is
generally regarded as the moot typical example of the
kery-p'form. The other two passages, "cts and
Acts 5:? -33» P2P3 recorded rather as speeches of defence
made by Peter when on trial than as sermons. But these
speeches are obviously equally little specimens of the
kery^ma, not the argued defences which Luke presents in
later chapters but proclama tions of the gospel.
In considering these sermons together we would
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not overlook the fact that each Is a unit In itself. The
titles suggested by Chase indicate their individuality,'1'
The subject of the sermon at Pentecost he calls "Jesus the
faserene, the enthroned Messiah", The sermon in i*cts 3
Chase entitles "Jesus, the Glorified Servant, the Res¬
torer", The defences proclaim "Jesus, Rejected by the
Rulers, Raised by God to be the Saviour", "nd to Cor-
•» t 4
nelius Peter preaches, "Jesus, Lord of A11 "• That there
are also numerous differences and sometimes even contra¬
dictions in details we shall note more fully below. But
their general similarity pnd their common ascription to
Peter justifies their being considered together,
sVe shall present the Christologlc»l thought of
these sermons under five heads, 'First,we must examine
this thought in the light of the eschatologlcal expecta¬
tion of late Judaism, especially as found In the apoca¬
lyptic literature of the Pseudeplgrapha, Second, we
shall examine it from the standpoint of the Old Testa¬
ment Messianic hone. Third, we shall investigate the
presentation of the historical Jesus in these sermons.
Fourth, we shall examine the doctrine of Jesus* exalta¬
tion here proclaimed, ?nd finally, we shall discuss those
elements of thought about Jesus which seem to spring from
the continuing experience of Jesus as a Power present to
the church, We proceed now to the first of these.
1, P. C, Chase: op. eft., p. 12.
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ch/ptfr in. nana as vsb FtfLPiutgs* or thf fschatolotical
no r. of latp jotais»* { tn tbf SFR»nns of pftfh)
It Is a ootter of the highest importncc for the
interpretation of the Petrine sermons in icts, end a
point which (in our o inion) has received too little
attention from the majority of commentators, that the frame¬
work of these sermons is that of the eschetology of late
Judaism.
Luke makes this emphatically clear in the very be¬
ginning of the first sermon which he presents. Although
the type of thought represented by the quotation from
Joel (Acts 2:16-21) Is scarcely that most characteristic
of Luke himself* the sermons here accorded make this the
starting point of Peter's ^reaching# "This la that
which was s »oken of ... the last days ... wonders ...
signs ... the day of the Lord ..."
That we may not miss the meaning he has altered
the Septuaglnt reading jx£.t<*. tcxutcx.# "after these things"*
to ev Too s £TX«t(XI5 rj i s » "In the last days". (Com¬
pere Is. p:p; '"ie. hi 1; II Tim. 3:1} Beb. Is?; I John
P:lq.) The quotation places ue squarely in the world of
apocalyptic. The prophesying of common men and women here
spoken of was assigned by an early htdrash to the future
world." The cosmic signs of the end were well known.
1. .'■ti'Pck-BIllorbeck: vo-vientar Cum TIeuentest- iont» Vol.IT
P. 616.
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Speaking of the -lorlous day when God shall reign end the
wicked be destroyed the author of The Assumption of "oses
writes <10:^):
fnd the horns of the sun shell be broken end he
shall be turned into darkness: end the moon shall
not give her light, end be turned wholly into
blood•
(Compare "att. 21^:29.) The first Christian preaching
Includes the proclamation of The Great and Terrible Day of
the Lord.
Our concern here Is to note that the influence
of the eschatological and apocalyptic literature goes
beyond the framework of the sermons to the Christology
itself. Where in the Old Testament can one find reference
to a man appointed by God to be "the Judge of quick and
dead" { "cts lOsli.2)? Where in the Old Testament can one
find this mysterious Figure "who® the heaven must receive
until the times of restitution of all things" (Acts 3:?1)?
Indeed, for the very title as applied to a
coming cosmic being we must turn to such a work as I Fnoch.
In spite of differences to be noted, it is clearly in
relation to this literature, we shall argue, that the
sermons in Acts er> (In part at least) to be understood.
That this really was the nature of the first
Christian preaching seems likely. True, ser'ous scholars
have argued that there was little "'easianic expectation
in late Judaism, that first century eschntology was
wholly the product of Christianity. Others havo argued
9k*
exactly the reverse, that Christian!fcy was simply the pro¬
duct of this hope. The truth would appear to be between
these two extremes. By the first century one apocalyptic
work was already universally known (Daniel), and others
had their Influence. Yet It is true that in that type of
Judaism wh'ch was making so strong an appeal to the
treeo-Roman world, the t pe seen in Philo, eschatologlcal
and ^eesianlc expectation had fallen far into the back¬
ground. The eschatological-apocalyptlc type of thought
was Pastern, especially Palestinian. It was on Pales¬
tinian soil that Jesus was recognised as the promised
Pess!ah-Chr!st, who would come to Judge the world. This
proclamation sprang not from Alexandria with its Logos
thought but from Jerusalem Pnd the earliest days. V.
Boussot has perhaps overstated his case In excluding
certain other types of thought from early Chr1otology,
but he is undoubtedly right that the gospels show clearly
that the "Son of Ban" type of thought was firmly embedded
In the mind of the earliest church.*
Unfortunately we cannot draw a portrait of the
Messiah of Irst Century expectation even in Palestine.
... it cmnot be too strongly emphasised that
there was no generally accepted opinion, no
organized and consistent teaching, above all
no orderly lessienlc doctrine possessing; the
faintest shadow of authority. The thing it¬
self was of faith, all the rest was free field
1. « Bousset: Kyrlos Chrfstos. p. 5 ff.
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for Imagination.^
However, 3. Schurer en-5e vors to construct en outline of
this expectation in a pattern which offers certain striking
analogies to that of Acts: (1) the last tribulation and
perplexity, or '"travail of the feasiah"; (?) lljah's
coming cs forerunner; (3) the appearing of the ,fessleh;
(Ij.) the last attack of the Hostile Posters; (5) the des¬
truction of the Hostile Powers; (6) the renovation of
Jerusalem; (7) the gathering of the dispersed; (q) fee
Kingdom of dory in Palestine; (9) the renovation of the
world; (10) the general resurrection; and (11) the last
judgment.*5 This is only a very general pattern, and not
every work of lato Judaism can be fitted even into it.
Nevertheless, the parallels between this outline and Acts
make It cle^r that we arc here on common ground. The
Messiah appears, the hostile powers attack, but their
overthrow is imminent, a time of renovation is at hand,
a glorious kingdom is coming, and there is to be a re¬
surrection and judgment to salvation and condemnstion,
Tie are amply justified, therefore, in beginning our
interpretation of the Christology of these sermons in
the light of the oaeudenlgraphic and apocalyptic literature.
1, Jackson V Lake: The "c^Innings of Christianity, Vol.1,!?
p. 356.
?♦ 1. Schurer: * History of the Hebrew People, DIv.II,
vol. ii, pp. i&rtr:
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1) PIrat of all we may note two titles nppliod to
Jeous which abound In and rt least in part derive their
meaning from this late Jewish literature.
Of nil titles applied to Jesus clearly the most
Important Is the title XfiivrSs» Christ. Consistent
tradition has it that it was Petor who thus proclaimed
hia "aster. Luke emphasizes its importance by recording
this title as the very climax of Peter's first sermon:
"Let all the houae of Israel know assuredly that God hath
made that same Jesus, whom ye have crucified, both Lord
and 01ai tj" (Acts ?:36)
Luke's oil of 7( p iTTOS this way is especially
significant. Tven by the time of Paul's epistles the
tori, unintelligible to Gentile ears, had already cone
to be used rather as a proper name. For Paul the formula
"Jesus Christ" 1 s a presupposition. Luke also uses ^pia~TOs
as a proper name.
It is only either when, as It were, he stops
to think, or when he Is reproducing his sources,
that he uses the word as a title.
That in the sermons he carefully uses the tern as a title
Is a tribute to Luke's historical accuracy.
The first Chr'stology, then, if we may use a re¬
dundant expression, was a "Christ Christology". What did
1. . J. Cadbury, in JacksOn h Lake: op. clt., Vol.1,p.367*
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the title mean?
That this word carried with it certain Old Testa¬
ment connotations we sholl note more fully in the next
chapter. But here it is our concern to emphasize r fact
often overlooked: nowhere in the Old Testament is the
title used of a heavenly figure comparable to that des¬
cribed by Peter. The only possible exception is the
highly debatable one of lenlel 9*PS,P:6» nd even if the
interpretation be rejected that Daniel here refers to a
contemporary figure this is the exception which proves
the rule. Daniel is itself orobably the latest book of
the Old Testament and an anocelyptie work. For a
narallel which will enable us to understand Peter's use
of the term we must turn to late Judaism.
Following the authority of K» H. Charles1 we
take it that the first extant use of the torn "Anointed
One" as applying to a coming agent of Ood promised for
the future is that of I Enoch (l}.8:10; 72ill) • Here v/e
meet a wholly transcendent being; for it would appear
that the title "'nointed One" of I Enoch !.j.H:10 is
simply another name for the figure which in the same
passage is called "Son of Fan" (I4.8:?) and "The Fleet One"
(i{.9:2). * modern critic might be able to pry these titles
apart or to ascribe them to different sources, but Peter
1. R. IT. Charles: The Apocrypha and Pseudepigraphy»
vol. XT, p. 195>.
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and his contemporaries can hardly have failed to assume
that they referred to the same Person. "Christ" hero
stands as the title for a cosmic Spirit, now in heaven
with Pod, utterly holy and righteous, a 'in, chosen from
all eternity, who is soon to judge the world at the last
judgment and resurrection, and to rule in glory. This,
we maintain, is what Peter means In calling Jesus "the
Christ".
u. S, Duncan1 , Jackson and Lake4", and others
press the distinction between "Christ" and "Son of "an"
in Jewish thought. It is doubtless true that a more
typical picture of the Messiah as drawn by late Judaism
is that of The Psalms of Solomon 17 and 18. here the
title is applied to a coming king,•a son of David, who
is pictured as restoring the monarchy in ide 1 form. Yet
even here, though the Messiah is a man, he almost breaks
the bonds of human limitations. II© Is sinless, miracu¬
lously empowered with strength, understanding, and
righteousness, and filled with the Spirit of the Lord.
Thus even this passage attests the tendency of late
Judaism to transcend human limitations in Its picture of
the expected "Christ".
On the other hand, Duff is probably going too far
in arguing that the title a plied to Jesus Is an aocrip-
1, 0. S. Duncan: Jesus, Son of '■an, p. 66.
?• Jackson & Lake: op# cit., Vol. I, p. 371.
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tion of divinity.* lie takes the phrase ^picrras hupios
of s. Sol. 17:36 In the light of 17:38 end of 17:51* which
he translates "Jahwoh III iself la King..." He also takes
the heading of PKftSjB of Solomon 1" \jjck\jjlos too £cxXc<jjuooy
€tt 1 TOu 7(pi<rtc>u K up 160 rs presenting "Lord**
and "Christ" as synonymous.^ Thus he erpues that Jahweh
/
Bteitlf is the predicted "ressioh. p l TTOS becomes a tlt^o
partaking of the divine attributes of Kupie>s . Whbn
Jesus was called "Christ" he was actually being given a
title "Solomon" applied to "od. There Is much in this thnt
\
Is highly questionable. Charles explanation of the p^OWTOS
Kopios of 17:36 Is that It represents an error of tr-no-
Intlon from the Hebrew construct form Rin1 rPUJ/S. Thl#
seems quite possible. The genitive of the title of
^salm ln Is much more likely that of the femill' r phrase
"Anointed of the Lord". Yet It Is undeniably true that
the picture here and elsewhere of Jahwoh as himself ruling
over his people is of great Importance. Here es in many
other places the ascription of full divinity to the *es3iah
becomes latent If not yet explicit.
Thus, though the term "Christ" was used in many
ways, Its us© In 'cfcer^ sermons seems best understood in
1. A. Duff: "Tho His© of the Title ,"'essIGh, ixoositor,
8th series, Vol. XXV, 1923# PP. 205-215.
2. "or a disci ssion of the title kupios, see the next
chapter of thi3 thesis. 1
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tho llnl t of the passage fr on I Enoch discussed above,
Josus Is not a temporal ruler belonging to tho present
ago of time and mortality. Rether as tho wholly trans¬
cendent being of Enoch does Peter*s Christ appear, Thus
Peter can say of him, as we would translate:
And he shall send the Christ appointed for you
( cf, Enoch's "Fleet One"), Jesus, whom It is
necessary for heaven to receive until the tine
of restoration of all things.,. (*cts 3:20,?l)
"Chrl t" Jes s is preached to be as a heavenly being
utterly beyond human limitations, now in heaven, and soon
to oreside at a cosmic judgment.
A second title best understood in the light of
c ^
late Jewish apocalyptic is O 6'/ i os , the Righteous
One.1 This title, used of Jesus only In the sermons In
Acts (3:14; 7sr^P) .Is recognized even by such cautious
scholars as Jackson and Lake as probably applied to
2
Jesus by the errlrest Jerusalem church.
f8 a name for the coming One it is found twice
in Enoch:
And when the Righteous One shall appear before
the eyes of the righteous...
Where then will be the duelling of the sinners...
(I Enoch 38:2)
*nd after this the Righteous and Elect One shall
cause the house of his congregation to appear...
1. For a discussion of Its association with cultlc ideas
see below, 139; and for its association with "tho Ser¬
vant of the Lord" see cha; ter V below,
2, Jackson *c Lake: op. clt., Vol. IV, p. 3.
And those mount' Ins shall not stand as the earth
before his ri -hteousnoss... (I Inoch
fnd righteousness Is re e tedly sfcrted to bo a quality of
the Son of *-!ans
This Is the Son of "an who hrth righteousness
With whom dwell©th rl"hteousnesa.** (1 Fnoch k&:3)
This Is the Son of *fan who Is born unto rl hteoua-
nocs, And righfcoo sness rbld©3 over him,
And the ri ;hteo sness of the head of Days forsakes
him not**. (I 'Yioch 71*3ij.)
This is also essential to th© character of the coming
messteh of the Psalms of Solomon (17*3?) but "The Righteous
One" is not hero used as a title as In Acts and I Inoch.
If we are right In the connection we seek to establish
then the title "The Righteous One" is to be understood
as a name having connotations of coming cosmic Judgment*
2) The concept of Jesus as now enjoying a hidden
existence with God la an even more striking Indication that
the early Church looked upon him as the Messiah of the
apocalypses*
That Peter pictures Jesus as being now in heaven
In a nosltion of special favor, awaiting the time when
he will return to judge the earth, is made very clear*
Jesus Is pictured as being at lad's ri :ht hand (Acts
Z'3h possibly 2:33 rnd 6:31)j and he is now received
In heaven in exaltation until the final cosmic event
(Acts 3:?1).
This concept of the concealment of the "essioh
Is of course without Old Testament parallel* But the
10?.
writing of late Judaism shed much light unon it. Of the
Son of Man "Inoch" writes:
And for this reason hrth he been chosen end hidden
before Rim,
Before the crert on of the world end foreV( more.
6}
"nd the kings end the eighty and nil who possess
the errth shall bless end glorify and extol hin
who rules over ell, who was hidden.
For from the beginning the Son of 'Fn was hidden,
'nd the Foot High reserved him in the rosence
of His might,
/*nd revealed him to the elect. (6?:6,7)
fnd this concert is by no means confined to hnoch.
TV Fsdras 13 pictures the "essiah as rising from the sea,
and adds, "This is he whom the "ost High reserves for many
times, through whom he will 3ave creation." (IV 7sdrns
13:26) Justin's dialogue with Tryoho (chapter 3) seems
to reflect an early Jewish attempt to reconcile this
Idea with that of Davidic oonshio. In it there is reference
to the legend that the "ess"ah has been born of a human
mother but a tempest has blown him away to his place of
concealment. The Jew says:
Christ, even If he has been born and exists any¬
where, is unknown and does not yet even know
himself until lias shall come and anoint him,
and make him manifest to all.l
The Fergus* of 'flcah 1*:6 gives the reason for the conceal¬
ment of the '-cssiah: "on account of the offences of the
congregation of "ion."
Here a nin, therefore, ''cts and the late Judelstic
1. J. Druamond: The Jewish Messiah* p. 261.
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writings seem somewhat in accord end the influence of the
conte-uornry expectation upon the first Christology ~o
made clear.
In passing it may be noted that while the seraons
make no mention of Jesus' -re-existence, in the light of
the escapes qup ted-"hove ' t: \c. cltr r tfct if we are right
in our belief that the e r11 est Christology presented
Jesus as like Enoch's Son of Man then the idea of pre-
existence was latent from the very first. The status of
Jesus at the ripht hand of God is, however, for the
sermons primarily n natter of the exaltation, a marked
departure from any ps edepigraphic thought.
3) * third enl'ghtening parallel lies in that
the «v-rly Christians, like the writers of the Jewish apo¬
calypses, awaited the manifestation of Chr'st as a coming
cosmic vent, to be eccom nnied by the "restoration of
all things*"
It is this which explains the Kcxr cx U"roi<re.^> s
sooken of in lets 3:?1 as associated with Christ's coming,
ft
We have already not«3d that Schurer lists the renovation
of Jerusalem and l^ter the renovation of all the world
as standard parts of the eschetologicsl attern, The
curse which was >ut upon the earth at the fall is removed
with the manifestation of the Messiah.
And I will transform the heaven and ma e it an
eternal bless ng and light:
'nd T will transform the earth and make it a
blessing... (IFhoch
iai+.
Schultz colls this the hope of "the last age- a glorified
replica of the creation epoch, so that the beginning and
the end complete the cycle".-*- Some pictured this resto¬
ration at. the beginning of Messiah's reign (I Enoch
lj.,5)* others, at the conclusion (IV "• sdras 7:30,3U»
Peter's Christ was to be the Greet Restorer*
I4.) Much more significant is the fact that Jeaus
is oresented as the eschatologlcal judge of all humanity
at this manifestation.
According to Acts the proclamation of Jesus as
Judge was of the utmost importance in the first preaching.
Peter, In Acts lQsij.2, is pictured as making this the sum
of the message which the risen Christ l ad co^tnissioned
the disciples to oreach:
/*nd he commanded us to preach unto the poo le,
and to testify that it is he which was ordained
of God to be the Judge [k P i t n s) of quick and
dead. 1
And there is at least an implied reference to this judg¬
ment in the exhortation to repent and to receive salva¬
tion which finds Its lace in every sermon attributed to
Peter (Acts 2:33, 3:19; 6:31; 10:1|3).2
Here again we ore on familiar ground. In II
Baruch 14.0:1,? v;e read:
1. IT. Sckulfcz: Old Testament Theology, Vol. II, p. 365.
Note the concept o" a redeemed nature Th the prophets
(Is. 35;1 fT; Amos 9:13* etc. compare Gen, 3:*17) and the
New Testament references to the Genesis story (I.Cor. 15:22,
ll5; Rev. 22:2). The last age is no mere repetition of the
first, but many elements are repeated,
2. Note that "ark 1:15 pictures something very like this
as a summary of Jesus' first preaching.
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My 'eastPh will convict him (the evil leader) of
nil his impieties, and will rather end set before
hlra all the works of his hosts. And afterwards
he will out him to north, and protect the rest of
My people#
Age in In II Brruch 72:3 v/c find:
After the signs have come... end the time of ny
lesstah is come, he ahnll both summon fill the
Blli ms, and some of them ho shall s oare, • and sono
of them he shall slay.
*nd I "noch abounds in pictures of the lect One ns judge
(U5:3» 55^4$ 61:9, etc.). rr.gels, devils, Israel,
the -entiles, the living, rnd the deed rre rll judged by
the on of "?an - Fleet One - Messiah# *s this judge
Peter pictured Jesus.
That »od la frequently pictured as Himself the
Judge oolnts to one more path to the ultimate rscr-ption
of deity to Jesus.
5) Closely bound to the thought of Messiah as
Judge in these sermons is the oroclrmat'on of Christ rs
the Saviour of th nenitent elect. Hero again the parrHols
in Jewish literrture both confirm the accuracy of uuke's
picture and increase our understanding of the original
merning.
The proclamation of the Messiah was the proclama¬
tion of salvation. Every sermon of Peter has this at
its climax. Only once Is the title "Saviour1' used Ccts
5:32), but salvation has its place along with judgment rs
r basic part of the hery 'ma. In the s« rmons of Peter
this salvst"on will be found to be connected with two
Ideas: the chosen people, rnd ethicrl fitneso. The
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Gentile Luke docs not fell to record that the first pro¬
clamation wrs to the elect race.
"or the -remise "e unto you, end to your children,
and to all them that ere afar off, even as nimy
as the Lord our <od shall call. (*cts 2:39)
Ye ere the children of the prophets, and of the
covenant which o<h made with our fathers... Unto
you first God... sent Ilira to bless you, in turning
away every >ne of you from his iniquities. (Acts
3!%26),
Him God exalted with hie right hand... to give
repentance to Israel... (Acts 5:31)
But though salvation is associated with the chosen people
it is based on repentance and faith. "Repent!" is the
exhortation of the first two sermons ascribed to eter
(Acts Pi3'-i 3:19); and re •entance is r gift given by
Jesus (-"eta £:31; 3:2&)« Thas Jesus is Himself the
Be s tower of salvation. Salvat'on is for those alone who
stand in a special relation to him.
Par there is none other name under heaven given
among men whereby we must be saved. (*cts i:12#
cf. 3:16 and 10:13)
Now ell of this appears exactly in line with cer¬
tain iders of the eschatology of late Judaism. lore also
we see the Pesaiah es the agent of salvation, that sal¬
vation being bestowed upon the penitent elect.
"or in those days the Fleet One shall arise,
*nd he shall choose the righteous and holy "on
among them:
For the day has rawn nigh that they should be
saved. (I Enoch £1:1*2; cf. i4.£:3-6; Testament
of Levi 2; Psalms of Solomon I?t33)
Tho Old Rabbinic literature reper tedly called the "essich
"Saviour" and described him as saving from sin. Accor¬
ding to the rabbis at Pesoiah's coming the wicked and
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the devils would be condemned end there would be a new
cornunlcetlon of spirit which would turn the people of
Israel to a new wrlk.^
If Israel would to -ether re >©nt for a whole day,
the rede tlon by fesslah would ensue. (Tnrgum of
Mlcah 6:C)
It is the Messiah who will with rl thteo s omnipotence des¬
troy the wicked rt the Judgment and who will deliver lod's
c'ooen people, *-Kit even In the more violent forms of
this picture the redemption to be effected by the Messiah
la never thought of entirely apart from considerations of
rlghteo sness, ourlfcy of heart, and return to :^od. The
Messiah who Judges Is the Savl or of the enit nt elect.
It is true that It bee been argued that this title,
" av"our", was rather one first bestowed upon Jesus by
Hellenists. This is based on the fact that "Saviour" is
a common title for the emperor and that while a peering
p
in the genuine epistles of >ul only twice {Eph. 5:?3»'
Phil. 3:20), it Is more frequent in l^ter works. However,
1 l~r d Knox is probably right in s •>poor ting exactly the
opposite view. fis he points out, Luke*s use of the title
Is confined to Intensely Jewish passages: the infancy
nrrrat!ve and the sermons, father it wo Id appear that
it was precisely as Christianity freed emperor worship
1. fcrack-BtZLerbeck: or_. clt., p. 6?.
Pm e her* assume with H. McNeil©, r. Scott, "• K.
Abbott, etc., the -auline authorahlp of iphesians.
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and the other saviovr-cults of the helicals tic world that
the title fell into disfavor.
Jesus rs th© creative LogosWisdom of Judaism
could be represented as one with the supreme God;
as a savlmv he would in the hellcnistic world
have been in danger of becoming oer< ly one of
many saviours.1
"Saviour" again became an accepted title for Jesus only
ft a time when the Church felt sufficiently sun of its
position to use the language of Gentile religions with¬
out endangering the faith of its members.? The salva¬
tion offered in these sermons by Jesus the "Saviour" is
exactly that combinafc'on of election, forgiveness, and
purification characteristic of Palestinian thought. It
Is to the * on of Man" rather than to Caesar that we must
look for an understanding of ^eter*s term.
That Jahweh Himself was often pictured as Saviour
is but one more feet suggesting that the ascription of
deity to Jes s was latent in the first oreaching.
6) " inally, in this connection we oust note t! e
relationship befcwtson Christ and the Holy Spirit as
described by Pi ter rnd paralleled in the non-canonical
Jewish writings.
1. • Knox: Some Hellenistic :■ lcnehts in -"rlmltivc
Chrf stlsnity, o. T£l.
2. For a discussion of a sirallfr theory with regard to the
title kuPios. see chapter IV below. It is there argued that
this title was early used in spite of similar competition
from "-entile religions.
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In the Petrine sermons this relationship appears to
be two-fold. First, Jesus is Himself the one uniquely
anointed with the Spirit, *ho very title "Christ" moans
"''nointed One'', And the anointing with the Spirit is spe¬
cifically affirmed (Acts 10:30). On the other hand, the
Anointed One Is himself pictured as pouring out the Spirit
upon -en (Acts ?:33). 'gain this is a function which in
the Old Testament is exclusively ascribed to Jahweh.
Here again, whatever his means of research, Luke
has placed us squarely in the world of Jewish expectation.
I rtoch offers several analogous statements of the anointing
of the Elect One.**-
•"nd the 3pirit of righteousness was poured out
upon him (I Enoch 6?:?).
And in him dwells the spirit of wisdom,
•*nd the spirit which giv* s insight,
End the spirit of understanding and of might.
And the spirit of those who have fallen asleep in
righteousness. (I ooch l>$i 3)
ven more striking is the message from the Testament of
Judeh which combines both the thought of the anointing of
the ''ossiah and that of the pouring out of the s/irlt upon
others, all in the context of judgment and salvation.
And after these things shell a star arise to you
from Jacob in peace (cf. "cts 10:36)
And a nan shall arise (from my seed) like the sun
of rlghteou sues s;
As Iking with the sons of men in meekness and
righteousness;
ind no sin shall be frmnd In him.
1. The "Servant of the Lord" was also anointed with the
Spirit (la. 6l:l). This is discussed in chapters V and VII
below.
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And the heavens shall be opened to hits.
To pour out the spirit, even the blessing of the
Holy Father;
And He shall pour out the spirit of grace upon
you;
'nd ye shall walk in His commandments fir? t rnd
la s t • • •
Then shell the sceptre of my kingdom shine forthi
And from it shall grow a rod of rl hteousnees to
the Gentiles,
To judge and to s-ve all that call upon the Lord.
Testament of Judah ?!+: 1-6ji¬
lt is precisely this relafclonship to the Spirit of
God which sets the Anointed One apart from ell the rest of
creat'on. In the light of the abo e background we nay
understand that for Peter the fact of Christ's power, his
proclamation of peace, his judgeship, and his righteousness
all flow frora the Spirit which is the Spirit of power, wis¬
dom, ri -hteousness, end peace. It is through this Spirit
that the Messiah is the Saviour of men. And this Spirit
is utterly supernatural. Nowhere is it connected with nor¬
mal events.r' Tt is the Spirit of the transcendent God.
From our study of these par llels, therefore, two
conclusions emerge.
•ret, l: era n< m g\r: ns Luke has recorded them seem
to fit remarkably well their context in Judaism's "esaianic
1. We here follow R.H. Ch - les in taking the above passage
as pre-Christian.
Pm ?• % Hopwood: The Heh - jo 3 ■ xnerionco of the Prim! tlve
Church, pp. 68-71*
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expectation. Whether Luko has been able to give such an
accurate picture by le ns of remarkable historical Insight
or sin-ly by careful adherence to ancient so rces is a
quest'on which perhe >s we can nrvep fully decide. ikit the
fact remains t! afc at point after point we are able to
verify the Palestinian character of these sermons from the
ar^llels in the nseude i r'phic writings.
The general impress*on created by this Chrisfcology
is that it is thoroughly Jewish and rimitive. We
may sut it t To wry: if these are not exactly the
things that were said about Jesus in the primitive
church they are surely the kind of things that
were said.-*-
In these sermons, we conclude, we have a real picture of
the Christology of the Primitive Church.
The second conclusion to which our comparisons
have led us has to do with the nature of this Christology.
If we are right in our argument thus far, then we must
conclude that from the very beginning the early Church
preached Jesus as a treneeendently supernatural eing,
whose coming had brought all of history to its final stage.
The whole 'rand sweep of i'elIs •oschichto had found its
embodiment and focal x>lnt in him. Jesus, risen from the
dead, was seen as the eculiarly-endowed, S irlt-f1 lied
ant of Jod»s cosmic Ju 'merit and blessing, now con¬
cealed on high with Cod in glory, and soon to return for
1. A. Hunter: Paul rn" 7*is Predecessors, p. 100
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the final cataclysmic event. In short, all that was
grandest in the vialone of such writers p s ""noch*" had
found its fulfilment in him#
So much we may spy -with assurance# Lr.te necalcnicm
end rrinit'vc Christology are ns alike as father end son.
Jesus is called "Christ" end "The ightooua One", lie is
pictured as existing in heaven a Ion" with the ether, awaiting
a glorious manifestation# lie is proclaimed the Judge of
all and the saviour of the penitent elect, *nd He is the
embodiment of the Spirit of Sod.
But when all this has been said certain cautions
must be noted. In spite of all similarities the Christ
of the sermons is not exactly the loct One of : noeh.
According to our sermons Christology hes profound differences
from Jewish apocalyptic. Certain of these must novr be
noted#
1) 'hirst we must note that the origin of primitive
christian eschatology (and thus Christology) lay not in
hards'-In and -'es ' ' r but in a Joyful event.
It is a universal characteristic of apocalyptic
literature that it Is the product of troublous tiros. It
is persecution which breeds it. It Is somber If bravo
literature# Jho loct fnc of '"noeh is r last dec-.•orate
ho~>©. But the primitive Christian expectation - unlike
any comparable - sprang to life in the triumph of aster
and the power of Pentecost# Neither despair nor wishful
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thinking seems to have the slightest piece in Peter's
picture of the eschafcological Messiah* Re can seek not
simply of a "essiah hoped for or dreamed of but >f One
whose triumph had been publicly manifested and already
begun. "This is that which was spoken of#.." Hero prinl-
1
tlx*© Chris bo logy leaves Jewish Messl&nisia far behind.
2) ' second difference is that in their picture
of the ''essiah these sermons lack certain elements common
in the Pseudepl graphs, such as a tendency to vindlctivenees
and certain wild speculations# Just as apocalypses usually
emerge from periods of persecution by some enemy, so it
is not uncommon for them to picture the Messiah as scoring
a bloody triumph over that foe. The Christ of the sermons
of Peter is a Judge, but He is not an avenger. Rather it
is forgiveness that He brings. Nor do we find in these
sermons speculative demonology and cosmolo y and their
accompanying descri t ' ons of the physical a me'ranee of
the Messiah. Jesus is n'ot given the nature or clearly
defined status of a me demon or deal-god. Ihe memory
or Jesus' earthly life was too fresh for that.
1. As Oscar Cullmann spys, "The chronologically new thing
which Christ brought ^or the faith of Primitive Christianity
consists In the fact that ''or the believing Christian the
mid loint since aster, no Ton g,r "lies In' the' fut-'re. Th'is
recognition is of Immense importance..." the coupletely revo¬
lutionary assertion# which is shared by the entire Primitive
Christian Church# that the mid-point of the process has
already been reached." Christ anh Time, p. "'I.
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3) fi third notable point hero is that Peter's
Christology Is based not sirs ly on late Judaism but on the
Old Testament itself.
It is t is fret which we shall consider more fully
in the next chapter. Her© It is sufficient sin ly to call
attention to the fact that it is as t! © one prophesied by
the prophets that Peter preaches Jesus. Important as we
have seen the apocalyptic element to be, we shall see that
it *s not to this alone, or >erha s even primarily, that
Peter turns. ether he points to the canonical scriptures
themselves.
4) "inally - and t ?s is the greatest revol tion
of ail - rimit* e Chrfstology differs from Jewish 'eaaianisn
in that all is brought into relationship with the historic
person Jesus of Nazareth.
This a sin is a -oint to be developed more fully
below . Hero we must sin ly r- mark that the pr- aching of
a Messiah who lad been crucified was so completely opposed
to contemporary ideas that the Jewish nation as a whole
never 1 Id accept It. Yet it was this which gftVft new
redemptive, significance t the whole. t was only the
living personality of Jesus which could endow the picture
of the Messiah with attributes that could awaken love
and reverence an:: fidelity. flnd It was His resurrection
which gave Christian eschstolo-y Its ultimate usrantee.
In the -"irst Christian reaching Jes rs was ro-
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claimed to be the Messiah for whom current speculation hoped.
But He was also preached as something radically different,
as something much more.
t
CHAPTER IV JESUS AS THE "OLPILOrgJT 0 THE OLD TKSTWNT ■
< In the cernons of Peter)
In spite of aII the affinities with th© ideas of
Jewish pseudeplgrephic apocalyptic noted in the preceedlng
chapter, primitive Christology drew more deeply from other
end richer sources for its greatest thoughts. Dor the
words end thoughts with which it described Jesus, the orrly
church reached not only beck to but also behind the epo-
eslyntic thinking of its dry to the urges of canonical
scripture Itself. This at least is th© testimony of the
sermons In *cts.
This is not alto ether surprising# The pseud©pi-
graphic literature Itself was baeed on scripture. Even
th© weirdest passages of I Enoch abound in quotations from
the canonical books, and whatever its debt to Persian
influence nay hove been its debt to the Old Testament
is immeasurably greater. Tven those ideas which in th©
preceding chapter we have listed as especially prominent
in this typo of Hessian!sn have roots In Hebrew script re.
However enlightening it may be, the attempt to reconstruct
pr! Ifcive Chris tology in terms of these non-canonical
works can bo at best only martially successful. e turn,
therefore, to the Old Testament and its relationship to
early Christology as exhibited in the sermons of Peter.
First of all we must note the tremendous importance
wh'ch the first preaching attached to the idea of Jesus
as the Fulflller and riulfllment of the Old Testament.
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The appeal to prophecy was essential to the kory gna.
It forced a part of every sermon. The sermons of Peter
abound in explicit statements of this message.
... this !s that which was snoken by the prophet...
(Acts 2:16)
But those things, which Ood before had showed by the
mouth of all his prophets... (Acts 3:16)
... which Tod hath spoken by the mouth of all his
holy prophets since the world began. Tor ,Toses
truly said... (Acts 3:21,2?)
• Yea, and all the prophf ts from Samuel and those that
follow after, as many as have spoken, have likev/ise
foretold of these days. (Acts 2:21;)
To him give all the ropheta witness... (Acts 10:i;3)
Hot simply was the claim that Jesus was the fulfilment
of the Old Testament an explicit oart of tho preaching, it
was nroved by quotation after quotation and was implied in
ev« ry sentence. Nestie's revised edition of the Oreek New
Testament notes in bold t pe sixteen quotations from the
Old Testament in twenty-three of the sixty verses of these
sermons• Each sermon is a mosaic of Old Testament words
and thouglita.
A 11 of the 01'" Testament was regarded as pointing
to Jesus: the law, the pro-heta, and the writings. It
was tho erasing claim of the infant church that the whole
of the Old Testament was written for them. The very
strainedneas of his exegesis of certain passages testifies
to Peter's confidence that Jesus could be found everywhere
in scr? tore (eg. Acts i;:ll).
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As far fa our evidence pes, 't was the clrin of
Chr' at lone from the beginning tl. t Jes s was "esalah,
not because he fulflle'd' this or that particular
line of "'esslan'c prophecy, but beer use he was the
fulfilment of the a e-lon Jewish rellg'ovs hope
as a whole. The burden of the apostolic kerygmo in
•*cts is th t Jesus, In his life, death, and resur¬
rection, is the fulf*lmcnt of all the rophecies
("cts 10:i;3, etc.^.l
lie was, aS Cullmenn srys, "the *1 id-point of the redemptive
lino of history".
Conversely, every fact orceched about Jesus was
regarded as hav'np been prophesied in scripture. In Appen¬
dix m wo have reproduced Hebert's Interesting presenta¬
tion of this fact. 'allowing Dodd * a suggestion the out-
11 n»? of the krry.gma he develops each >ert of a typical
sermon simply out of the quotations from the Old Testament
used in the sermons In "cts. "s every part of scripture
bore witness to Jesus so every fpet about Jesus was the
fulfilment of scr"pt re. Jesus was the Promised One.
That this Is an accurate picture of early thought
need not be doubted* Hendel karria (Testimonies, 1'20)
argued that fc- e first document of Christian literature was
a collection of proof tes*ts pointing to Jes s. This
general idea has recently been abundantly demonstrated
and developed in two recent books: P. II. : odd *s 'ccordlng
to the Gcri-"turps (19u2) and 2. ". ' . 31rather Hunt's
Tim ■ t" ve lospol So rces (1°5>1). Taken toget5 r these
1. A. Hunter: >p l my ■'? s redeceoaor . p. 102.
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books may be said to demonstrate quite clearly the Impor¬
tance of the Jewish canon to the primitive church. Strather
Hunt argues for the early existence of a book of "testimonies".
Dodd finds behind even this a system of Old Testament exege sis
using especially a number of the passages quoted in our ser¬
mons and flnd*ng in them pictures of the Christ. This system
lies behind Paul, John,and the author of Hebrews, goes back
evidently to the very beginnings of the Church.
In this chapter we shell discuss three features of
the Old Testament thought applied to Jesus. First, we shall
discuss Jesus as the Davidic Messiah* Second, we shall note
the concept of Jesus as the "Prophet like unto Moses", And
finally we shall note certain Old Testament ideas not thus
explicit but latent in the Petrine Christology.
1) The focal point of the preaching that Jesus was
the fulfilment of the Old Testament was the proclamation
of Jesus as the promised Davidic Messiah.
The influence of the Old Testament uoon the Ohris-
tolo y of the first preaching was actually much broader
than this. We shall note certain expansions and accom¬
paniments of this central idea. But it was around this chief
truth that the others clustered. .And it is therefore in
relation to this idea that we may consider three Old Tes¬
tament titles which Peter a piles to Jesus: "Christ",
"Son of God", and "Lord".
We have already noted the relationship of the title
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"Christ" to poafc-canonical Jewish apocalyptic. One mat
not, however, overlook the Old Teste iont connotations of
the word.
Anointing, of co rse, is especially the ceremony
whereby a man is made king (T Sam. 13:1, 17,11 Sam. 2:4#
I Kings 1:34). Basically however "the Anointed One" is a
title with a broader meaning. Anointing set aside a man
for a special task, consecrated hint to his calling. The
servant of the Lord was anointed to preach (Is. 61:1).
■'loo priests and cultlc objects were anointed ('x. 30:30;
40:10; Lev. 4:3). Anointing, therefore, symbolized en¬
trance into a special relationship with <od, Th't something
of thTs basic meaning was retained when the title was applied
to Jesus Is suggested by 'cts 10:3-3 (cf. Is. 11:2).^" van
in the technical sense of the >romis<. d " avidic "essiah
\
something more is meant by the title "Christ" than simply
"kin-".
"irat, the "'esslah would be In an altogether special
sense >od* s minister, 3od*s 'ift to His me opie,
the Pod-appointed Saviour. His very name betokened
this. Hie "'nolnted One" is but an abbreviation of
"The Lord's Anointed One". He would be the perfect
realization of the character of the theocratic king.
He would stand in r 'peer11-r relationship of union
with and dependence upon Jehovah, -he stamp of
Sod*a authority would b*> visibly upon Mm; the
favour of Sod would be manifestly with Hlra.^
1. vor further discussion of the relationship q anointing
and t: e spirit see Chapter VII.
2. V. Stanton. The Jew.!sh and the Christian Hesslah,p• 11.7•
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'* second noint to be noted is thrt Jewish "Hesslanlc"
expectation involved n rrrert deal nort then a corning king.
Indeed, many Old Testament passages which might bo crllod
"''essianlc" present a picture of "the kingddm of God" with¬
out mentioning an Individual Messiah (^mos 9ill - 15; Jer.
31; Joel 2:1^-32). Thus when the Individual Messiah appears
and the hope Is concentrated upon him ho becomes the em¬
bodiment of all this large expectation.
But, again, In the Hessiah the hearts' yearnings
would find absolute satisfaction. His coming was
the goal of Home; In it would be found the final
fulfilment of all that had been promised to the
fathers. Bach successive prophet only oointed to
Him; each righteous and successful king only
typified Him... The long vista of exoeefcetion was
closed with His form.l
When, therefore, Peter makes the climax of his first sermon
the procl^mat"on that Jesus is "the Christ" we may assume
that he meant something more than that Jesus ws the judge
of the apocalypses or even a promised king. Jesus was also
the One peculiarly consecrated by God to be the fulfilment
of all Israel's home.
The eoncopt of Jesus as "Son :>f David" (the second
Hesslanic" title to be discussed her®) has small place in
the Petrine sermons. However, 'eta 2:30 makes clear that
Peter accepted it as fact that Jesus was of David's line.
... knowing that God had sworn with an oath to him,
that of the fruit of his loins, according to the
1. ibid
1?2.
flesh, he would raise up Christ to sit on his throne..,
{*cts 2"30, follow1ng Va lc-nus with Ho es).
"Son of David" Is not sod as a title for Jesus, but his
Bavidic line rue la inferred from its prominent nlnce in the
Old Testament expectation, The particular passage here
meant is robebly Psalm 13?, eapecially verses 10 and 11,
Here again it would seem that Luke*s reoort is In
accord with the historic facts. W, Dousset argues that the
pr! "iti e community carefully avoided the title "Son of
David","*- He notes that in rll of Hark it Is applied to
Jes ,s only once (10:47,34?), r*id Hark 1?J35-37 he inter¬
prets as an att'ek on this idea. «v© have already Indi¬
cated our a -Tee Tent with Bo sset that the earliest Ohris-
tolouy reflected the influence of the aoocnlyptic literature.
However, the Petrine senons suggest that ©von the earliest
Christology was broader than a simple "on of "an" expec¬
tation. Bouaset agrees that "Christ" was an early title
for Jesus, and while we have noted the esohetologlcal con¬
notation of this title it is clear that It also was asso¬
ciated with kingship and h©nee the Devidic line. V,© have
already noted t at In I Fnoch the concept of the Ilect One
takes up Into itself distinct elements from the prophet's
presentation of the Pavldle King, There seems no reason,
therefore, to suppose that both ideas may not have had a
1. W. Boussefc: Hyrlos Chr?stos, p, 4,5,
place side by side even in the earliest Ohrlstology. This view
receives additions! confirms lion if one accepts Dodd's inter-
pretation that Romans 113-5 contains g primitive formula or
creed. Here opsin Jesus Is sold to be of the seed of --rvld
"according to the flesh", "oreover, the fact that Tatthew and
Luke give us two widely differing genealogies of Jesus tracing
his ancestry bock to David suggests that Jesus* Bavidic sonahlp
was a matter of faith before it was historically Attested. The
church in widely scnttered areas accented the common faith that
as the promised "'essiah Jesus wos descended from David* The
conflicting genealogies suggest different attempts to prove
what was already in different places a. matter of faith. xh©
title "Son of David" did not come from the genealogical tables.
The genealogies came from it. We take it that Luke is accu¬
rate in tasking tavldic sonship an incidental part of the first
preaching, an inference from the concept of Jesus as the pro¬
mised Messiah, though "Son of David" is not yet the charrc-
terlstic title.
Somewhat more difficult, however, is the question of
the third title to bo considered, "Lord", /curios * Kyrlos.
We believe ?cts to be correct in making it a title used by
the primitive church and in associating it with Psalm 110.
But this interpretation requires considerable discussion.
It is one of the lasting contributions of Bousset's
Kyrio3 Christos that he has enabled Christian scholarship
as never before to visualize the worship of the "Lord"
Jesus in its context of the worship of pagan "Lords" of
the Oreco-Roman cults. His work furnishes a most erudite
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historical commentary on the spying of Paul:
For though there be that Pro crlied gods, whether
In heaven or on earth; ps there ere gods many, end
lords many; yet to us there is one Cod.. and one
Lord, .Tesua Christ.• « (I Cor. 3:5,6)
Yet many would question Boussetfs excluding the idea of
"Lor ship" from the earliest Palestinian Chrlstology.
Bousset argues that it was the Creek-speaking church
which first aomlled the title "Lord" to Jesus. Jackson end
Lake follow him In this. Bousset bases his argument on
two lines of evidence. 'Irst, there is the evidence of the
gospels. In the oldest gospel, "krk, Lord is rarely used.
,?ark 12:35-37 (quoting ?salm 110:1) he explains as using
"Lord" in the "secular" not the "religious" sense. 'fark
11:3 is explained as ft secondary account, "ark Ui:lU giving
the original with its title "teacher". %e vocative use
in "'ark 7:28 Is simply the secular form of respectful
address. "0" uses "Lord" little more than does ''ark. But
Luke uses it frequently, being a much later work. Fina.lly,
the last gospel, John, makes It the frequent, and in the
lest chanters the habitual mode of address to Jesus.^ This
progression shows that "Lord" became the universally recog¬
nised title for Jesus only in later times.
The second line of argument proposed by Bousset is
1. On the other hand J. H. Bernard in Th<- Qospel *coordIng
to St. John, (International Critical Commentary) p.55 finds
JohEmi use of Ku'pioi reflect 'ng a more primitive tradition
than that of the synoptics. In John the disciples first call
Jesus Babbi. Peter first among the disciples calls Him "Lord"
("Lord, to whom shell we o" John 6:68). ^fter John 11:3
Rabbi disco ears. "Lord" is always used by them, "indicating
a growing reverence."
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linguistic. The Aramaic equivalent of Myrlos la Bar. Bar,
howevt v, cannot bo used absolutely but must bo used In some
\
such fora as "art, my Lord, or "rran, our Lord, The abso¬
lute title, The Lord, Is possible only in Greek. Its appli¬
cation to Jesus, therefore, must have been the work of Greek
speaking Christians, perhaps In the bilingual church at
"ntioch.
Thus the loaning of the title Is to be understood from
its use in the mystery cults of the first century. The term
'"gods" was still used of the Olympian deities, A "Lord"
however, was the more approachable object of worship of a
particular cult, as, e.g., ^ttls, In the rites of the Great
'"other, Though In a sense "Lord" was lower than "God", the
homage given the Lord was more heartfelt, since the Lord
had shared in human experience and was more intimately re¬
lated to his group of believers. This Is exactly the use
of the term in the passage quoted above (I Cor, 8:$,6),
Thus Jackson and Lake write:
the title K up i os - ma • ks the last stage in the
synthesis between the Jewish elements in Christianity
and the fundamental Idea of the Greco-Oriental
religions,*
Convincing as these arguments seem, the objections
raised by Burkitt, Rawlinson, and others aooear to show that
Pousset Is here somew* at In error, Basically the counter¬
argument rests on the fact that certain passages in the
1. Jackson k Lake: The PegInnings of Christianity, Vol.I,?,Ul7«
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epistles of T,sul suggest that "Lord" \'ies the receptee! title
for'Jesus even before these eplstle3 wore written.
T'nr from being a "last stf ge" in early Christian
thought, "Jesus Is Lord" appears In these passages as the
primitive confession of the church. Ahree times It ap-ears
in Paul's epistles, and always rs the basic confession. In
Romans 1039 it Is said to be the statement which, when sin¬
cerely made, leads to salvation. In I Cor. 1?:3 this con¬
cession is presented as the sign of the Holy Spirit. *nd
Philip lano ?:11 pictures all creation as joining in this
confession# This later passage la all the more significant
if we accept the view proposed by Lohmeyer", and followed
by Dlbelius, Lowther Clarke, Hunter, and others, that this
represents an early Jewish-Christian hymn# 1omens ll4.:9-ll
associates the title with something very like the keryr~m
formula. Hike the hymn of Phil# ?sf>-ll this passage echoes
Is. US'P3» 'gain one may note Col. ?:6,7. Here haul has
given expression to what night be called the "highest"
Chr!otology he has yet voiced. Yet even here he goes hack
to remind his readers of the original foroula of faith
which they were first taught, "Jesus is Lord". Note must
be taken of the two articles here 3D? oZv 7Tocpe\c<peT£ Tovp^piVTov
'irjvoijv tov Ku'piov • The primitive confession a - ears again.
Oscar Cullman in The T arilest Chris tl/ n Confess Ions,
a proache the same tatter from a different point of view.
1. I". Lohmeyer: Hyrlos Jesus, p# 9#
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Seeking the origin of the early symbols of the ffilth, he
finds ~>any of the above passages find others to be examples
of primitive confessions. Confesslonel forms grow out of
the needs of baptism, t/orchip, exorcism, persecution, rnd
poll mlc. But filvvpys he traces the Inter longer formulas
bock to the original confession .yrloo Jeous Christos.
"Lord" Is osoentifil to the primitive confession.
-nether Indication thrt "Lord"was the accepted title
for Jesus oven in Jewish circles is the curious designation
of Jesus' brothers ps brethren of "the Lord" (Cel. 1:19#
I Cor. 9:£).
But the cleerest Indication of fill that "Lord" was
used of Jesus in the earliest Jewish - Christian circles is
the quotation by Paul of the primitive Aramaic cry, "Mare-
natha" (I Corl 16:2), "Our Lord cometh", or "Our Lord, Cornel"-*"
Here explicitly "Lord" is used of Jesus in the Aramaic
language. Bouooet cannot really account for this. He sug¬
gests that while the title first waa used among Croek-
smenking Christians it wro soon translated beck to Aramaic.
But this Implies that the Hellenist 'fiul, writing in Creek,
now In his letter suddenly uses an Aramaic translation of
what was originally a Hellenistic Crook expression, all in
writing to a Hellenistic church. This is scarcely likely.
The only logical explanation seems to be that "r,aranatho"
1. In all probability the latter (the Imperative) Is the
correct translation. Its use at the -ucharlst is an added
testimony to its antiquity. Here It m«ant both (a)"Como
at the eschaton" and (b)"Come now to this fathering". See
0, Cullmrnn: Christ and Time. pp. 7kt152,155.
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was a foxnuln of faith so early that lb yvps formulated In
nrlc3tlno Aranaic-apeaklng con--unities and so fundamental
end so sacrosanct In early worship that it was known in this
original form even in Corinth.
The transition from "aran to Kyrlos as Christianity
spread is linguistically quite explicable. Hermann Sosse
lists a number of parallels, and writes of Kyrloa:
Behind the Creek word lurks en Oriental idee- the
thought of an inner connection between Godhead md
Kingship. The epithets n plied to gods rnd kings
are Interchangeable all through the last. Jahve in
ancient Israel is called "King", and in later Judaism
"King of Kings". The replacement of the name Jahve
ky "donl belongs to the same context of ideas. In
'ramaicthe same process of linguistic development
may be followed in the history of the word marc.».
It is a forerunner - If not tho forerunner -of the
Hellenistic Kup<©s in the Aramaic language ... The
Kyrlos-lden, then (as it becomes generrlly evident
wherever we meet with It) is of Oriental oripin.
Hellenism, by supplying a Greek word which could
take tho place of a number of different Semitic
words (adonl, mare, bnnl) contributed merely a new
and mighty expression to it.1
What, then, is the or!gin of the title as applied
t'o Jesus? Of course in a sense this title is especially
to be related to the experience of the resurrection. Various
passages in Paul suggest this. And if we follow Bo; sset's
argument at least to the extent of agreeing that "ark and
"Q" are right in indicating that the title was little used "
of Jesus during his earthly ministry, then it would appear
that yrios was indeed the resurrection title for Josus.
1. H. Sasso: "Tho artburg Conference". Theology, Vol,
XVIT, Ho. 97, P. 22b*
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Luke's record in *cto P exactly corresponds to t! is, as he
reserves use of the title till a^ter the recount of the
resurrection. However, discussion of the significance of
the resurrect-on belongs to a subsequent chapter of this
thesis.1
In 30 far as a particular literary origin for the
tern nay be found It would roperr that Luke is exactly
accurate in neIcing it Psalm 110 (Acta 2:34). The signi¬
ficance of this Psalm for primitive Christology can scarcely
be overemphasised. That it really was a favorite Old
Testament passage of the early church Is clearly shown by
the numerous and widely distributed quotations from It in
the Hew Testament, f• • Rirkpr trick'0 lists Plj. such quo¬
tations, from all throe of the synoptics, 'cts, four epis¬
tles of Paul, Hebrews, I Peter, and Revelation. Ho other
Old Testament passage is comparable in this regard. In¬
deed, if one included all references to ntho right hand
of Pod" r.irkpatrick's list could be lengthened. Such
wide distribution clearly suggests that the PaaIra was used
in the Jerusalem com unity from which Christianity spread.
*
sort of negative confirmation of this is sug¬
gested by Strack and Blllerbeck.-* They find that the
1. Oscar Cull1-aan, ."hi ' a riles t Christian Confe. slona,pp.23,
Pij., notes the special use of the title in exorcism as men¬
tioned by Justin rtyr (c. 150)
(Dialogues 05.1) cf. Phil. 3 = 10.
P. *. P. Kirkoa trick: The Hook of Psal'is, p. 665.
3» Strack "* Biforbeck: op. cit., Bund IV, p. i|5P f» They
note the psalm Interpreted as referring to /"brnham (the
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oldest rabbinic literature we possess (from nround 100 *.R.)
«
carefully avoids interpreting this srlm "fesslanlcslly,
referring it rather to "braham. Now the psalm readily lends
It3elf to Messianic interpretation. It Is so firmly en-
bedded in the New Testament that the origin of this inter¬
pretation must hove been Jewish. It is impossible, they
'believe, that the identification v/ns not mode simply be¬
cause of accident or that we have lost all record of it.
And from about 2f?0 *.D. on the aalra Is interpreted In
Rabbinical circles as referring to the "esslnh. The ex¬
planation, then, according to those authorities, lies in
this: Psalm 110 was so much used by the early Jewish-
Christian church that during the period of bitterest strife
between the Church and the Jews the rabbis tried to take
from the church what must hove been its chief foundation
in scripture and to apply Psalm 110 to Abraham. Only after
the controversy had oassed was the older interpretation
restored. Thus there Is again a witness to the Importance
of this Psalm In early Jewish-Christian Chrisfcology.
oldest meaning, traced back to 135 A.D.): "Sofort gab
Oott das Priesterturn dem Abraham, wie es hei.3st: Spruch
Jahves an meinen Herrn (Abraham)? detze dich..." ho also
R. Nechemja (150 A.D. end ft. Jaqob 2A0 Juatin
'artyr (150 "»D.) said the Jews believed the psalm to refer
to Hezekt«h. R. Jehuda (3°0 a,p.) suggested David. Mot
till ft. Judan (350 A«D.) in the name of R. Ghana (260 A,p.)
la this statement: "In der zukunft wlrd Cott den Xonlg, den
"essirs, £,u seiner Rechten sitzen lessen, wie os heisst
Ps. 110, i: "Spruch Jahves an olnen Perm: Sefcse dich zu
meinen Rechten".
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If, then, Luke is right in making Jesus' Lordship a
part of even the first preaching, and if this concept wns
derived from the Old Testament, we must now rsk whrt were
the Old Testament connotations of the idee as applied to
Jesus.
First of nil, of course, following Psalm 110, we may
believe that in calling Jesus "Lord" the early preachers
meant that he was the promised king, that one who by a
paradox understandable only to the believers wns nt the same
time David's Son and David's Lord. He It was who, because
of the special relationship In which he stood to Ood, would
conquer, judge, and rule p11 the world forever. Thus con¬
strued, the title "Lord" belongs with the titles "Christ"
and "Son of David" no signiflying the promised "essianic
king, so conceived that the concept merges, or nearly merges,
with that of tho Apocalyptic "T'lect One". Yet as with the
title "Christ", we must say of "Lord" that while a 1 this
is present, something more Is meant.
■or one thing, KOpios is of course the Jeptuagint
word for Jahweh. ven though Its use in Christology is
with reference to the "wessiah" rather than "Cod" It was
sure to serve as one more bridge to that nscri tion of full
divinity to Jesus which we have seen everywhere latent in
primitive Christology. In the mouth of Jewish monothelsts
this title is especially stnrtllnr", since they refused to
give it to anyone else, even to the emperor when their lives
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wore at stoke.
But even in its original Old Teatoment sense the
tern hod two d©fin!to imolice tions. ^irst, it meant that
Jesus in his oxrltation was peculiarly related to Cod,
The sent ft the king's right hand was the place of
honour (I Kings 2:19; Matt. 20:20; cf. Ps, U£:9;
I Macc. 10:63), But more thRn mere honour is in-
plied here. This king is to shore Jehovah's throne,
to be next to him in dignity, to be supported by r11
the force of His authority and power. The idem
corresponds to the recognition of the king as Jeho¬
vah's son In Ps. 2:7. Somewhat similarly the king
was said to 'sit on the throne of Jehovah' (I Chron.
29:23; cf. 23:£; TI Cor, 13:3).1
's Michel puts it, sitting at the right hand meant eore-
gency (Mltregentschaft).^
Secondly, the title innliod something as to the re-
1 tionship of Christ to his people. "Lord" is the opposite
of "sieve".
Again and again the writers of the Psalms call
themselves "slaves" of Cod. In theso massages the
word "slave" had assumed a religious connotation.
A similar situation appears in the prophets. The
New Testament epistles... often adoot the term
"slave" as the correlative of Jesus' title "Lord".
The usage implied that the followers of the Lord
were his possession, His property, and indeod that
was symbolized by the very ritual of Baptism. An
inevitable consequence was that the disciple re¬
garded himself as completely at the disposal of
his Master. His will was spiritually merged in
that of the living "Lord". He was pledged to deny
himself. There was also involved the idea that
the "slave" was under the protection, the -unrantee
of his Kyrloa. Here we have a conception which com-
1. A, Kirkoatrlck: op. clt., p. 666.
2. G. Kitt1)e, ed: op. clt., Bund III, p. 10B8.
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pletely tellies with Old Testament thought.1
Thus around the centrrl concept of Jesus re the
\
trensc ndont King promised in the Old Teitment p brord rnd
rich Chrlstology quickly formed. Jesus was preached ps the
promised ruler: "Christ", "The Son of David", and "Lord".
An example of how this idea governed the interpre¬
tation of scrinture by the errly church is the quotation
from Psalm 16 found in Acts 2:25. though Rabbinical inter¬
pretation associated David'd Joy (Acts 2:26) with David*e
hope for the "essinh, the words following (••• for thou
wilt not leave my soul in Sheol...) were regarded as re¬
ferring to David himself.^ Christian exegesis was not
bound by contemporary Jewish limits, it found Christ every¬
where in the scrioture.
2) Jesus was presented in Old Testament terms a3 the
"esslaP, Son of Trvld, Lord. < second concept was based
on the exegesis given in Deuteronomy 19:15,19 (Acts 3:22).
With this "Prophet" concept wo see how Messinnlc categories
are left behind. This prophecy, therefore, dec rvos ex¬
tended comment.
1. IT. Kennedy: Vital r'orces of the ' nrly Church, p. 102.
2. W. Oesfcorly: The Pgr InsahThe Jew!sh Church, p. 219.
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According to Strnck end Billerbeck the prophecy in
Deuteronomy was seldom mentioned in the Rabbinic literature,
and then not in a Messianic sense. It la true, however,
that there are certain hints that the Idea of a Joshua
redivivus had a olece in Jewish Messianic expectation. W.
K. Lowther Clarke1 develones the idea of a primitive "Joshua
Christology" and cites two passages in Josenhus1 '"ntiqulties.
Theudrs persuaded a greet part of the people to take
their effects with them and follow him to the river
Jordan: for he told them he was a prophet, and that
he would, by his own command, divide the river, and
afford them an easy passage over it. (*nt. XX, v.l,
cf. Joshua 3)
(The prophet from gypt)... advised the multitude
of tie common people to go along with him to the
Vount of Olives.,. ' e would show them from thence
how at his command the walls of Jerusalem would
fall down. (Ant, XX, vili, 6.)
John 1:21 mentions this expectation as distinct from the
I'llas-hope (cf. John ?:i4.0).
This concept of Jesus as "a prophet like unto ^oses"
therefore seems to fit very well Into its Jerusalem setting.
It is probably against this background that it is to be
understood, rather than that of the Samaritan tr dition
found in fourth century literature, suggested by Jackson
and Lake.'
^ranklin '* • Young^ in a recent article developes
1. W. Clarke: Hew Testament roblems, p. ijJ.
2. Jackson Lake: on. cifc., Vol. I, p. ij.00,
3. P. W. Young: "Jesus the Prophet", "A Re-Examination",
Journal of Biblical Literature, Vol. LXVIIT, Pt. IV, pp.
—
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the idea that the title " rophet" wpa in Jesus' day a
^esslenic one. In the Intertestmaontal period prophecy
wes thought to have ceased. (Ps. 7k:9» "al. Eech.
13;&). The return of prophecy was regarded ps confined to
the ^essicnic age. No one claimed the title except those
who claimed mower to redeem Israel, like the false "csslnha
mentioned by Josephus. Only John Hyrcnnus enmod it, as
Saviour of Judeh (Test, of Levi 3sXlj,J Josephua: Jewish
Wars, I, 2, vii; Test, of Benj. 9:?). "Prophet" Is thus
really e "easianic title, he maintains.
Probably to be associated with this is the concept
of Jesus as the CXjO^yPS ("cts 3:15» 5*31i elsewhere only
in Heb. ?:10; 12:2)• In secular Greek this word often
referred to n leader or hero of a state which he had
founded and to which he often gave his name•1 In the bep-
tuaglnt the is usually a political or military
leader, perhaps the head of some family. Though not
annlied to Joshua, the word is used of his subordinates.
It is used of leaders in the book of Judges (e.g. Jud.
1. L. Knox in an article "The 'Divine Nero' Christology
in the New Testament" (Harvard Theological Review, Vol.
XLI, No. pp. 229-PL9) points to parallels between primi¬
tive "hero Chriatology" and Creek and Roman hero myths,
such as that of Heracles, the divine philosopher-martyr.
It is his contention, however, not that the early Christology
borrowed thought from Greek myths but simply that it expressed
itself in language which had meaning for pa*ans. The present
writer feels that the Old Testament parallels, described
below, are a far lore obvious source of the basic idea, /s
Khox point* out, this type of thought soon was transcended
by the concept of the cosmological Logos.
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«md of Jephthn, Jud. 11:6,11). Herds of families
rre so called (I Chron. fhilo applied the title
even to Adam, Noah, 'brahnm, end God Himself. The concept
of Jesus ra tT>] s z^i]3 we will
discuss In connection with the resurrection, chapter VI
below. But for its use unqualified, as In 'cts £:31, we
must turn to this Old Testament meaning. Jesus Is the
head of the new community, the lender and protector of
the Christian family, giving it his name and acting as
its Lord and Saviour. A tracing of correspondence between
Jesus and Joshua - the names are of course basically the
same - survived to a tine as Into as the compiling of the
book of testimonies incorporated by Justin Martyr (Tin-
logucs 113, 31*0).
There is here, then, in this quotation In Acts
3:??» ?3» a remarkable combination of Old Testament con¬
cepts, none of them strictly "Messianic", but all of them
now regarded as finding fulfilment in Jesus.
First, Jesus is the new 'loses, the one greater
D <-
than Joshua, the ocpyriyos » the captain of the new
Israel, the chief of the family of God, the Saviour In the
second great deliverance.
Secondly, He is the Prophet. As it was Hoses '
primary function to reveal God's will, so Jesus has brought
the new revelation, that final revelation which is the
sign of the Messianic age. The original meaning of the
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prophecy, doubtless, was not that God was to raise up one
particular great prophet but rather that the light of
prophecy would never fail. Other nations might turn to
soothsayers, but God would always give Israel prophets,
Jeter's exegesis, however, saw in Jesus the whole, the
culmination of all prophecy, the embodiment of the whole
line, lost for ages but now suddenly restored. In this
connection Schultz points out that while the Prophet tends
to have little place in the "essianic picture in most of
the Old Testament,
In the second half of Isaiah, chapters ij.0-66, on
the contrary, the figure of the prophet is given
the utmost prominence, while the picture of the
Davidic king becomes quite indistinct...!
For reasons of convenience we ore postponing the discussion
of the highly important concept of Jesus as the "Servant
of the Lord" until the next chapter. But if Acts 3:13,26
does contain allusions to the figure in Isaiah - as we
3hall argue in the next chanter - there is here an in¬
teresting correspondence to Schulta1 observation.
Thirdly, "like unto ?foses" implies a relationship
between Jesus and the law. This Is all the morta start¬
ling, if, as seems likely, we really are here dealing
with pre-Pnuline thought. The quotation Peter gives seems
•to imoly that as -'oses has given at Sinai a revelation from
~od which is to be obeyed so the Prophet will bring an
1. !!. Schults: Old Testament Theology: Vol.11, p. lj.26.
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equally binding revelation.
To him shell ye harken In all things, whatsoever
he shall speak to you. And It shell bo, that every
soul that shall not hearken to that prophet, shell
be utterly destroyed from among the people. (Acta
3:£?,?3).
This is the particular wry in which Jesus Is explicitly
likened to "Toaes. Obedience to Jesus becomes the require¬
ment rather than obedience to the law of "oseo. Not only
as Prvldic King but as Leader, Prophet, and Reveeler of
God's will, Jesus Is the One foreshadowed In scripture.
3) Jesus is quite explicitly proclaimed the pro¬
mised Davidic "esolah. TTe is explicitly called The -rophet
like unto Hoses. And, as we have seen, with these con¬
cepts are associated various ideas. But in addition to
these two explicit concepts there are certain Implicit
rnd Intent Old Testament ideas which deserve brief mention.
to Jesus are now applied certain titles and
texts which originally referred to the people Israel. A
clear Illustration of this tendency is the quotation of
Psalm 118i?2 by Peter (Acts i^tll).
...♦the head of the corner' Is more naturally es-
plalned to be the too-stone (2ech 4:?)» not only
bonding the walls together but completing the
building. Israel is the 'head corner-stone'.
The powers of the world flung it aside as useless,
but God destined it for the most honourable and
important place in the building of His kingdom
in the world... Trie principle underlying this
(New Testament) use of the words originally spoken
of Israel is that Christ was the true representative
of Israel, who undertook and fulfilled the mission
In which Israel had failed.1
1. Kirknatrick: oo. cit., p. 693.
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That this ~'snlra was early applied to Je3us is suggested by
the frequency of its appearance in the Hew Testament (Ron.
9:33; Rph. P:?0; f-cts 1^:11; I Peter ?:6-3; Mark IP: 10).
In all probability It was one of the proof-texts early
fOUlld by the church. The title IT cms » to be discussed
In the next chapter, is perhaps also nn example of a trans¬
ference of a name from Israel to Christ. Oscar Oullmonn
has discussed at length this "principal of representation"
wherein Christ becomes the supreme Representative of the
redemptive activity of God which in the Old Testament was
at times executed through the chosen people.
A second strain of Old Testament thought nowhere
explicit but perhaps somewhat latent even In the Petrine,
sermons is the cultlc element. Admittedly the signs here
are falht. It Is to Stephen rather than to Peter that one
must turn for the background of 3uch developments of the
cultlc Idea as we see In Hebrews. Yet one may note ea-
c/.
peelally that Jesus is called the Holy One, Toy cxyioi/
( *ets 3:114.),^ If cxyios be taken as the equivalent of
the Hebrew Ulgi'p » then • glance at a concordance is all
that is needed to make clear that wo are here in the world
1. 0. Cullmann: 0hrl3t and Time, p. 116, compare Mai.3:16.
P. Compare 'kirk l:Plj.J John 6:69.
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of Txodus, Leviticus, and Fsekiel. This Is the word for
ft . ■
cultic purity, separation from the world. Again, there Is
perhaps a suggest! of the cult In the title c> 6iV(Xios ,
implying piety, fulfilment of Tod *s will. Indeed, It has
been suggested that fche reason hul does not use this title
Is because of Its legalistic implications (compere I John
?:1). Agnln, Priests were anointed as well as kings, so
'ml
the title "The Inointod One" need not be interpreted alto¬
gether narrowly.! Anointing set the anointed Person ©part
as the holy #gen It of the Holy Tod. "nd if halm 110 was
indeed a favorite of the early church the words "Thou
/' I
art a orient forever" nay have been applied to Jesus al¬
most from the beginning.
Hut the Inter doctrine of Jesus as the Great High
Priest was tjo detelope from more than Just a few words and
phrases, significant as they are. Rather these indicate
/' I I
the underlying aaaumptlon of the early church that some-
:# t
hot? inljJeauaj that forgiveness of alns had been achieved,
tH'at atonement, toward ifc ich all the Old Testament cult
f\ I I
strove. The forgiveness which was so essential to the
message was the fulfilment of the Old Testament hope.
' \("To1 hint all the prophets bear witness that every one who
believes1 in him receives forgiveness of sins through hla
name"• fcfcs 10:43) How Jesus had brought atonement was
/ 1
a question which the sermons, at least in the short form
7 j
we have then, did not attempt to answer. But that f is was
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fret, pnd the fulfilment of nil scriptures, was confidently
proclaimed.
In this connection one thinks of tvro passages offering
interesting parallels. The first is the keryme passage
In I Corinthians 15>*3 ''that Christ died for our sins accor¬
ding to the scriotures". The other Is the story of how
on Faster day itself the risen Jesus taught the disciples
on the road to Pramaus that it was in fulfilment of scrip¬
ture that the One who was to redeem Israel must suffer
and die# Such passages suggest that very very early the
church connected the scripture, the work of atonement,
and the mission of Jesus, forgiveness of sin was connected
with Jesus' death, as in the passage quoted above from
'cts 10, but not always was the connection exclusively
with the death of Jesus. His life and His resurrection
also played their part.
The sermon in 'cts 3 is Interesting in this connec¬
tion. It couples together a strange group of seemingly
disconnected ideas. There is the prophecy of a Prophet
like unto T-oses (Acts 3:22; cf. Peut. lB:l£,l6). Coupled
with it is the threat that some shall be destroyed from
the people, &pvt.tcu £k too X<x<x>. This phrase
is not quoted from the Peuteronoalc orophecy but rather
suggests the language of Leviticus 23*29 and the des¬
cription of the fete of those who do not join in the day
of atonement. And in the seme connection reference is
li|2.
made to the covenant of "brnham and its promise. Perhaps
one must not pres3 the connection between the passage in
Leviticus and 'cts 3:?3# but if there is such 8 connection
then there is st lrsst the suggestion that what the day of
atonement once was designed to accomplish Jesus Himself did.
But the most important title in this connection is
the title Servant, 77 a7 s # used in the sermons of
*
Jesus. We are reserving our extended discussion of this
title until the next chapter, in connection with the earthly
life and the death of Jesus. But if, as wc shall argue
there, the Christian Church really did, almost from the
very beginning, see Jesus In terms of the One described
in the second half os Isaiah, especially Isaiah 53# then
it Is clear indeed that the Church looked upon Jesus as
the fulfilment of all that was highest in the ancient
cult. He was seen as the rieot who offers Himself as the
sacrificial Lamb for the sins of the world.
The first method of interpretation of the cross
was offered by the sacrificial cultus of the Old
Testament, which Indeed was still a living end
oresent fact for the Farly Church.•• The Jewish
sacrificial system Is not specifically Biblical,
but it is an element common to almost all religions.
The specifically Old Testament element was the
connect! >n of the sacrificial system with the
knowledge of the Holy Codthat Is why sacrifice
was regarded as t! e means of atonement for the
injury done by man to the Holiness of Cod... The
atoning sacrifice represents the truth that some¬
thing must happen, if there is to be peace between
Cod md man, if the communion which has been broken
by sin is to be restored... blood must actually
flow, for man has forfeited his life by his re¬
bellion against his Creator and Lord... It. is
highly probable that the picture of the vicarious
suffering of the "Servant of the Lord" in Isa. 53
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was the link between Christ's deeth on the Cross
end the atoning sacrifice.
Of this we shell say more In the next chapter.
Perhens whet is really more significant than any of
these hints as to the ori 'ln of the concept of Jesus rs the
Greet High Priest is the point already noted that from the
very beginning the church seems to have expected to find
Christ everywhere in scripture. !<Hth this starting point
the cultic element was bound to Influence Chris tolo?yy soon.
The final matter to be noted among those Old Testa¬
ment factors implicit rather than explicit in !,cter's
Christology is this. Peter's oicture of Chr'st is pro¬
foundly influenced by the Old Testament picture of Cod.
Of course this la in a sense Implied in every line. It
is the Cod of the Old Testament who worked mighty works
through Jesus ('cts P:PP), who raised Jesus from the dead
(*cta whose Favored One, oT/o^ Too &eou , Jesus
is (Acts ?'2?)• Cut here we have reference to the point,
which we have had to note so often, that predicates which
the Old Testament applied to Cod, Peter a plies to Jesus.
"Holy One", " aviour", "Righteous One", "Lord", and "Judge"
are all titles suggesting Cod himself. It Is startling
indeed to find such as array of divine titles now applied
to a tin. ven in Peter's sermons there is a kind of
justification ror the contention of 0. *. . Knight's
1. T, Brunner: Time ChrT at! an Toe trine of Creatlon and
Redemption, pp. 2 '3» f %•
Prom ^03cs to Pru1 that Jesus Is thought of In the New Tes¬
tament not so much in terns of the Old Testament **esslah rs
of the Old Testament Qod.
We conclude, therefore, that the period Immediately
following the first resurrection ampeeranew of Jesus was
on© in which the early Christians crme to a completely
new understsndtng of the scr' tare (Luke
primitive church could now preach Jesus in Old Testament
terns. He was for than the promised Hossieh of David's
line, the Prophet like unto Hoses, the Ltone becone the
Head of the Corner, and much more. But as we see Jesus
presented as the fulfilment of all the Old Testament we
must not lose sight of the fact thrt this was the result
of a new exegesis. Neither late Judaism's eschfttology nor
Old Testament Nessianiam exhaust orimitive Chris tology.
e rnu t close this cha ter, therefore, by noting certain
alterations In the Old Testament hope.
First, the 'Tesslanle ho e is interpreted in terms
of the contemporary eachatology. Jesus is called the
Pavldic King, but the picture far transcends temporal
monarchy. This -Joint we have air? ody developed in the
preceding chapter.
Second, elements of Old Testament thought originally
quite separate are now brought together around the figure
of Jesus. Noses and David alike find their counterparts
In Him, Predicates once ascribed to Cod or to Israel now
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are ascribed to Christ. And, if we are right in the con¬
tent 'on we shall make In the next chapter, here at the be¬
ginning of Christianity the amazing nev; combination is made
wherein 'less 1 eh and "Suffering Servant" ere seen as one.
And finally, all the Old Testament hope is r<- la ted
to Jesus and the events of his life, death, resurrection,
and exaltation. This, of course, Is the great difference
between Christology and Jewish Mossisnism. Whatever thought
forms later anocalyptic and Old Testament writing provided,
it ' s Jesus who r malned at the center of the kerygmr. . That
in the Old Testament hope which seemed not to apply to Him
had to be ignored or rather re-inter>roted so that it did
apply to Him. It was He, not the Old Testament, that was
preached. VV© must turn, therefore, for our n< xt chapter,
to an analysis of w\ t Peter says of the historical events
of the earthly life of Jesus of Nazareth.
1 .
)
OTA 'TTH V jr.SUS AS A MAN ON FARTII ( T!7 THE SFRMOIIS OE ?*"TER)
The name "Jesus'" found its wry into primitive Chris-
tolo 'y not through any form o" Jewish expectation but through
«n historical event.
"Jesus is the Missish." This we3 clearly the foun¬
dation of the primitive Jewieh-Chrlsfclen Christology. The
statement, however, reme Ins equally fundamental to the first
preaching when the emphasis is exactly reversed. "The
Mess■ah is Jesus". This, quite es ouch, was the first pro-
da -ation. Of "the Messiah" everyone had heard. Tine utterly
new factor was "Jesus".
Yet it was this new hector which was the rerlly
essential point of the proc la-option. Where the old *'es-
sian'c categories did not fit 'Jesus" they were revised,
reinterpreted, and indeed, even discarded. But the second
ter- of the equation, "Jesus", continued essentially
unchanged. Christology was permanently anchored to an his¬
toric person an to historic events.
re have exrrnined the Jewish concepts with which
these events were first described. This chapter and the
two follow-ng will now discuss t e piece in Peter*8 prefichirg
of these events themselves, these new elements which so
transformed the ancient ho e. fhis chapter will analyso
Peter's presentation of the historic events of the life
1. see v:. P, Brant: Ideals if the ' a rip Church, p. lip;
cf. 0. Duncan: o£» clt.. p. Plfe,
lij-7#
end death of Jesus. The next chapter will discuss Peter's
concept of the resurrection and exaltation, And the next
*
chapter will examine his presentation of Jesus as a present
Power.
We turn to Peter's picture of the life and death of
the Nazarene.
1) First, we must notice Peter's clear presentation
of the human nature and origins of Jesus.
One point in the primitive Christology is quite plain.
Jesus was called (XV rj p , a nan (Acts 2:22), I Enoch ia
not always clear as to the nature of "the Elect One". He
is "Son of Man", yet he is a being very much like an angel.
Moreover, this book and other a oocal;/ptic works make it
very clear that contemporary Jewish thought had a well-
developed angelology and demonology, with every Imaginable
kind of supernatural being with clearly defined station
and function. It is all the more remarkable, therefore,
that Peter uses here this unambiguous term. Jesus is a.
man among men.
This assertion is by no means confined to the use
of the word cxvr^p . Though we have noted already words
suggesting a certain bursting of the bonds of humanity
Beyschlag is able to write at least almost correctly:
... Christ throughout (Peter's sermons) is dis¬
tinguished from Cod and put in a relation of
human dependence to Him. Jesus is what He is
through God's will and free act... There is no
expression which in any way goes beyond the idea
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of a men entirely filled end moved by the Spirit
of God.1
We have seen expressions which seem to us to burst these
bonds, yet the Pssert'on o" Jesus' humanity also is clear.
Jesus is "approved by Hod" (Acts ?:?2)• His miracles are
srld to hrve been done by God through Him. He was able to
do these things "for God was with him" (Acts 10:3")*
In both instances the conception comes out clearly
thrt Jesus wps p mm c' os r. end specie lly favored
by Cod. -here is not e word in p.XI these discourses
about p divine birth, no word of r coming down
from heaven or of r 'Sj^n of God' in a ohysicsl
or superne tunl sense.'
*od end Jesus rre clearly distinguished. Jesus is r mm
who lTved in r definite piece at a definite time, was seen
by rnd known to his fellow men. Jesus' humanity is mode
elerrest of rll by the witness in every sermon to the fret
of Ills death.
It Is in this connection thrt two titles hrve their
specie 1 significance. A'he first is the proper name "Jesus".
It is true thrt Luke's gospel gives this nr ne significance
in r let'on to selvatim* Yet, os we began bp noting,
it is -<ot in relation to my form of Hoaeimlc expectation
thrt the name finds its mlsce here. "Jesus" is a common
Palestinian name, one which a oears in the Old Testament
in various forms, Including the familiar "Joshua", toutov tov
JIVv^rouv , this particular man, it 1s M|hlliised| IS
fcl.r t whlch Is >rer ohod (Acts P: 52),
The second title >t similar import Is O Ncx-^uepoclos $
1. IV. Beyschlag: Hew Testament Theology. p. 309.
• /
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the ITasrrone (Acta ?:??)• oHoning Cndbury1 v;e trke thic
title, which is never used independently, to mean simply
"from "szrreth", Thus it is to be connected with the
phmse 'Z ^croov Toy ocTro A/at^cx^ZQ- of *cts 10:3>,
7nr from being n title of 'essienic honor, it nry hrve
carried with it n certrln reproach (Acts 6:li.u ?U'$» cf.
John 1:?|6),
Jesus is preached f>s r men, from r certs "n town,
rnd rlso born of n certrin family, True, descent from
David (Acts ?:30) was r pert of the *foasiRnic picture, yet
this wps p feature which, however honorrblts, olrces Jesus
spur rely within the human category. He wrs ''of the fruit
of his (David's) loins, Recording to the flesh". In this
connection also may be noted the fret that Jesus is celled
"r prophet of your brethren" { *cts 3'■??)• 71a lineage
wro quite human.
On this one point, then, Rt least, the thought of
the primitive church would seen to have been rs clerr rs
that of the Inter creeds. Jesus was "very mm".
?) We turn now to "'eter's picture of the errthly
life of Jesus,
The piece of the life of the historic Jesus in the
thought of the nrlmitive chprch hes been the subject of
much dispute among He?/ Testament critics, Scholars of tha
1, in Jackson h imke: on, cit.. Vol, V, p, 35>7«
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older type, such rs Enrnack and Wernle, 3rw In the life and
teaching of Jesus the essence of primitive ChrIstlmity#
V/ernle, for example, specks of the later development of
Christian thought as en altogether unfortunate perversion,
wherein
Jewish esohatalogy, the Jewish belief in angels,
even Jewish conceptions of Cod hinself, pass over
into the Christian Church more and -pore exten¬
sively, though at fir t without attracting atten¬
tion,*
The original Christianity, it is said, was enthusiasm for
the historic person, Jesus. Quite the opposite view has
become popular among scholars of a more modern school.
The first understanding afforded by the standpoint
of -omgeaehiehte is that there never wag a "purely"
historical witness to Jesus# Whatever was told of
Jesus* words end deeds was always a testimony of
faith as formulated for preaching and exhortation
in order to convert unbelievers and confirm the
faithful.2
In relation to this controversy the Petrine account of
the life of Jesus becomes all the more interesting.
Prom tie sermons of Peter we are able to gather
somet- ing of what the early church regarded as essential
In its preaching about the life end character of the his¬
toric Jesus,
a) They preached Jesus' human origin. He was a
1. P. hernle: The he »' nn?r. s of Chrl s tlrn! ty, Vol. II,
P. 53.
P. Pibelius: '"rom Tradition to Jospel, p. £95.
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men, descended from "avid, end from the town of Nnsareth.
This we heve discussed above.
b) Jesus is set in relation to John the Baptist
(ficts 10:37)* It Is true thr t this is found among the
Petrine sermons only in the 3ernon to Cornelius. However,
it also he a a piece In the sermon attributed to Paul (/*cts
13*?E>)» sup-eating that it was & standard art of the
kerygma. Indeed the whole of the account of Jesus' life
is fuller In the sermon to Cornelius than in the other
Petrlne sertions, oresumably because it is assumed that the
Jerusalem crowd is already familiar wi th this art of the
message (Pots 2'-22o)m
It is not specifically stated that John baptised
Jesus, though one may guess that this is t a event lying
behind the words. A'his la made clearer by the fact that
it ' s associated With Jesus' being anointed b Cod "with
the Holy Ghost and with power" (*cfcs 10:33). It would
seem likely that the first preaching often contained an
account of the events described in "ark 1:1}.-11. This fits
well with the fact that all four gospels set this story
at the beginning of their account of Jesus' rain' stry.
Moreover the nature of the story is such that, it is in¬
credible that it should have arisen from anything other
than an historical memory, since the church would never
have invented a picture of its I»ord undergoing brut ism at
the hands of another man.
The significance of the anointing is not clearly
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developed. However, It in clcr that it is this which
enablea Jesus to do the nighty works attributed to him.
Ho important was the anoint'ng that Jesus is known always
rg The "no inted One, the Christ, J. ' eiss commento on
this verse:
Thus originally the baptist! in Jordan was the
birth-hour of the 'iesniah,-*■
't least Peter looks to this event as the beginning of
Jesus' ministry, ( It began from Galilee after the
baptism which John preached - 'etc 10:3?,} "ere Jesus
anointed. Only later wps the anointment publicity
proclrlmed. So Saul and revld were privately «nointed to
their kingly office, later publicly acclaimed kings.^
b'} The prophetic character of Jesu ' minis try is
described. This Is mad© especially clear in Acts 3:2?.
Here Jesus is called " a raphe fc", lie is compared to 'osea.
in that he also brought a revelation of God's will. Since
he was prophet Jesus' worda ought to have been heard and
obeyed, -11 his sayin -g are regarded as absolutely binding,
Fsilure to obey the words of the 'rophefc Jesus has put Is¬
rael in danger of destruction, even as id failure to obey
the words of the prophets of Old, In cts 10:36,37 we are
told that through Jesus uod sent a word to Israel pro¬
claiming good tidin.-e of r* ce, This association with "the
1, J, Weiss: Christ the Hermlng of Dogma, p, ij.3,
P. "or a fuller discuss! -n )f "idoptionism" in primitive
Christology see the next chapter.
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wore' of the Lord" again assigns Jesus n strictly prophetic
function. Moreover, it is the suggestion of Jackson end
Lake's commentary here that ?cts 10:3'3 nry be an illusion
to Isaiah 61:1 (cf. Luke 14.:!^,19). ere the anointing is
the anointing to preach good tidings end to all the prophe¬
tic mission.
This picture of Jesus as a prophet found here in
the earliest preaching Is in several ways significant.
"or one thing it attests the historical interest of the
early preaching. C. II. Doric? notes this in connection with
the gospels.
ft is not the least remarkable feature of the
Gospels as historical documents that although
they r.11 - even "ark - are written under the
Influence of a 'high* Chrisfcology, yet they all-
evtn John - represent Jesus as a teacher with
his school of disciples.^
And agafn it is interesting as a suggest1 n that the
Interest of the early Christology was not so exclusively
soterlological as certain of the scholars of the : ori
geschichte school would have us be1'eve. If Jesus was
from the first preached to be a Prophet who had brought a
new "word of God", whose words were to be heard and obeyed,
then it would appear that Jesus' ethical teaching nus- have
had its place even in the earliest Instruction. "nd
finally this term "Prophet" is the most fruitful one for
giving us idea of how the early church pictured the type
1. C. T". Dodd, In '•'•iessmann and Bell: "yaterlum Christ!,
P. 53.
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of man its Lord was "In the days of his flesh".
c) Mention is made of Jesus' mighty works.
Jesus has been approved by Jod to the Jews6uvo(|xe<n Ktx i
T£f>c«ri Kofi o"yj|x.€iois ,by mighty works, wonders, end signs
which God did through Him amon? ti e people, fects with
which they themselves Pre said to be acquainted (£cte 2:
22). The sermon to Cornelius adds to the list of Ills
activities that He did deeds of mercy md performed exor¬
cisms ("cts 10:38). This sermon also gives us some picture
of the location of these events. They began in Calilee.
Jesus now wandered about,Siv^XS&v . He also worked in
Judea and Jerusalem. Here His ministry ended.
It is one of the lasting contributions of form cri¬
ticism that It has shown how many of the stories about
Jesus contained in our gospels still show signs of having
been used as "paradigms" In sermons just such as this.
For of course what we have here is but a highly condensed
version of each sermon. This, like the other parts of the
sermon, was surely usually lengthened by illustrations,
"for the acts of power, miracles, and signs, remain mere
words unless they receive life out of the narratives".
Pibelius lists as the most typical examples of stories
whose form still show traces of their use in t' is type
of preaching the following narratives from Mark.'3
The Healing of the Paralytic Mk. 2:1 f.
The Question of lasting 2:l8f.
1. M, Pibelius: r'rom Tradition to Grosuel, p. ?5>.
2. Ibid. % p. 1-1-3•
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The tubbing of the Ears of Corn 2:23f«
The Heeling of the Withered Hand 3:1 f.
The Relatives of Jesus 3:<?Cf.,30f>
Blessing the Children 10:131".
The Tribute Money 12:13*".
The Anointing in Bethany ll|.: 3f•
And of course many other stories in our gospels doubtless
had a piece in the early senons though they have come to
us in different "forms".
Jesus' life, then, was from th© very beginning
preached to be an engagement in combat with the devil,
accompanied by miracles, healings, and signs. Cod's power
was revealed in both His words and His deeds. And to these
deeds, even as to the resurrection, the first apostles
called themselves witnesses. (fcts 10:39)
d) Some idea is given of Jesus' moral character.
As the Holy and Righteous One he is placed in sharp
contrast to the murderer Barabas (Acts 35 li^) • holy
Jesus is pictured as one without the blemish of sin, pure
in the cultic sense, able to stand before Cod. One must
note the cleansing power of this holiness implied.'in
Acts 3:12« -*s Righteous Jesus is said to be one vh o has
peculiarly fulfilled the law. He is the beloved of Cod
(/cts 2:27). He is therrcxTs ('"cts 3J13»26). He-re and
elsewhere one may perhaps discern a reference to the figure
described in the second half of Isaiah. And We is one
peculiarly anointed with the Spirit of God* fill of these
ideas, we may assume, were elaborated in the actual prea¬
ching, so that some such portrait of Jesus' character
emerged as we find in the synoptic gospels.
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e) Finally, in connection with the earthly life of
Jesus S3 found in Peter's sermons, we must note the inter
pretation set upon this 11by the primitive church.
By his deeds, it is stated, Jesus is shown to be a
ntn "aooroved",«noS*6eiy jUjw, by Sod to them# This is an
interesting word, A remarkable parallel may be found in
Josephus' .Antiquities, VI, xiv, 5« Here, at the command
of his father, Solomon is thus "a oproved" as king by a
public disoley, manifesting that he is his father's choic
Zadok and Nathan are commanded by David to take Solomon
... and to anoint him with the holy oil and to
make wrobel^oci ) him king# Thus he charged
Zedok she high priest and Nathan the prophet to do
and commanded them to follow Solomon through the
midst of the city, and to sound the trumpets, and
to wish aloud that Solomon the king may sit upon
the royal throne forever that so ail the people
-nay know t' t he^ Is ordained king by his father
r«TToSe.6€IY^-£VO'V <XoTC>"tg OTTO TOO TTckT ^>o £ ^3 (XTT I A C 01} #
Thus in a sense we may say that Jesus' life and deeds are
here interpreted in terms of a public proclamation by God
that this man is Fis choice to be the "essianic king# In
the acts of Jesus one could discern the announcement by
God that this was the Christ, that "God was with him".
That the ''essxeh would be authenticated as such
by miracles we may take to be an almost universal part of
the Jewish ''essianic expectation^* (T'att. 11:1}.; 1?:3";
John 7s31#TO:J4.I)• But perhaps something more is implied
here than simply that Jesus is the promised king.
t!
1, E. Schurer: op, cit., Div. II, Vol. II, p. I6I4.,
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.The genuinely rncient character of this type of
teaching is attested by the simple corresoondence
with the Hebrew-Jew!sh conception of history end
of divine revelrtion in history, according to which
iod makes Himself known, not through ideas as In
the philosophy of Greece, but by mighty acts and by
m outstretched arm, or Old Testament prophecy
history is the real field of the self-manifestation.
In the same manner rimitive Christianity affirms
that in the facts in which it had its origin the
eternal Mod has put forth His power for the re¬
demption of mankind, "Hod was with Jesus."1
The exorcisms of Jesus are signs that in Him there is come
the ingdom of hod (Lk. 11:20).
with regard, then, to this proclamation concerning
the earthly life of Jesus we may conclude with the words
of rincipal Duncan;
If John the Baptist had been raised from the dead,
they would not have roclaimed him as Messiah, The
Resurrection of Jesus acquired for them its trans¬
cendent significance because it was the Resurrec¬
tion of One whom even in His earthly life they had
come to recognise as the Messiah,.. Their message
therefore, wp3 rooted in history. It was a testi¬
mony about Jesus.^
3) The fact about "the Jesus of history" to which
most attention is given by Peter is the fact of Jesus'
death.
It would agpear t at it is difficult to exn -gcrrtc
the importance of Jesus' crucifixion in the early pre*-chin.-.
In spite of the fact that one might have expect d the early
church rather to gloss over the fact that its Lord had
1. h. 'Prison: Jesus the "esslah, p. 31}..
2, I. Duncan: oo. cit., p. 2ifl.
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been executed as a criminal, It Is this which lies rt the
very center of the ko::y~!a. Every one of the sermons men¬
tions it (ficts ?:23; 3:15; h*10; 5:30; 10:39), and it is
in every peesa .90 suggesting the kerygraa form, as o glance
at the chart in the appendix will show. Moreover, it is
this event alone concerning which details are given. A
confirmation that Luke is accurate in this picture of the
early preaching lies in the fact that form critics agree
that it was the pession narrative which first became a
connected unit in the church's account of the life of Je3us.
From 'ark's gospel on It has a place out of all proportion
to the actual time-span of these events. *nong the Petrlne
sermons some are too short to give any account of Jesus'
life. But the crucifixion is always proclaimed. It
would appear that from the beginning the cross stood at
the center of the church's thought about Jesus.
First, we may note the account of the crucifixion
given here. It is clearly located in Jerusalem. Dae Jews
ere said to be responsible for it, especially their leaders.
It is recognised that the Iknano carried it out. Pilate
is specifically na ied as the official to whom the Jews
delivered up Jesus. The Barabae incident is mentioned,
with emphasis on Plate's readiness to free Jesus and the
demand of the crowd that they be given the murderer instead.
It is made clear that Jesus is innocent of any crime. The
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reason for his execution Is given as the ignorance of t e
people. The meaner of his death is made clear, that he was
"hanged on a tree". And it is stated that the resurrection
was on the third day. -All of these facts, except the last,
Peter Kiwiied to be generally known*
These, then, are the historical facts. Following
Professor J. S. Stewart we nay note r kind of three-fold
interpretation of these facts In the Petrine preaching#
"??irst, the cross was man's most flagrant crime."!
It is made clear that Jesus was The Holy and Righteous One.
He is sharply contrasted with the murderer Berebaa. Yet
the ignominy of his death is emphasized by the r nested
phrase "hanged on a tree", reminiscent of Deut, 21:23
(cf. del. 3:13)« *h« blame for the death of Jesus is
laid squarely at the feet of the Jev/3. It is nointed
out that though they did the crime in ignorance yet lod
hPd -iven them full opportunity to recognize who Jesus was.
Tt is this crime above all, therefore, for which they ore
urged to repent. That this is Peter's m aning is clear
from the response described in Bcts 2:37« *he cross brin a
conviction of sin.
Secondly,
From the very fir t the hand of dod was seen. Be¬
hind the roperent tragedy, a divine purpose had
been at work.'5
1. J. Stewart: ' '"an in Christ, p. 22".
2. Ibid., p. 229.
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Jesus was delivered up "by the determinate counsel pad .fore¬
knowledge of Cod" ('cts P:P3). Sod's purpose here receives
no clear explanation. But Peter is confident thet the cross
vvps ^nrt of Cod's plan. Christ's suffering is the fulfil¬
ment of thPt which hed been prophecled by nil the prophets
(Acts 3:1^).
Finally,
The third note connected the depth of Christ with
the for iveness of sins. The way in which the
cross brings perdon wps largely undefined; but ps to,
the fact itsel^, there was never any doubt whatever.
At first erhans, the connection seems to be one simply
of edditlon. It seems implied thet Christ had to fulfill
the prophecies of his suffering, and that now that thPt
has been accomplished the way is clear for the blotting
out of sins and the sending of times of refreshing ("cts
3:T%19). ft least it would seem that Christ's death must
have been interpreted as a necessary preliminary step to
forgiveness. That no well worked out theory of the atone¬
ment is presented Is perhaps another instance of Luke's
historical accuracy.
And yet one is encouraged to look more deeply for
this relationship. In I Cor. 15>:3 Paul lists it as a
formula which he himself received, presumably at his first
instruction, that "Christ died for our sins according to
1. ibid., p. 230
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the Scriptures." Here, then, one finds in the oldest
strrtp of Christian thought three ideas deliberately linked
together: the cross, prophecy,end our sins. If, then, one
\
searches the sermons of Peter for allusions to some passage
> >
of scripture that might fit this pattern, one ides inevi¬
tably suggests Itself. Peter looked upon Jesus' death in
terms of the "servant passages" of Isaiah,
Few questions v/ith regard to these sermons have been
so debated as this of the "Servant Christology"• e here
take the position that the Petrine sermons do contain a
Christology which pictures Jesus as the Servant described
in the second half of Isaiah, and that Luke is accurate
in so recording the earliest thought. But such serious
arguments exist to the contrary that it will be necessary
to go into the whole question at some length.
It was the view of Johannes Weiss and certain others
of the older commentators that the sermons in Acts dis¬
played their genuine antiquity in their preservation of a
"Servant Chris tology". Cadbury-*-, however, has given this
#
position a thorough and aeceptical analysis, and Burkitt
follows him, perhaps elaborating the counter arguments
even more, i'he arguments against our having here a primi¬
tive "Servant Christology" are two fold.
1. in Jackson & Lake, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 3^Uf'«
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First, it is argued that the identification of Jesus
with the "Suffering Servant" of Isaiah is never clearly
made in the earlier books of the New Testament but only in
the later books representing a more Greek-Christian point
of view. After examining the various books for references
to Jesus as TTfXls » pais, or allusions to Isaiah 53, Bur-
kit t writes;
On the one. side (using Pals or referring to Isaiah
53) we have Luke, Hebrews, "I Peter", the editor
of the First Gospel; on the other are Paul, "John",
and the Apocalyotist, together with the silence of
Mark and of anything that could be grouned under Q.
That is to say, the writers who use the Greek Bible
exclusively are on one side, while those who, like
St. Paul, have access to Semitic forms and inter¬
pretations of the Old Testament are on the otner.l
The "Servant Christology", therefore, apoears to be a late
d ivelopment.
Burkitt's second ooint is a kind of explanation of
the first. The Seotuagint translated the ,'Iebrew 12y »
ebed, "slave", by the somewhat sof or Greek worn JTOil s .
The Greek word may bo understood not simply in the harsn
sense of "slave" but also in the more familiar and affec¬
tionate sense of "child". Burkitt fo Is that it is in this
second sense that wo are to understand t e title as applied
to Jesus, the first being too rude.
Now the earliest believers may very well have started
with a "Low" Christology, but I do not think that any
1. F. Burkitt; Christian Beginnings, p. 38.
/
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of then, whether dreek or Jew, ever ^bought of
Jesus, their "roter, as lod*3 slave
Only where the flnblguous term rroCis could be used was Jesus
associated with Isaiah ;>3.
Plausible es Burkltt's argument seems, it has been
subjected to certain very damaging criticisms by F. J.
Rawlins on-" end others.
::,lrst of nil, it is by no merna clear that Oreek
thought would be readier to receive the Idee of Jeaus as
the7T«is $eou than would demitic thought the idea of
Jesus as the ill H* ~13. y • hnwlins:m cites fober .son
t : • • • •
Smith's discussion of the servant Idea in Semitic religion,
whcro-ft is stated:
In 3" ort, both in the political and in the religious
schore, the esi -nation 'abd, 'ebon, "servant", is
strictly correlated with the verb 'abaci, "to do
service, home~e, or religions worship", a word
which,as we h- c already seen, is sufficiently
elastic to cover the service which a con does for
his father, as well as that which a master requires
from his slave. Tims, when a man Is named the
servant of a god, the Implication appears to be,
not merely that he belongs to the community of
which the god is kin , but that he is especially
devoted to his service and worship. J-
The word was a common compound in the names of priestly
families. Moreover it may e noted that at least as early
as the Targum of Jonathan Messiah and Servant were identi-
1. Ibid. p. 41.
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fled in Aramaic thought, although the thought of the
Messiah as suffering wrs carefully avoided. It would appear,
therefore, that 3ur3:itfc's second argument, based on the
difference of Greek end Semitic thought forms Is quite
wronr. If anything, the identification of Jesus with the
"Servant" would appear to be easier on Palestinian than on
Hellenistic soil.
Again it is by no means clear that the servant idea
has no place in the earlier New Testament books. It is at
least quite possible that there are a number of allusions
to the servant oasaeges of Isaiah in "ark ("ark 1:11; 3:31;
9:l?b; 9:31; 10:33; and 10:45)• If in these sayings Jesus
is not ~iven the title 7TCX?s still it would appear, r® Pro¬
fessor "aneon has pointed out," that it is the Is&ianlc
Servant's mission which forms the "predicate" of which
Jesus is the "subject". It is difficult to escape the con¬
clusion that "ark is definitely picturing Jesus as setting
out to fulfil the raise'on of the Is alanic Servant. And,
Indeed, without this explanation Jesus' deliberate choice
of the cross becomes all the more mysterious.
Moreover, it is by no means clear that Paul is un¬
familiar with t'-.e idea of Jesu® as "servant", though he
does not make much use of it. Two explanations have been
suggested for Paul's failure to develops the idea. One-
1. W, "anson: op. cit., pp. 110-113.
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the exact opposite of 8urklfct*s view - is that while Seal-
tic religious usa~e had no aversion to the word "Servant"
the idea would be repulsive to Hellenists with Greek idees
of slavery. The other suggestion is that the Servant of
Isaiah 53 is also The Righteous One, end Paul avoided any
tern so closely associated with the Torch. Thetever the
explanation for Paul's failure to make more use of the
Isalanlc passages ay be, It would at least seem likely
that he was fa lliar with the identification of Jesus as
"The Servant". Hon. i{.:25» "who was delivered up for our
tresspasses..." seems an allusion to Tsalnh 53 cnd nay
well be a kerygmn-llke formula quoted by Paul. I Cor. 15:3
associated Jesus death "in behalf of our sins" with an
unnamed scripture passage, for which Isaiah 53 seems the
simplest choice. xhore is a possible allusion to Isaiah
53:1 in the which is to be believed, mentioned in Horn.
10:3,11, in a passage dealing with the pri -itive confession
of the Church.
But the moot striking instance in this connection
in paul - one to which too little attention has been given
by those who would exclude the "servant" idea from Paul -
is the uc of the unrrtbl -uous word douAos » doulos. "slave"
in Phllipoians 2:7. ^his word cenxiot here mean "child".
And it would seem clear that the allusion is to the Is-
aianic Servant, The exaltation of Phil. 2:10,11 suggests
l66t
Isaiah bS"*?3* Phil. ?:7,'3 seen clerrly to reflect this
humility end suffering of the Servant in Is. 53:?»-» Jesus
Is here the "Suffering Servant".
Kow this passage becomes ell the mort significant
If one accepts the view t* " t it is an - arly Christian hymn.
T!-.ic has been convincingly proposer! by Lohmeyer.^ It
is argued that in thought an'" style this passage is unlike
Paul. Indeed Lohmeyer finds here many expre sions which
are not good 3reek (ungr1gch1sch), and many Semitlsftis. .
He al3o notes a certain portic structure to the phrases of
the passage, suggestive of Some tic verse form. Ills con¬
clusion is that we have here a composition in -»rt ek by a
nan whose mother tongue was Sem tic, or in other words,
that It is a Jewish-Christian pealm. Lowther CI* rk? would
go even further and find an Aramaic original, -ertln
Dibelius3 regards It also as an early Christian hymn and
prints it beside Peter's sermon in Acts 10 as a typical
example of the kerygma. *nd Hunter4 finds it an
example of pre-Pnullne theology, Hollowing this interpre¬
tation, then, we find the unambiguous idea of Jesus as
"Sl!~ve of Cod", the Servant described in Isaiah, to be a
1. H. Lohmeyer: liyrlos Jesus, p. 9.
?. L. Clcrke: or; Testament 'roblems, pp. 2i|3-l50.
3. Dibellus: The ""csac-e of Jesus, op. 9, 131*
Jj.. Hunter: on. clt., p. ij.?ff*
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pnrt of the thought of the primitive kerygma*
Finally it may be noted thrfc the rpoearrnce of the
Servant Chr!atology In the vrrious later Hew Teatmsnt
writings noted by Burkltt (see abo*^e) suggests en early
source for the idee. One en serrcoly agree with Burkltt
thrt Luke did not hove recess to Seattle foraa of Inter¬
pretation. ?nd If Selwyn Is right In rssocirfclng I Peter
et least with the tradition of the poos tie then the "Ser¬
vant C5 rlstology" nay well heve begun with Peter himself.
There rre, then, sufficient reasons for believing
thrt primitive thought cry hrve seen Jesna rs the Suffering
Servant of Isslrh. e must now consider whether this type
of Chr1?atology la found in the Petrlne sermons.
Ibis surely seems the simplest intemretatlon of the
sermon in Acts 3. Here rt the beginning (Acts 3:13) snd
pt the end (Acts 3:?6) Jesus Is explicitly given the title
tt«Js of 3od. Vincent Taylor pnswers Cadbury here:
Certainly the word iTa?S Is used in the 1" Lestr-
ment of "osos, Jacob, Abraham, Job, Xorrol, Drvid,
and ZerubbPbel, but the subject matter of Acts 3
and Ij. renders It difficult to think thrt It Is
used of Jesus in this rrchric sense, while the
references to 'delivering up1 (3:Po) and 1 -lori-
fylng* (3:13) stron-ly suggest Tsalrh 5>3«»» Bl< ssing
nlso la associated with the gift of the Servant
Jesus, and deliverance from Iniquities (3:?6).
There cm be little d ubt thru the usual Interpre¬
tation is correct."
The titles "Righteous One" md "Holy One" used of Jesus in
his suffering fit this picture well. Horeover, the anointing
1. V. Taylor: The A tone u nt in Hew -os m nt wenching.
note, p. ?6. ' " ' " *
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of 'eta 10:38 la 108t easily understood in relation to
Isaiah 61:1-3, True, the phra o "oangs of death" (fcts
2:26) o^rhnpa suggests an allusion to PsPlm 111:3. Fere
a devout ^nn is delivered from afflictions and death at
the moment when all seeic lost and cries "0 Lord, truly
I am thy servant, I a - t.' y servant and the son of thy
handmaid", ' s, 116*16). But even here this servant ic
so like that of Isaiah as rather to confirm than to deny
the general picture, "rr1 certainly the frequent state¬
ments that all was accomplished according to the scripture
are most easily explained by reference to TsalRh 53»
"^inolly we may note that In fcts 3:27-6.0 the identi¬
fication of Jesus with the "Servant" of Isaiah 53 is nade
with absolute clarity* -is passage, which according to
Harnack belongs to the same source as Acts 10 and possibly
?cts 3* * source of the highest value, states very clearly
that this identification was art of the early preaching.
In the If cht of this assage, Luke's use of the "Servant"
idea in his gos el, and t e old liturgical quotation in
"cts i;:?6-30,we cannot doubt that Luke regards the "Ser¬
vant Chr;stology" as being of the most ancient sort.
e cannot but believe, therefore, that we have in
the Petrine sermons positive traces of a primitive Chris-
tolo yr which 3rw in Jesus' life end death a fulfilment of
the prophecies of Isaiah concerning the Suffering Servant
of the Lord*
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If this be true, then we have unfolded before us In
these Is Ionic passages the primitive church's picture of
Jeautf earthly life , HI;., c rr-cter, and His ministry* *nd
in Isaiah 5>3:£ the first seeds of r theory of sacrificial
atonement must have boon found, a theory which was to be
developed far more extensively by > ;1 and the writer of
Hebrews•
We have seen the places assigned In the earliest
Christolo'icrl thought to earthly life and death of Jesus,
he have seen that though various aspects of Jewish les~
sianlsm were used ns tools by which to Interpret Jesus,
it was nevertheless His historical figure which stood at
the center of Chrlstolo -leal thought. Ve have seen that
He was unambiguously proclaimed to have been a man. he
have seen that a picture of Mis actions, His prophetic
ministry and Hla character were a mart of the first reaching
*nd we have seen the Important place given to the cross
in the earliest thought. '11 of this, we have suggested,
was Interpreted in the light of the "Servant" posse -es
of Isaiah*
Yet Important as the historic life md der th of
Jesus were to the early church, in a sense these events
were regarded but as reludes to the truly great events
which followed: the resurrection axicl the exaltation. It
is to these that we must now turn.
CMPTER VI
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The Christology of the i'etrlne sermons is essen¬
tially a resurrection Christology. ft the center of the
early church's thought shout Jesus stood the concept of
the resurrect!on end the exaltation.
i'orhrps it is boceuee they Eton fr m a time so close
to the events described the t t o ?etrine sermons have this
unique emphasis* By the time of the writing of the Gos-
pel according to John it was possible to view Jesus' earthly
ministry in a very different way. But for the first dis¬
ciples there he occurred following : aster a complete change
in the status of their Lord, He who had once lived humbly
as a man among men, who had been a Lorvant, who had suf¬
fered the most Ignominious death - this One had now sud¬
denly been exalted to the right hand of God and been made
by 'od to b< both Lord and Christ. *• • J* Rawlinson
rightly comments on -Acts ?:36, "Thus the verdict of man
was reversed by the verdict of God..*' But there was more
than a verdict. Tod had actually raised Jesus to an utterly
new position,
1) hat proofs did the early preachers offer that
this exaltation had actually taken place'
Soak, commentators have found the key to the early
1, '. Rawlinsam op. clt.. p. 31.
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frith in the exaltation to be the primitive ©schatological
ho e. It wrs this hope which enabled them to overcome the
disappointment of the crucifixion.
Only by this thought of the ^rrousla, the belief
In which was universal and dominant among the
errly Christians, could the Messlahshlp of Jesus
be reconciled In the minds of Jewish Christirns
with the termination of his earthly career, which
they were able to regard only rs an ignorry and r
failure.* ~ d
" 'roof text" for this interpret?fclon is 'cfcs 3:20, which
seems to look upon the Ddvont of the Christ rs still a
future event.
Par frith in the 'esslah was hope for the future.
Jesus had not yet been ''oaaiah. II© had merely
been ft candidate for the office. Hence they spokft
of the advent of the Messiah - not of his return.5
In our chapter on Jesus and the eschatologicrl hones of
late Judaism wo have rlrordy made clear our agreement with
those who hold that hope of the prrouslr wrs of tremendoua
importance in the first preaching. But we mu, t still rsk
on what this hone was baaed, "or the hetrine sermons*
like the rest of the How Testament, seem to spring not
from a last desperate explanation but from a triumphant
certainty.
In n sense the proclamation of the exrltrtion wra
1. Orello rone: The loopel and its ; • rlioat Interpre¬
tations, p. 31^6. *
P. "iml Pernio: The Qe Tr nines of Chr: g tlrn 1 ty, p. ir%
cf. ". Harnrck: 'The a.te of *cto, p. 10?.
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based on the church's experience of Jesus as p Living md
present "'owr. It was the ou pouring of the holy Spirit
rt Pentecost which brought the first Christlm sermon,
recording to "eta, end It was the healing of the lane ©n
which brought the second. These events were interpreted
ps giving public witness to the feet that Jeou3 had been
exrlted to the right hand of Tod. Of this we will say more
in the next chapter.
But undoubtedly the central factor in the apostle's
assurance of the exaltation, the event which formed the
bests of all Hew Testrrsent Chrlstology, wrs the event of
the resurrection. It was this wh*eh carried with it the
conviction of Jesus' nev; status. It was this which stood
at the heart of the kery mr. "nd therefore it is to the
res rrection ps found in Peter's sermons that we rust turn
now.
?) e shall here examine the Petrine doctrine of
the resurrection.
hirst we must notice its centra 11ty in the epos-
tolic witness. Fvery sermon announces it (Acts ?:3?;
3U5; 4:10; 5:31; md 10:l;0-4?). non this fact the
whole ru -mr "s based. Indeed 'eter can describe himself
an--5 t* e apostles sin ly ra witnesses to the resurrection
Ccts ?:??; 3:15» cf. 1:??). That is to say in some
sense the whole of the message of the early church could
be summed up under the phrase "the Resurrection of Jesus
Christ".
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That Luke to accurate In neking the resurrection the
heart of the first witness to Jesus can no longer bo doubted*
ho i., 10:9 makes the resurrection a pert of the pri ttlve
confess"on. The very language of this confession Is echoed
throughout the epistles (Ron. k:?$* 8:11; Gsl.lt II Cor.
7
h'-lkl 7 Reter 1:21* always with the verb «£ry e fp u) » not
-> . i ^
cxvivTyj jjl | led the prepositional phrase ck t/<£ ffpu)V or
K / cov z/^/epcov * n°fc ofTT<o Te)v V£Kf>tov )♦ The appended
chart I shows the pl»co of the resurrection in the kary-pia
passages. 3ut more significant even than these sure traces
In the oldest strata of our writings la t! e fact that not
one lino of the Hew Testa "tent is written by it an who doe
not believe in the resurrection. This conviction ia the
foundation of the Christian Church.
Somewhat raora difficult# however* is the question of
the nature of the resurrection as conceived by the primi¬
tive church.
With regard to the senons in lets there can be no
doubt that they preach a resurrection which is real, even
materially real. Johannes eiss comments on the concept
of the resurrection implied by ^eber'a quotation from
ban In 16 (Acts
The resurrection Is not in these oessages as with
St. Paul, regarded as a clothing of the Risen One
with a glorified body, but rs the revivification,
or to put it better, the conservation, of the very
sp.m. body of fiesh which was laid in the -rave...
That an author whose ideas otherwise are cast in
such a Greek mould should rep; oduce it, shows that
1. See J. ftevrrt: A ""an In Chr" st, p. 135*
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the popular conceptions cannot have been so strange
to him as we should have supposed,1
Of course, however, the particular pessage in question nay
possibly 30 beck to en re leic original which quoted the
Psalm from the Hebrew, And in this version there is not
that reference to ''corruption" found in the Sepfcurgtnt.
Still the concept of the resurrection la ea I eiss describes
it.
Thus we ere told that the resurrection occurred on
r particular day, the third ("cts 10:lj.0). The risen Jesus
is seen as visible to the apostles. He gives them com¬
mands. He even eats and drinks with these disciples. It
is true that the risen Christ Is arid to have been thus
manifested only to a fov#* people, but t ds is explained in
tens of the fact that they are the predestined witnesses
of the resurrection. There is no suggestion that the re¬
surrection is any the less material.
It is interesting that, unlike the account In Luke*a
gospel, the storj of the women at the torab is not even mcn-
tioned, and the emphasis Is laid entirely on the collec¬
tive experiences of the apostl* s. In this respect the
sermons of Peter compare with the formula ^aul received
(I Cor. IpiS).
It ay be objected that such details as that Jesus
1. J. Weiss: "?cts of the Apostles", dictionary of Christ
and the f08pels, p. ??•
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ate and drank with the diaciplee after the resurrection
surest a later fon of the resurrection story. It nay
bo answered at least that this material!otic concept 3earns
Jewish rather than Freelu Moreover, from the very first
the Church looked upon the esurrection aa an event of
the areatost reality. It was more than t e preaching of
a hero's immortality or of visions and myths which repelled
the "r^ eke at Athens (Acts 17*32), for these things the
"reeks could readily accept. !Tor were such stories suf¬
ficiently novel In Palestine to start a movement comparable
to the Christian Church, "s S*. sse writes:
Thus the ordinary inter rotations which could ex¬
plain these Faster experiences as though the
disciples bad had visions of Christ In which the
certainty was borne In upon them that thoir "aster
continued to live, and that they then drew the
conclusion that he had risen from the dead, fall
to tho ground• They might well have attained to
the certainty that Jesus continued to live with
"od without that overpowering Faster experience
which shook the whole of their lives... In these
experiences the assurance cannot have contained a
universal truth, but an actual fact.-
This recognition, however, lords us to p. second
point. Though the early proaohirs may well have presented
the resurrection In a crudely materialistic fashion they
also nreached it as an event of cosmic significance and
power. To this meaning which they found in the I aster
event wo must now turn.
The sermons of Peter give a sort of three-fold Inter-
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pretation to the resurrection.
"Irst, the resurrection is regardec rs the event
which stands as the vindication of Jesus' ministry. It is
by the resurrection, indeed, that lod hra reversed the de¬
cision of msn. The Jews had delivered up Jesus to Pilate
to be crucified and had demanded a murderer in preference
to Rim. But by the resurrection It is mode clear that
Jesus was God's Servant, the Holy md Just One. It Is the
resurrection vindication which Scripture foretold (.'eta 4:11),
By this event the true character of Jesus in his earthly
minis try has boon revealed. Thus the news of the resur¬
rection "pricks men to the heart" (*cts ?:37» 5*33) with
a new realisation of what they have done.
But the resurrection is interpreted ps announcing
more than just what Jesus was. It announces what Jesus is,
his new status, his exaltation to the right hand of God.
In what Badd regards as a quotation from a primitive creed
°aul writes that by the, resurrection Jesus was "declared
to be the Son of God with power". (Rom. 1:4). The thought
is almost exactly orrellel to that of the sermons in Acts.
In this sense the resurrection is the proof of the
exaltation. It is only after he ha3 described the resur¬
rection that Peter cftn announce:
W
Let all the H'ouse of Israel therefore know assuredly,
tha t God hath tmcde him both Lord'and Christ.
{*cts 2:36). JV
It is the resurrection which gives the sure knowledge, the
'
guarantee. Or, as "ctis 10:42 puts it, it is through this
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event that the rpostlea received the contend to preach
Jesus in hie new office as the eschatologlcf1 Judge, Thus
whatever the nature of the resurrection experiences they
represented to the disciples far more than the remi-net ion
of Jesus' body, It was the resurrection which demonstrated
to them conclusively that Jesus was excited to the right
hand of God and that Els new age had begun, "Prince1*,
"Paviour", *Lord", "Chris t", ''Judge** - all these ar> titles
primarily derived from the resurrect! n experience.
fnd thirdly, the resurrection is nor than the proof
of the excitation, it is the path to the exaltation, the
means bp which it has b< on accomplished. **" xrItation"
and "Resurrection" are not clearly distinguished. The one
seems the Inevitable accompaniment of the other (*cts P:3P0
33). The sermon in "eta 5 mentions only the exaltation,
thou ah obvi ously the resurrection is Involved in the meaning.
Tlic two terns are thus In a sense synonymous. The resur¬
rection rower ranees ?r© tat as oect of the event which can
be described. Hie exalt"-1'on is never described. That
Jesus has been exalt d to hod's right hand cm only be tri¬
umphantly affirmed,
3) \'!c turn, therefore, to the concept of the exal¬
tation.
fis we have Just noted, the exrltatlon was not an
event which the early church could describe. It could only
affirm It, Yet this is not to say that the certainty of the
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event wps for 'eter any the less reel# * change of status
amoutlng almost to r change of nature had taken place In
Jesus. He who had been among men now "s rc the right hand
of lod• He who had been "..-ervant" has suddenly been made
''Lord". This is the center of the message.
There la en interesting contrast here between buke's
own Chris to logy pnd that of the sermons. Luke alone, in
Acts 1, gives ue an account of the ascension. Here the
e-T-asis is on r visible event thought of In terms of the
end of Jesus* earthly ministry. But the exaltation in
the sermons Is rffirmed without any reference to an as¬
cension, and the emphasis is not so much on the termina¬
tion of Jesus' earthly career as on Jesus' new -lorIflection.
This concept of the exaltation event seems to be
without any known parallel. It Is true that some have
suggested that the Idea alight have come from the legen¬
dary exaltation of certain Creek Heroes. Thus.Hercules
at the last moment was carried to hervon, there to be¬
come a sort of Cod. However, In the pagan story Hercules
pccompl'shoe no comparable death and resurrection, there
is Involved no such glorious vindication, and "ercules
is lifted to no comparably unique place in the poly¬
theistic heaven. Moreover the whole belongs to the realm
of myth, whereas the exaltation of Jesus is preached as
having befallen an historic orson. And finally we may
note that the Idea seems to have arisen In the church be¬
fore Christianity can have been much influenced by Creek
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ideas. Some of the above objections ere even stronger to
the pro osed analogies dr"«n from Hebrew sources such as
the assumptions of Hooch, "oses, and Mi Jah. In these
there is no hint at "11 of a triumphant vindication re¬
versing men's decision, of a death and resurrection, or
of a status in the state of exaltation comparable to that
of Christ, father these men according to their legends
seem sMoly to change location from earth to heaven. Tills,
as we have seen, is not the emphasis with regard to the
exaltation of Jesus.
Mr t, then, wee the new status to which Jesus had
been raised?
In a sense the answer to that question is as broad
as this thesis. Mth the exception of "Jesus" and "The
Hagarcne", every title for Jesus which we have discussed
or will discuss is bound up with the exaltation as in¬
dicting either that which was proved or that which was
achieved by it. But the phrase especially associated with
the exaltation is Tr) dSe^/cx Too ('cts 2M3»
35?:31)» 0t (of h; ) the right hand of Sod. It is this,
therefore, that we must note briefly here.
It is not always clear whether we have here a loca¬
tive or a dative of means. The later interpretation fits
well with t e Hdraahlc texts which described how Jod
creat d the world with his loft hand but the heavens with
his right and how it ia with his right hand that Jod raises
the righteous to live forever. Yet Jackson and La Ice are
probably right In interpretsting the phrase as locative in
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view of Its association v?ifch snlm 110, so fundamental to
primitive Christolopv.l
There are three implications of the phrase: hirst
we -iay recall what has already been sale] concemln;- main
110# The phrase carries with it all the highest in Mes¬
sianic expectation# Secondly, the phrase implies a cer¬
tain distinction from *od, Jesus md God are side by side,
but they ere not merged* So even the later creeds sought
to preserve the distinction of persons. And thirdly, the
phrase implies a cert-in equality between Jesus aid Sod.
Jesus Is now God's oo-regent. Titles once applied to God
alone cro now applicable to Fin. And functions once
thought exclusively divine, such as the bestowal of for¬
giveness and of the Spirit, are now ascribed to Jesus,
Thus Jesus now t .ends in a r latlunship to the believer
comparable only to that of God Himself. But. of this we
must say more In the next chapter.
1|) Before developing t is last point more fully we
must consider one final problem hound up with the exaltation,
that of "Adopt!onisra" In these sermons.
It Is Johannes "else who has best developed the
cdoptlonlstic Implication of the Christology of the sermons
in *eta, quit© rightly contrasting this idea with later
1. Jackson H Lake: op. cit., Vol IV, p. J?£.
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Christologies to show the primitive character of the Pe~
trine sermons, Velss lays great emphasis on Acts 2:3&»
"... Sod heth made Him both Lord end Christ, this Jesus
whom ye crucified". "This", he writes, "is the principal
extent proof passage for the earliest Chrlatology." ^ 'gain
he comments on Acts 10:3'% "Thus originally the brptlsn
p
In Jordan wrs the birth-hour of the "essinh. The baptism
becomes the anointing, and the resurrection the proclama¬
tion of thet adoption. Or again, in connection with the
darken recount of Jesus' baptism, else writes, "No clearer
expression could be given to the Old Christological view:
a man is now raised to the dignity of a divine ruler."-*
"elss Is here getting at an important truth. How¬
ever, certain cutions must bo noted.
For one thing, It Is Impossible to determine n -ar¬
ticular time in Jesus' ministry at which this adoption may
be said to have taken place. Jackson and Lake rightly
comment In connection with the account of Jesus' baptism
In Acts 10:38:
The speech has the early Chrlatology of "ark, which
represents Jesus as becoming Christ at the baptism.
Hut In 2:36 deter seems to suggest that Jesus be¬
came Christ at the Insurrection. *gain in 3;12ff.
Peter seems to avoid using the word Christ until
In connection with the Passion rnd insurrection.
Finally, it is probable that Luke's own view was
1. J. eisn: "*cts of the Apostles", dictionary of Christ
and the To3noIs, p. P7.
2m J. 'Velsss Christ the Beginning of Dogma, p. IjJ.
3. ibid, p. 42,
13?.
that Jesus wrs born Christ, because ho was con¬
ceived by the Holy Spirit. It is these divergent
points of view which suggest, though they do not
prove, that Luke was using ft least one find robably
more then one, source for the "etrine speeches in
*
c ts• 1
Once Paul -;ernle could seriously orooose an orderly pro¬
gression in which the church first thought of Jesus as be¬
coming Christ at the parousla, then pieced the emphasis on
the resurrection, later looked upon the anointing fit the
bantism as the moment of ndoption, next evolved 8 theory of
the vlr-in birth, find finally oreached ure«exi#tence.
Actually this orderly progression, though beautifully logical,
cannot be derived from any existing documents. etas' sug¬
gestion that Jesus bee fine Christ fit the baptists bat was
thus proclaimed only fit the resurrection, just as there was
an interval of tine between - nvid's anointing and his public
acclamation, cannot bo resaecl. "ccording to Acta P:PP the
deeds of Jesus' earthly life also proclaimed his 'esslah-
shi . In short, there simoly is no clear pattern hero.
The picture Is rather thrt of the Primitive church's groping
for forms and find'ng new meaning In various events. There
is no well defined systematic dogma of "'doptionism".
* second caution to be noted is that one may detect
even in the sermons of vter the seeds of what was later
to become the creeds * doctrine of Christ's pre-exlstenae.
ror one thing, Jesus was from the first proclaimed the
eschfitological 'ess*, ah. Pre-existence, or something very
1. Jackson *: Lake: or?, clt.. Vol. IV, p. 1?0.
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close to it, hid already been positfeed of the "fleet One*
of T Enoch, end this indeed was a logical outgrowth of es-
chafcology. Again, Jesus is clearly presented fs re-des¬
tined • very set of his is a fulfilment of scripture, and
He Himself is the climax of the eternal plan of God. And
third, one must note again the tendency to merge the titles
and functions of Jesus with those of lad, who is, of course,
from everlasting. I ven from the first the hand of >od
is seen in the acts of Jesus, "for God was with him", end
His mighty works *od did by Win.
* third caution Is that which has been so well ^re¬
sented by f, P. J. Eawllnson in his note "On the Alleged
' 'dontionian* of rlmitlve Christianity".3- Hawllnson points
out that the later "Adopfcionist" heresy concerned itself
with t'-.e Creek concept of divine sonahip in a more physical
sense and is analogous to the myths current about certain
Creek heroes. Actually, "esslahship was a natter of office
and of function, not simply of Inherent nature. The exal¬
tation described in Peter's sermons brings for Jesus not
a change of nature (human to divine) but a change of status
(Servant to Lord). - gain, the anointing was to a certain
office, but it did not ma e Jesus mora nor less divine.
Jesus is not said to be a man who has become divine but a
"Servant" who has become "Lord".
With these three cautions, however, one -ay accept
the "adoptionifit* Interpretation of these sermons as correct.
1. A. p. j. Pawlineon: op. clt., pp. 26£-?69»
1%.
Jesus is certainly presented ao r nor., chosen rnd anointed
by ">od, end now exalted to Ood*s right hand. This presen¬
tation has close affinities with Mark, but ra noted by
Jackson and Leke (see above) it is in a certain contrast
to Luke*s own view. It is also somewhat different from the
view of r'eul, "atthev, John, or the later books of the New
Testament, wherein the Virgin Birth and -existence find
larger place• It is the oldest Christology.
>nnd it is certainly true that in these sermons one
finds a unique emphasis on the exaltation, "erhe 2 nowhere
else in the Hew Testament, with the significant exception
of Phil. ?:6~11, can one ^Ind such an emphasis on the sharp
contrast between what Jesus was and what He now has become,
and on the transition from the low estate to the high. The
Petrlne sermons, so we have said, 'reach uniquely an exal¬
tation Christology.
he have examined the Petrine concept of the exalta¬
tion Itself, the event which occurred. ><e must turn now
to the idea of Jesus in His exaltation as He now exists,
of Jesus aa a living and present power.
CHAPTER VII JT3US '3 J LIVING «ND PRESENT POV.TR ( IN THE
SERMONS OP ?* TER)
fs eschatologlcsl Judge of ell the earth the primi¬
tive church spoke of Jesus In the future tense, 's the
Suffering Servant of the Lord they spoke of Jesus In the
oorlst tense. The exaltation was spoken of In the perfect
tense, implying that He who had been raised continued rt
the right hand of God. But there was also Involved In
primitive Chrlstology a oresent tense. Jesus was proclaimed
to be oresent with His church as a living Power.
ft the exaltation Jesus was lifted utterly above
man to equality with God. This* however, did not make Him
unapproachable through worship# Even more* it did not
limit Jesus.' approach to his disci les. The very fact
that Tie was now at the right hand of God gave Jesus all the
more access to men and all the more power with which to
help them# Thus the earliest preaching witnesses to the
church's tremendous consciousness of Jesus as a present
Lord and Saviour#
1), Tirst, Jesus is rt la ted to the Holy Spirit#
If lets is to be believed* it was the experience
of Pentecost which gave rise to the first public witness
that Jesus was the Christ# Peter's first sermon embodies
the Christology of an ecst^ey. nd it Is directly to Jesus
in his nev; position of exaltation that this ecstasy is
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retributed.
Doing therefore by the right hand of God exalted,
end having received of the Father the mromis© of
the Holy Spirit, he hath poured forth this, which
ye see end hear. (Acts 2:33)*
It Is through Him that Joel's prophecy is fulfilled(Acts
2:16-21). Hie Holy Spirit is the supreme •'-1 triess to Jesus
(•*cts 5>:32). And it is by Jesus, Himself the Anointed One,
that the Holy Spirit is now offered to all ('cts 2:30; 5!3?)»
"s Hopwood says:
Once more, the awareness of Jesus' nearness and
presence with His disciples was encouraged by their
experience of the Spirit#^11 that Jesus was, in
life, in death, in resurrection triumnh, in Mes¬
sianic exaltation, was viewed as the inspiration of
the Spirit. In turn, as the spirit inspired the
speech, the healings, the visions, and the varied
expression of the primitive community, Jesus would
be called vividly to mind. The Spirit was the ''earnest"
of the oresence of Jesus in the midst of the com¬
munity as well as the pledge of the final consum¬
mation of the divine Kingdom#1
von more, the Spirit was the power of Jesus now operative
in the community for life, fellowship, strength, and wit¬
ness. By it Jesus was present in all his exaltation joy
and power por the aid of those who were baptized in his
name. "Christology" and present experience here became one.
2) The concept of Jesus as a living and present
power is seen again in Peter's preaching concerning the
power of the Kama. If Jesus has not yet been revealed in
the full "esslanlc mower of the eschaton at least the name
of the Messiah has been revealed# To this extent eacha-
tology is "realized"•
1. P# G. S. Hopwood: op. c*t#, p# 3^8#
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This is the central then© of the sermon in Acts 3*
The object of th's address is to emphasise the power
of the nsne of Jesus. The miracle wrou ht by Peter
end John is p conclusive proof that he is still a
living power, able to bring not only e future de¬
liverance, but a present salvation into the world.A
This also is the them© of "eter'a defence (Acts end
the Nam© is oerhwoa always implied in reference to br fcisn.
(«cfcs 3:38)
This, of course, !s p thoroughly Oriental concept
end suggests its Palestinian origin. All through the Old
Testament one finds that names are significant. Moreover,
he who knows another's name has a certain hold upon that
oer on. specially is this true concerning God. The supreme
act of revelation to Moses is that in which Pod reveals to
him the unutterable name, Jahweh (Exodus 6). Tver after
this V. e Hebrew possesses the divine name and thus has a
claim on Job's salvation, hslvrtion is ''in the name of
Jahweh", for those who ''call upon the name of Jahweh"•
How it is striking that this which was in the Old
Testament exclusively associated with God is now applied
to Jesus. True, this is but the carrying further of the
trend which one may see beginning in the Similitudes of
X : noch.
"nd at that hour that S n of Man was named
In the presence of the Lord of Spirits,
And his name before t 0 Head of Days*
Yea, before the run and the signs were created,
Before the stars of the heaven wore made,
His na-"© was named before the Lord of Spirits.
He shall be a sta^f to the righteous whereon to
stay themselves and not fell,
1. J. "bakes-Jackson: The cts of the Apostles, p. ??•
im.
And he shell be a 11 -fit to the Pontiles,
And the hope of those troubled In heart. (I ' noch
bn>:?-k)
"ere the name of the ©schrtolo ricrl Judge Is already assum¬
ing a cosmic significance comparable to that of Cod's. But
nothing In the canonical Old Testament comes even this close
to the habit of Peter*s sermons of ascribing to the name
of Jesus what once was reserved for the nemo of 3od.
The "name" of Jesus a ears in four associations in
the s rmons of Peter. The first of these is the phrase
"faith in his name" ('etc 3:1&)* hero the "name" is the
object of trust and devotion. It Is faith in the name
which has brought the healing.
Thus the second association is that of the name with
heeling and exorcism {Acts 3:1&; If in Acts P the
Spirit is said to be man* rosted by "tongues" and prophecy,
In Acts 3 the power of the name is manifested by active
deeds. It is made clear that it is not by any power of
the disciples that the lane man is healed but by the power
of Jesus' name. Strang# to us as this idea seems it is
arobably really characteristic of the primitive alestinlrn
church. It may be noted that In "ark 9:3^ there is no
s :rnrise tha the use of Jesus* name has brought exorcism.
The only object! n Is Its unorthorlKcd use. Sllva New
reports a hecond Century synagogue ruling which forbade
Ku use of the Name of Jesus to exorcise or heal. "rt
was effective, but it was wrong".1 Thus the sermons see
1. In Jackson ft bake: op. cit.« Vol# V, p. lflff.
Jesus as still "the Greet Physician". Cullmann also tiroes
the use of the title "Lord" In an early formula for exorcism.1
f third association of the name Is with bootlira
(lets Here again one feels oneself on firmly his¬
torical ground. Thet baptism was the custom of the Chris¬
tian ''hurch .from the beginning Is not to be doubted. John
l>;? even states thet the custom began before Jesua1 derth.
Certainly it would appear thet Paul was baptized, orobebly
as early r3 33 ».b. (I Cor. I?:l3i cf. /cts 9-* 13). The
Pauline epistles resuppose the custom es universal in the
church {I Cor. 1?:13). fnd I Corinthlens also associates
baptism with the name (X Cor. 1:13* 6:11). The "ospels
see Jesus as a second and far greater Baptist, baptizing
not sim ly with water but with the Spirit (John 1:33*
liark 1:3),
But faith in the Tame and brotism in the !!rme are
terms which depend for their meaning on another (the
fourth) association, that of forgiveness and salvation
through the Heme. "There is none other nam© under heaven
given atnon-- men whereby we must be saved," Peter announces
(lets h:12). We must therefore examine this concept of
Jesus as Saviour.
3) keryg -a is the proelenation that Jesus is
the Saviour of the world. *nd in this too Jesus is a- resent
Bower.
0. Cullmann: The erllesfc Christian Confessions, p. P3ff
Note the title K0piO$ revv Suvcy^ccov.
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Writing from the standpoint of fora criticise DIbt -
lius says:
Whatever was told of Jesus1 words end deeds was
always p testi-onj of feith as formulated for
preaching and exhortation in order to convert un¬
believers and confirm the faithful, "hat founded
Christianity was not knowledge about a historical
process, but the confidence that the content of the
story was salvation.*.1
Or from a different point of approach William Ketch finds
that
... while recognizing that there were other reasons
for the rapid spread of Chriatienlty among ^entiles
in the first century of our era, wo should out the
promise of salvation first and foremost. This was
the essence of the orlmitlvo Christian message, and
it was this more than anything else that attracted
men and women to the new religion in great numbers.2.
This is surely the picture of the early preaching which Duke
gives us in Acta. Jesus is called Saviour ("cts 5:31) and
through him salvation and forgiveness are offered in one
form or another in every sermon recorded.
'"o have already seen in our discussion of Jesus and
eschatology that this salvation was conceived of In oschs-
tolo.gical terms. Jesus was the divinely appointed Judge,
who was pictured as being about to come to visit ->od*s
Judgment upon mankind. Thus it behoved men so to relafct
themselves to Him by frith and ba tism that t ey would be
among that elect group spared in the day of Judgment and
allowed to enter the ''essianic kingdom.
1. Di be lius: From Tradition to Cospel, p. 295*
I'. " • Hatch: "The Primitive Christian Hesaege", Journal of
biblical Literature, Vol. LVTII» ''arch 193°, p. 13*
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However, there ere In these sermons suggestions fchf t
Jesus* work as Saviour wes not conceived as being entirely
restricted to the future.
"'irst, the gifts of the Spirit end of heeling end
exorcism end the resent demands of baptise end of fa1th,
d"scussed above, nro bound uo with this salvation.
Second, we racy note that there is a present turning
of Israel from her sins, 'cts 3:?6 end S*31 seem to imoly
that Jesus has already be;-un or la now engaged in the work
of giving repentance to the Jcvrs end purifying the chosen
people. And He has brought e new revelation of 3od*s will
rf ich includes an already obligatory demand.
Third, it is by no means clear that the forgiveness
spoken of in Acts 3:*9, '"cts S-31» ^nd 'cts 10:43 is wholly
a future ex-erience. It is likely that Acts 3:19 refers to
for Iveness in ~n oschctologlcr1 era at the perousla, since
the ''times of refreshing" are probably best understood in
this connection. Yet even here the certainty of forgiveness
may be thought of as an experience realized in the present,
and the other two verses suggest a present as well as a
future forgiveness. Here is an interesting suggestion that
something like the >uline concept of "justification by
faith" was present in the church before Paul. Indeed, though
it was undoubtedly rul who worked out the doctrine more
axmlcltly, one :ny well believe uuke accurate oven hero.
In 0 letinns ? Paul assumes that Peter and the other leaders
f t Jerusalem are sympathetic to this point of view. 'Aie
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pre-?<mline custom of baptism suggests It. ■ nd it is ©t
least possible that this teaching of forgiveness through
frith in Jesus rether then through the lev; wen responsible
for 'sul's persecution of the early Church.
?nd finally, there is a suggestion thrt entrrnce into
the covenant co rranity of which Jesus is Lord is already in
some sense rn experience realized. Jesus is already "Saviour"
in this sense of "Lord".
k) Th? s concept of Jesus as living Lord of the Church
deserves r©-examination in this connect! Tin.
"
e have already expressed a certain disagreement
v/ith " ! lholn Bousset with regard to the title "Lord". It
seems much simpler to derive Its first use from Old Testa¬
ment sources - notably Psalm 110- rather than from pagan
cults. Yet on© cannot overlook *n element in early Chris¬
tian thought of which Bousset has given us a scholarly re¬
minder. It would r near that at least r-s far back an our
earliest documents carry us Jesus was thought of as being
the head of a community of worshippers to whom he stood in
a snecirl relationship symbolised by the title "Lord". liven
If one denies any r>a -an influence here and derives the
whole concept from the Old Testament it remains quite in¬
telligible. t-a Bayid and Solomon and their descendants were
kings of t! e covenant peonle of old, so Jesus is proclaimed
to be t e now Anointed One, nromlsed by the ancient covenant
to those whom God has newly called.
It is interesting th t the Tetrine sermons and the
oarly chapters of eta generally make little or no us© of
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the word rj €kk\ ^ ca/ct » the celled, the Church# Here per¬
haps Is a hint that these passages proceed in their origin
the extensive use of the term so c omon in the Pauline
epistles.
Yet the concept od Jesus as the ruler of a community
celled by God is clearly present.
T?or to you is the promise, end to your children,
end to oil that are afar off, even as many as the
Lord our God shall call unto him. (^cfcs ?:3%cf.
Ia. 14}.: 3 >
fnd ^efcs 3:?5 a yin associates Jesus with the ancient cove¬
nant with Israel through which they to uld become a blessing
to all peoples.
His followers are related to Jesus by faith ("cts
3116),by baptism in his name (-*cfca 3J3$)« Thus they already
owe obedience to Him ('cts 3;<°?). ^nd though this coia-
mun! ty is still thought of primarily in terms of the Hebrews
there ia already a suggestion that it is broader than this
one race ('eta 3Its bounds are now rather those of
the Holy Spirit.
It is in this connection thrt we must note the phrase
... by his resurrection Jesus won his third Heme,
the ''rlnce of Life. The word Prince or 'uthor (1)
moans h'e" who •••ocs first or header; and Jesus was the
first Begotten of the""deadf• (?) The leader is
generally the Captain or Prince which is the ordinary
meaning of the^Gfeeh word in the Old Testament; and
Christ by his victory over death was declared to be
the Prince of Life, the vie toriov s Captain who 'brought
to nought him that hod the power of death1 and 'brought
ii^a and immortality to light,1
often ' Ico the h ro and
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the founder of n cotiunity over which he ruled end to which
he gave hi a name. Thus Jesus appears rs the founder of the
resurrection co vnunity, end its Lord.
It la thus that Jesus e n mnke an absolute demand
upon the rpootiea that will leave them with but one purpose
in life. They are His witnesses, the heralds of the King
(Acts 10:1;?). This Is the pr supposition of the keryrema.
In this connection we nay note lousset's linguistic
suggestion fchrfc the "rama!c word for Lord always a pears
in some such compound as 'faran, our Lor- . Thus, if we are
right In associating the t'tie with Psalm 110, it is nv
Lord who is sooken of. The Lorfshin of Jesus is a p< raonal
one, over persons. In a sense they possess Bin, and " e
possesses them. For the called people of the covenant
Jesus is already the Anointed Kin-', the Prince, their Lord,
th Lor-' of the^hurch.
5) "Inally, therefor , we must note that Jesus as
a Llvin * rod Present Power stands in a relationship to his
followers comoarable only to that of God.
he have already noted that Jesus was unambiguously
called "a man" and that even in his excitation he was clearly
distinguished from The "'ether. Yet we have ^Iso hrd occa¬
sion to note from time to time predicates ascribed to Jesus
which formerly were ascribed only to God. It is Jahweh who
In the Old Testament is Lord, Judge, and Saviour, 'nd es¬
pecially in this present r l"t!onship which we have des-
1°£.
cribed in tills chanter does it t peer thrt Jesus stands
over egr inst the believer in n e'onctfcy for mctlcal pur¬
poses divine. *s fenny rightly saya:
But those 'forgiveness snd the Holy Spirit) ere
supre-nely gifts of Hod, end wo do not a precinte
truly the plrce of Christ In the apostles* faith
until we see that where solvation Is concerned He
stands upon Hod*o side, confronting men. The most
vivid expression is given to this in Acts ?:33»*«
There can be no doubt thrt in this passage deter
looks upon Jeous in his exaltation ps forming with
Hod His Hother one divine causality at work through
the Spirit for the salvation of nen... Hie rela¬
tionship to those experiences which constitute
Christian life is tv at of being their /uthor, the
Hivine Source fro-n which they c one J He is not to
Christian fafth a Christian, but all Christians
owe their being, as such, to riot.1
hven in th© "low" Christology of the primitive church on©
sees in its recognition of Jesus as c living end nresent
Power a path which was to le"d inevitably to the full
heights of John's affirmation that "the ord was 3odn
(John 1:1).
1. J. fenny: Jrsus an" t' ■. "osoel. p. 1°.
CHAW--H VIII TTTT- CHHISTOLTIY 0^ * T1 PFrN'S PRrTKrTO
It Is at least possible to maintain that our record
of the speech of Stephen Is the oldest v?ritten document re¬
served for us In the Sew Testament.
It is true that r quite opposite view has been held
by competent critics. Soltau3-, for exnpie, has argued
that the speech's affinities with "lexrndri^n thought imply
that it mist have come from r- comparatively late date. Tew
have followed Solteu on this point, however, for several
reasons. For one thing, the allegories of Ste hen's address
may soring from Palestinian Rabbinic typology rather than
from 'lexandrian. or another thing, It is difficult to
explain how a document coming from /lexnndria, so far from
its setting, can have been mistaken by Luke for Stephen's
work. And finally, most important of ell, Stephen was in
all probability r Uollenist and may quite well have come
from Alexandria himself, like /polios, or at least have
been familiar with Alexandrian exegesis such as Phllo was
asking popular. indeed, he is explicitly associated with
the synagogue of the "1 xendrlrna{/cts 6: ). 'ffinities
w'th Alexandria therefore do not deny the sermon to Stephen,
a second objection to its antiquity has been raised
1. • oltau: 'Tie Herkunat der Reden in cler 'posteiges-
chichte'', feitsckr ■ f1; fur 'Tuonte ataments e* ssenschfift,
1903, p. IfKl
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by Johrnnes ' aiss, who, comoaring Stephen's pddreac with
Stole diatribes against "temples *np(!e with hands", writes:
The author of the speech wl11.•• characterize
Stephen as a Jew who from the Scriptures has reached
the conviction that the true r- IIpion does not stand
or fell with the Iemple»Cult« Ahe nerrntor by so
do!n~ characterizes himself and the circle in which
he moves as being at all events far from J» rustled
end emancipated from the legalistic tr- dition.*
Tost schol' rs, however, have found Stephen's attitude toward
the law to point In exactly the op asI fee direction. Cad-
bury and Lake, who rarely seem biased toward the conserva¬
tive point of view, remark of otenhen's leg-lisn:
On the contrary, the underlying cont ntion of
tephen seems to be that the Law was the wore of
iod, which ought to be observed but wms not. In
this respect his attitude seems closer to that of
Jesus than to that of >ul. 3ut the point i«
hardly brought out emphatically, and the absence
of any allusion to the Judaistic controversy seems
to exclude any theory which would make the speech
the composition of one who hr * 11 ved through that
controversy in the commany of 'aul, and was writing
with a view to the situation of the Christian Church
of t! e period... The general character of the speech
seems to fit in very well with the theory that it
represents either a -ood tradition as to what - tephen
r<elly did ery, or at least what a very early Chris¬
tian, not o$ the Pauline school, would have wished
him to e«y.
Thus the arcat majority of comrncntetors have rejected argu¬
ments to the contrary and hpvc taken the speech attributed to
Stephen as at the very least being based on some ancient
document.
1. J. 'irk org o ~ r r" ft ' , 'ol. l-'fL
?. In Jackson Lake; 0£. clt., Vol. TV, p. 69*
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There ore a number of reasons, in addition to those
suggested a- ov«.., which have led the critics to this view.
First, the speech is disproportionately long.
The fulness with wh'ch it is r* oorfced is out of ell
proportion to the scale of the book. It is difficult
to believe that Luke, with his fine sense of literary
Witness, would have encumbered his narrative with this
long dissertation unless It had come down to him In 1
so-© genuine source vr * ch he was anxious to reserve.
*geln, it Is noted that the speech is not clearly re¬
lated to its narrative context. Nov Luke was c able of
recounting a defense speech smoothly, concisely, and with
obvious point, as those attributed to -mul show. Yet the
relevance of Stephen's defence to the oh ges said to have
been ma © against him hag pusalod comoentators for centuries.
rraamu3 is said to have commented,
Pany thln-s in this speech have not very much g* r-
tinency to the patter which -tephen undertook.'
*nd there is the oft quoted remark of dphn Calvin,
Stephen reaponslo >r.ima specie absurd a efc inepta
videri posset.
There seems no simple ex lanation as to why an author like
Luke would have Included the apparently irrelevant Old Tes¬
tament resume* except that he found it as an ancient tradi¬
tion as to Stephen1® tyre of thought. Indeed, it would
seem quite possible that the speech was originally not so
much meant to represent tephen's defence at his trial as
1. "• Scott: The Leg!nnin -s of Chris tlanlty, •
P., quoted by :5.J. 3loam: 'cfcs of the postles.Vol.I,p.?>5>
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sitnoly an embodiment of Stephen's Ideas ns expressed In his
debates with the Hellenists.
Hot only is the speech poorly reIs ted to its se tting
in the narrative, its argument is obscure and difficult to
Interpret, $e shell note below whet diversity of interpreta¬
tion the best trained scholars have given It, • P. Scott
wrifees:
W© have the Impression, "s we try to make out its
drift, that It represents a mode of Christian
apologetic which in Luke's day had already become
unintelligible.*
To say the leant, it lacks Luke's accustoned clarity.
Moreover, its thought is neither Lucan nor Pauline*
P'e have noted above the consent of Cedbury and Lake about
the contrast of Stephen's attitude toward the law to that
of later writers. Prom a somewhat different line of ap¬
proach "71 Ifred Knox, comparing the sermon of Paul Cats 13)
with that of Stephen finds a similar contrast.
Stephen's s oeech appears to reflect the sa ne feeling
of the impossibility of converting the Gentile world
to Judaism which we find in Paul. But it follows
a quite different line of argument in rejecting the
TorehJ it is not that it has been fulfilled and
superseded in the Gospel but that from the beginning
the Jewish nation has rejected the spirit in favour
of the letter... To us Stephen's view and Paul's are
quite incomputable; but to Jewish writers consis¬
tency meant little. Both Paul and Stonhen held that
Christ had put an end to the Torah. 3o long as they
agreed on the main frct, the arguments by which they
proved it were of secondary importance."
1. "• Scott: on. cit., p. J??6.
?• • "nox: The ^cts of tie Apostles, p. 72 •
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Ooj^uel1 ao-ewhnfc similarly not* a thrt one of Luke* a fnvo-
rtte ideas is thst Christianity is stnoly the fulfilment
of Judaism. He la careful to show Peter, John, end Paul
rs worshipping in the Temple rc the most pious Jews. Yet
t« mh©n*s speech olnoet equates the ten le with Idoletry.
Puch en lder may well have cone from Luke*a source, not
from Dak® himself.
-•Vein, the technique of er -unent thro -gh typology,
rabbin!eel if not 'lex^ndrtfln, Is certs Inly not Lucsn rnd
is p 'ethod which *ul used but sprrlngly.
Indeed It try be arid the I the s xjoeh of Steohen is
unique In the whole of the ew Testroent. Tts closest
pffin!ties pc with the platle to the Hebrews, end the
parallels' which may bo drawn here argue rether for an early
date for the epistle then for r ir.te date for the address.?
The smooch seems In ©very wry edci! robly suited for the
utterance of en early Hellenist Christian freed with the
problems besetting the 'Bleat! nian church. There seems
©very rorson, therefor©, to essune thrt It goes brci: to o
real memory of bte ?hen hi self.
Thrt r- record of Stephen's thou -ht should have been
•reserved 1® significant, but it perhaps Is not surprising.
'"'or thrc er» ft t least hints thPt St* hen wee In ao-ie
sens© r father of the Christian world ila ion. hirst, It
1. '• Tocuel: In trod, ction au Touveeu Testament, Tone
III, p. 361. ~ ~ "
2. or extended discussion of this natter see V<, Hanson:
The ■ -Istic to the Hebrews. especially up. 162-1'7«
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is generally pureed that Stephen ms himself a Hellenist.
H© bears a Greek nam®. He Is one of the seven chosen in
Acts 6 to see after "ollenist widows, "is opponents were
Hellenists (Acts 6:9), probably because he himself was a
Hellenist. And the possible affinities of his thought with
that of Hfailo suggest the Hellenistic outlook# thus tophen
emerges as a leader of the earliest Christian ■'roup who
thought in tens of a world outlook. r gain, it is stated
that it was at the ersecution following the death of
Stephen that the Christian world mission really began. (fcts
^tlH). Yet the apostles themselves seen to ha e been able
to remain in Jerusalem (''cts 1: Hp)• The implication would
seem to be that the persecution was primarily of the " el-
lenist followers of Stephen, anc It was these followers of
Stephen who were the first r^al missionaries. That the
thought of the speech attributed to bin lends 'ts< If to
this understanding we shall note at length below. Here we
simply note that It seems possible that Stephen was in
reality a figure of the greatest importance in the history
of the Christian Church and that therefore; one may under¬
stand how a record of his thought was preserved and later
bodily incorporated into Acts.
*
survey of the history of the interpretation of
Stephen's soeech shows a bewildering diversity, *-»t. Chry-
soston laid the emphasis on its showing that the covenant
and the promises were before the law, and the sacrifices
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end the law were before the temple, Calvin also found
the theme to be grace rs against the tempi© cult, 01-
hansen thought the principle the -oc to be tephen's effort
to reassure his judges t at he believed the Old Testament
and to show how the Jews had always rejected Cod's am¬
bassadors. Beur summarized tephen's message in the much
quoted sentence:
Creet and extraordinary as were the benefits which
Cod from the beginning imparted to the people,
equally ungrateful In return and antagonistic to
the divine designs was from the first the disposi¬
tion of that people.1
feller emphasized the temple as the theme of the address,
Thiersch and homagerten Interpreted it Christologically by
means of a sometimes fane:' ful typology. Lezchler found
the key in the thought of the glory of Cod, revealed when
and where Cod wills. Meyer laid emohssls on the repeated
resistance of Israel to Cod's messengers, Maurice Jones
related the address to the two charges made against Ste¬
phen, blasphemy and contempt of the law,
Most modern commentators tend to find a combination
M
of these themes. It was perhaps the commentator Luger who
first de*loped this view, According to this the speech
of tephen is often understood as having three themes,
T'irst, the law is something added to the promise, the pro¬
mise having come first. Second, Cod is not confined to a
1, quoted by H. Meyer: Handbook to The cts of the ftpostle3,
note, p. 13?, from which much of' the above summary is taken.
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holy 1- nd or r holy temple. *nd thlr , the Jews heve alleys
rejected tueir saviours. Th-'S© the ea are not discussed
one after another but within ©ach other on the thread of
aacred history, They recur throughout the adtfr ss.
The final answer to the question of the proper analy¬
sis of otephwn's speech Is a natter which lies outside the
scope of this pao#r. "'robably the answer Is to be found
elan * the line of the recurring the >es sugge sted above,
hut one 3U-1 not so raise the point as does •"'oa! oc-Jockson•
*>, noting these prophet-like themes, suggests t'r t the
s each uay be a ore-Christian prophetic diatribe.^ "u * to
to the contrary. It will now be proposed here that basically
the o- rrion of Ctephen Is to be understood as springing
from . tephenha Chris to lo y on»' that the key to Its ncaning
lies in St© then * s witness to Jesus Christ.
P. J. Knowlln * Is • robebly nxicfc nearer ti e truth
in h's Chr!stologloal interpretation of Stephen*a speech.
Noting that the charge a ainst te hen was that "this Jesus
of Becareth" threatened to destroy the temple and the law
{*ofco 6:14), he nrguoe t' at rtephen'a speech is actually a
defence of Christ.
Thus the whole speech b*cones a proof of the "*cc-»
ftlahthlp of Jesus as against those who appealed to
the authority of ^oses, and aew in Jesus a two-fold
C" .se of offenc* : (1) that "V- was r jeefced by his
people and crue' f.tcd; (?) that ' © had treated with





, J. 'oftkee-Jackson: fht- cfcs of t e apostles,. • fu.
"... J. nowling: Ihc Acts of the 'poetlea, r>.
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That there pre Christologicrl Implications in Stephen's
address has Indeed been recognised by many commcntators,
In a sense by ell. Yet es a source for determining the
nature of the primitive Chri3tology Stephen's sermon has
not received the attention which It merits.1 It w!ll be
our trsk to examine the Christology of this ancient docu¬
ment now. And we shall do so in the light of the pattern
already derived from the ?otrine sermons.
1) First, we ».ay consider Stephen's concept of Jesus
as the fulfilment of the eschatologlcnl hope of late Judaism.
It is a point which has perhaps received insuffi¬
cient attention from the commentators on Stephen's address
that the statement which actually brings about Stephen's
martyrdom, end which thus may be called the climax of
our account, is not an attack on the temple or even on the
Jews. It Is the cry of Stephen, obviously referring to
Jesus, in which he bestows upon his "tester the title "Son
of ten".
Behold, I see the heavens opened end the Son of
"ten standing on the right hand of Cod. (/tets 7:p6).
Because it Is the only occasion in all the New Tes¬
tament In which the phrase "Son of Fan" is used of Jesus
by someone other than Himself this phrase Is especially
noteworthy. It seems impossible to remove it on critical
grounds. It is unquestionably in the text. True, "t is
1. The very recent book on The Epistle to the Hebrews (1951) by
Prof. V.'m. 'tenson may be said to be the oTon- er work In this field,
and much of what we now propose Is suggested by our notes on
these Baird Lectures.
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possible thr the Recount of Stephen's de^th hPs cone to us
in two Recounts. Jackson and Lake rather hesitantly suggest
thrt Acta ?:5U-58n may be one source pnd Acta 7:£>8b-60 another.^
If so, however, this but strengthens the view that Luke in his
account 1s deoendent upon sources, and that here he considered
both too valuable to omit. Moreover, as Jackson and Lake say,
if one must choose here, the first source, which contains
the "Son of Men" reference, is more likely older, since it
is historically mora probable that Stephen was lynched, as
this source seems to indicate, than that he was executed by
the Sanhedren in violation of Roman law, as suggested by the
other source. Others have found the phrase simply a reflec¬
tion of Jesus' words (Luke ??:69) at His trial or of the words
of James »t his trial (Josephus Antiquities, XX: ix,l). This,
however, is at best a conjecture without evidence. At most it
implies only that Luke may here have modified the full force
of Stephen's ppocalyptic utterance as he did that of his
arken source in the Gospel. On the opposite side is the
strong evidence that Luke is using n source or sources going
back to r real memory of the event. *nd it is certainly not
likely that Luke would here deliberately introduce a phrase
which he and all other New Testament writers carefully avoid
excent in the mouth of Jesus, Moreover this cry of Stephen's
is not Introduced as an afterthought. hpther it is the event
which precipitates the crisis. It is the climax of the atory,
1. Jnckson k Lake: op. eft., Vol. II, p. li;9«
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not fin addition, as the story is given us. 2his is the blas¬
phemy age ins t Cod (Acts 6:11) which brings his death, *nd
finally it sust be noted that the phrase "Son of Man" is so
firmly rooted in the gospel narratives that nothing is more
likely than that it was a part of the primitive Christology.
So Bousset- and others have clearly shown. Unintelligible
to Crook ears, it quickly passed out of general use, remained
only as a half-understood self-designation of Jesus in the
stories told about Him# •'•'hat it has been here Introduced
by Luke, therefore, is scarcely likely. Rather it would
appear that we have here, in this admittedly primitive
document, one of the few traces of the title from the ear¬
liest tyoe of Christology.
Scholars differ widely as to the meaning of the phrase
"Son of Man" on the lips of Jesus. However, there can be
little doubt on one point as to its meaning here. It is
the Son of Han in the escha.tologicn 1 sense of the apocalypses
that Stephen sees. This is made clear by his statement that
he sees the heavens opened end by the placing of Jesus at the
right hand of God, Whatever ©Is© the phrase may have meant
for Stephen, the particular aspect emphasised by these words
is clearly the esohatologlcal#
Of the relationship of primitive Christology to such
works of apocalyptic literature as I Fnoch we have already
spoken. The phrase "Son of Man" thus used is but on© more
1. W# Bousset: Kyrlos Chrlstos, Chap, 1.
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Indication that the early church thought of Jesus rs the
ful.fllr.ont of this hone.
Ti:e phrase, however, In this context suggests a tio
with an even more important avocslyptlc work, the book of
Daniel. Here is our earliest account of the "Son of Man".
T saw in the night-visions, end, behold, there came
with the clouds of heaven one like unto e son of
man, and he came even to the ancient of days, and
they brought him near before him. And there was
given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that
all the peoples, nations, and languages should serve
him: his dominion is an everlasting dominion, which
shall not pass away, and his kingdom that which shall
not be destroyed. (Dan. 7:13,11+)
Hero the Son of "en is found with 3od in herven. Ha is a
king with groat authority. He is in a position of glory
(so important a theme in Stephen's address). His kingdom is
eternal, "nd especially it is emphasised that it is uni¬
versal. All peoples, nations, and languages are to serve the
"Son of "an",
Ve have already seen evidence suggesting that tephen's
thought lay behind the Christian world ra salon. Tt would
appear to be a quite possible interpretation that it was
Stephen who, seizing upon this phrase, first wro ght out
the Implications of this Chrlstology in its universal aspects.
Thus interpreted Stephen's speech is seen to spring from his
transcendent Chrlstology.
With this as the key one may ex' nine certain recurring
themes of the address.
First, Stephen sees Christ es transcending the holy
land. The emphasis in the long account of the story of
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Abraham is on his wanderings. '.The revelation of the God of
Glory - glory we shell note associated with Jesus - is not
In Palestine but in Mesopotamia. In seeking a land for a
possession Abraham's career Is one of frustration. Hgypt is
the scene of God's groat deliverance, and that does not come
for 1;00 years. As Oedb-ry and Lake put it:
's Paul argues that the promise was anterior to the
Law, and might therefore continue when the lew was
abrogated, so Stephen argues about the possession
of the land,1
The point here to be emphasized "s that this now exegesis of
scr!pfcure springs from Stephen's consciousness of the univer¬
sal! i,y ji the rule of Jesus, the Son of Man.
Fven mow- pointedly, Stephen sees Jesus as transcending
the holy temple. It is this which forms the chief charge
against Stephen. The false witnesses state i t Stephen has
said that Jesus will destroy the temple (Acts 6:H4 >• That
Jesus must have made sum© statement of this sort Himself
cannot be doubted (Luke 21:5,6; ,rark 14*58J John 2:19^. The
controversy of Stephen with the temple and its cult is thus
to be understood as basically Christological. The common
Interpretation given to Stephen's attack on the temple is that
he is arguing for a "spiritual" rather than a "material"
religion. This is of course in a sense quite true. But
there is something more than a mere splrituolizotlon of the
temple here. The attack on holy land and holy temple Is to
1. in Jackson and Lake: o-». clt., Vol. IV, p. 72.
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be understood in reintion to Stephen's alleged statement that
Jesus would destroy the temple, end also in relation to
Stephen's concept of the glory of God.
T! is then© In Stephen's sermon deserves attention.
Stephen begins with i» title **or Sod found only hero in ell the
New Teste-Hint o Geos t^s 6 oE,ps , The God of the Glory.
This glory is to be associated with the Sheklnah, with the
tabernacling God with men. This is God's greet desire, to
dwell with men. Thus His glory does r u>ear to Abraham. Again
with Hoses this tabernacling was accomplished nt the burning
bush. Hut Tercel "took up the tabernacle of Molech". Again
in David the divim plan stood on the brink of fulfilment.
Acts 7'b^fk7 nay well be an allusion to II Sarauel 7, regarded
as c Messianic passage, and to Psalm 13?, a Messianic salm.
The temple foiled in its purpose. Now, at the climax of
history cones the reject'on of Jesus. But Stephen's vision
of the Son of Man includes r vision of the glory of God
(Acts ?:£55. It Is the implication of this massage that it
is In the Son of Man that the purpoao o" God to dwell with
men is accomplished. Stephen's "blasphemy" of the temple,
therefore, nay imply something more than a prophetic under¬
stand In ~ of the spiritual nature of worship. Rather it is
the belief that in the comln* of the foreshadowed Messiah
there has occurred an eschatologieel event which haa accom¬
plished that which the temple failed to do. The return of
the Son of Man will indeed bring the "destruction" of the
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temple. For In that event W 11 occur the real tabernacling
a1" God with men.
In this combinetl on of universal outlook with the thought
of a prophet like "oses (/cts 7:37) one cannot but recrll the
prophecy of the Testament of Benjamin:
And the temple of God shell be your portion.•• and
the lest temple shrll bo tnort glorious then the first,
'nd the twelve tribes shell be gathered there, and ell
the Gentiles, until the host High shall send forth His
salvation in the visitation of nn only-begotten prophet.
(Test, of BenJ. 9:2, omitting what Charles regards as
Christian interpolations.)
Here is Stephen's message, that in Jesus this is fulfilled in
thai the dry of the old temple is passed when Cod's glory has
tabernacled In the cotsln of the Son of "an#
' third transcendence of the Son of 'Ian is that He
has reached beyond the linitatons of the law. This, it Is
true, le not quite so clear. How strong a break Stephen made
with legalism is en uncertain point. Both sets of charges,
however, include the accusation that Stephen has spoken
e -rinot the law (Acts 6:11,13,11;). In the speech Itself the
law is spoken o" In the highest terms as Aoyxx ^ covtix, ,
living oracles (Acts 753")* ^'hc Pauline break with legalism
seems not yet to have occurred, ffcet lies behind t e charges,
however, mey well be e view comparable to that taken by
Ste hen toward the temple. The law is regarded as having
failed in Its purpose sim ly in t' at Israel rejected the law.
Hut In the coming of the Son of "'an, o orophet like unto
"oses (Acts 7^37) Cod's purpose is fulfilled, and thus the
law la transcended. All peoples, nations, and languages,
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shall serve in Ilia dominion.
It would seen that ' iIfred Knox has put the matter too
Stephen was filled with zeal to proclaim to t 11 the
world the necessity of faith and resentence as the
means of salvation in the dry when Jesus would appear
to judge mankind, To preach this with any hope of
success It was necessary to preach the Jospel without
the encumbrance of the Law; and he hoped to fire the
Hellenict syne oguea with his ova enthusiasm. Con¬
sequently he proceeded to preach in them the imminence
of the coming of Jesu&,.l
Yet there would appear to be excellent ground for supposing
at least this - that Stephen had caught a new virion of the
implications of Jeaus as the Son of 'tan of universal dominion
and that in his eachatologtc"1 Chrlstology lies the key both
to the understanding of his address and to the origin of the
Christian world mission* It is probable that Prof, anaon
has f e key when he writes:
Whereas the Jewish nationalists were hold!:r- to the
ermfinence of their national privilege, and even the
Hebrew Christiana..• were.** Idealizing the national
institutions of the past.** sheltering under the eves
of the Holy Plnc^, Stephen saw that toe Messiah was
of the univori3e.<'
?} He turn now to Stephen's concept of Jesus as the
fulfil-out of the Old Teat-" aent*
This of course we have already been discussing. In
the titlo Son of Man the pseudepigraphic apocalypses and the
1. Knox: St. Paul and the Church of Jerusr lem, p. IpO.
2. W. Hanson: On. clt.. p. 31,32.
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oenontccl books join. *nd we have already been at some, peine
to show t''t It is es the fulf Iment of whet the events of
the Old Testament he felled to accomplish that Stephen under¬
stood Jesus, -o Stephen nil the course of Hebrew history
lends up to Jesus Christ. dequetely to proclaim Jesus he
must begin with brehem and the promise. /II of the past is
but preparation for fin. hike Peter, Stephen sees Jesus ra
the Christ not because he fulfils this or that particular
line of prophecy but because He is the fulfilment of the com¬
plete Old Testament hope.
This, in p. sense, we have already shown sbo • • But
there is another, more detailed, use to which Stephen puts
the Old Testament scripture. <*-s the temple foreshadowed
something yet to cone, so Stephen sties the lor ore of the
Old foot' -lent people as ty es of the corainy "osslah. This
concept must be ex*mined now.
To whet extent icy one interpret Stephen*s speech
elle-roricolly' Perhaps no final answer ioy ever bo given to
this question. Certain of the ol er German contentators
carried the method to absurd extremes* Yet almost all critics
today e -roe that some element of typology Is pr sent in tie
document.
For one thin:, critics have noted marked affinities
between Stephen's thoughts en-5 t1 at of Philo# The much dis¬
cussed deviations from the Old Testament as ve have it are a
case in point, "or example Stephen places the call of
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Ibreham In Mesopotamia, not "arm. 'Perth's der th is said to
have occurred before he left HTsn. The period of bondage
is given as i}.00, not k30 years. Hi© number of those who went
down to "'-'jpt Is given as seventy-five# Th© education of
Moses, not found in the Old Testament, Is recounted, together
with the statement that Moses was exceedingly fair. It is
the dor.Ire to deliver Israel which prompts Moses * murder of
the Egyptian. fngels give the law. How these ideas of
St hen do not come from the Old Testament, at least as we
possess It. But they can all be pa rail led from the works
of 'h Ilo and writers of the "lexandrien school. Moreover,
Stephen's emphasis on fee tr"nscendence of' iod suggests Alex¬
andrian influence. If this be true it Is quite possible that
Stephen is interpreting the Old Testament allegorically,
finding there ty os of the "'essirh. Th. Alexandrian character
of Stephen's aneech has been oonvinefngly defended by these
and other grounds by such thorough scholars as 3. bacon
"nd P.. 3. Rackhrm.^
r,,rn if one rejects the pronosed affinities with
TVh! In as a sfr ting -»o!.nt "or interpretation, Rabbinic no¬
tice such «a occasionally apmerra In ?cul {"'1* k'*?k 5 fur-
nIshoe p parallel, 't tho very least one fixed point r«mains:
Stephen does find Moses In some sense a type of Christ, as
hie quotation pi" inly shows '"eta ?:37). "g" in, the tirade
In ' cts seems clearly to point to a comma is on be-
1. H. B. P.eckheras The *cta of the nostXes, p. 99ff*
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tween the rejection of the propheis and the rejection of
Jesus. And this type of interpretation succeeds in finding
Purpose for a great def l in the sermon which otherwise seems
inexplicable. Thus understood, Stephen's Christology becomes
considerably clearer.
To take a questionable example, Stephen's cachetologi-
cal emphasis on the second coning of Jesus may be traced
through the sermon. As Cadbury and Lake cay,
It is natural to seek some reason for the a paren tly
irrelevant distinction between first and second meetings
of Joseph and his brethren* Since Joseph, like hoses,
appears to be a type of the rejected but welcome de¬
liverer Jesus, it Is possible that the author is
thinking of the first and second 'comings* of Jesus-
r common contrast in early patristic literature (cf.
Hebrews 9*2r 5. Hotlce too that 'loses also wrought
deliverance not on his first appearance when he was
rejected (vss 23-29) but forty years later (30ff).1
To these exnmples of doublings night be added that hoses has
to have a successor, Joshua, that the tabernacle is replaced
by the ten le, and that David is followed by Solomon. The
suggestion above cert'inly helps explain the purpose of cer¬
tain other?.iso rather pointless details. Stephen has been
preaching the second coming which he finds typified in scrip¬
ture •
In all probability Joseph is presented ' s r ty of
Christ. He appears a first time to hie brethren, but they
sell htn into ijjypt• However, Cod is with him and delivers
hi-n, co Lhr he is ex lted to the rulerahip. Joseph now
saves those- of his race at a second manifestation. flgain
1. In Jackson *■- Lake: o£. clt.. Vol. IV, p. 73*
there Is en implied portrait of Christ#
But the clou rest typology is thet of Hoses as r type
o" Chr!et (*cts T:3?)• How detailed the arrllel is, is de¬
bt table. It is possible but quito uncertain, for example,
that the ccount of Hoses * b»- ing hidden ss e child (fcto ?:
?0,P1) alludes to r primitive; Infancy atory about Jesus, such
nr. we hear in "fatfchew ?:13-1% But thr.t Hoses is presented
ra « type of the 'Teas'ah rs o rejected saviour Is en Inter¬
pretation acc. ted by almost rll#
The figure of "loses plays a lr rcje prrt in the thought
of "°hT lo. He writes,
*foaes enJoyted Interco rse with the father and Creator
of rll, and was held worthy of the same eppollntion,
for- he was called fed rne King of rll hie people,1
.VrJ-a/s com®thing of t *s attitude is reflected here#
first we may notice fc! rt Hoses Is especially chosen by
Hod, This selection is emphasised b; the six-fold repc-
tit!on of ouros (lets T:3C,3*'',3",.VO), rnd is r « explicit
In the question of Acts "'Sho male thee a ruler and a
Judge"" The words which ollow, "Him hath Bod sent to Ie
both a ruler end n deliverer" strongly suggests eter's
ofc tement in Acts ?:36# 'xh»- answer to the question, of course,
is tint hod has appointed Hoses, end the same Is implied
concerning Jesus.
This pannage applies to Hoses titles which we hrve
already seen to be characteristic of primitive Chrlotology,
1. quoted Iron Vita _h>scs by ! ausrath: history of
Vev.' Testrment Times, Vol. I, p. 1°9#
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e.g. the title "Judge", cSiKocQ-f ^Ag . The title "ruler"
a)]/ , Is comparable to the o{ o s of Peter's ser¬
mon. The title "Prophet" Is also one which we have discussed
in connection with Peter's preaching* though there is perhaps
here the added connotation of prophetic protest against for¬
malism characteristic of Stephen's thought. That 'loses gives
"livln - oracles" Is paralleled by the thought already noted
with regard to Jeaus that He had given words which ought to
hpve been obeyed, And again we have the bringing of salvation,
(Tu)T£^>ick » C-cts 7s2f>)» comparable to Peter's procla¬
mation. It is also possible that the picture of loses as
"mighty in words and works", sovkto s cv aayd>/s Kc<\ epyo/s
(/etc 7:2?) is ty ©logical and comparable to ^eter's state¬
ments about Jesus' words and deeds. So close are oil' of
these ideas to the Petrine ChriBtology that one can scarcely
doubt that we ere here on the same ground, having c second
and really independent witness to the antiquity of these Ideas
In Shristological thought.
In addition to t' ese ideas so much like those of
Peter there are certain new ones. For example, *foses, and
thus by implication Jesus, is celled the AoTjou>T?jv , the
Redeemer or Deliverer (Acts 7:3E>)» 'This word goes back
to the Hebrew > ^ , goal, redeem. The classic exampleI —
r
of the secular use of the word is Its application to Boaz
in the book of Ruth. Here It Implies redemption by an
interested kinsman who pays a price. Thus the Jreek word is
associated with ransom .
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Somewhat similarly "oses appears es a mediator betweon
"od and man. It is to him that the law is given. He In
turn gives It to the people. ■Again it may be that there Is
a suggestion of the mediatorial function of Jeous•
Thus, like Peter, Stephen sees the prophets as "thera
that showed before the coming of the ghteous One" (Acts 7*
52). Explicitly and ty pologlcally all of the Old Testament is
seen as a witness to Jesus Christ.
3) Aa to the earthly life of Jesus Stephen says little.
He, like Peter, thinks of Jesus as having been a prophet (Acts
7^37). There is in Stephen's thought and in the charges
brought agrinat him perhaps some reflection of Jesus' prophet¬
like attack on the abuses of the temple cult. In the analogy
to ■loses ^t is implied that Jesus rave men living oracles
and a true worship. There may be a hint at an infancy story
in the account of Moses' infancy (Acta 7*20), though this is
uncertain. Hoses' mighty words and deeds are probably sym¬
bolic (Acts 7'2?) of those signs which Peter saw as heralding
Jesus' Hessiahship. The title clearly applied to Jesus "The
Righteous One" (Acts 7^52), as we have seen used by Peter,
suggests not only Jesus* Messiahship but also something of
his earthly character. And in Acts 7:60 there is p< rhaps
a reflection of Jesus' words o** forgiveness on the cross.
But again, as was the case with Peter, it is Jesus'
death wh?ch is for tophen the supremely Important fact
about Jesus' earthly life, "a suggested above, the title
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\ uTp uJTyji/ suggest tho redemptive character of Jesus'
denth.^ The clearest point in Stephens typology *s that he
sees the rejection of Tosos, of Joseph, end of tho prophet#
ps paralleled in the crucifixion* This is the climax for
Stephen of Israel's Ion • history of rebellion* ha lever olse
is implied about the life of the historic Jesus the fact of
His rejection and death Is the one completely dominant in
this address*
Thus his account of the historical Jesus Is essen¬
tia lly that of the sermons of Peter*
"s in the sermons of Peter Jesus is pictured as
now exalted to the right hand of Pod*
It is true that tophen hero gives no account of the
resurrection* Perhaps this was not regarded by -tephon as
here necessary, since he was here seeking to defend from
scr'pturo a view which his audience of course knew he accepted*
He may simply have considered an account of the resurrection
as of fch< earthly life of Jesus as irrelevant to the issue
i mediately at hand* On the other hand it Is more likely
that we r re to understand Stephen's address as having been
interrupted and that a more ex licit statement was to have
been given of that which, had already been implied. The
exaltation of Joseph (Acts ?:10) Is probably intended as
typical of Jesus' exaltation*
At any rate it was his cry concerning Jesus exalta¬
tion which precipitated the final onslaught. Like Peter,
Stephen pictures Jesus as at the right hand of God, associated
with all the glory of God* Jesuo is now the heavenly "Son
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of Irn", who is to come a ain as Judge and Saviour. It was
this "blasphemous" Christology with oil is implications
which brought the martyrdom of Stephen.
55 '*nd finally, .tephon, like Peter, sees Jesus as a
livin- and present power.
Stephen associate! Jesus with the Holy Spirit, at least
in that the Jewish resistance to Jesus is interpreted as re¬
sistance to the Holy spirit ('"cts ?:5l}. This is to be
compared with the view already suggested that Stephen sees
the sending of Josuc as the climax of Sod's eternal purpose
to tabernacle with ion. For the 'Olivers of Jesus this pur¬
pose is now in a sense accomplished.
von more significant is Stephen's climactic cry in
Acts ?i56. Hero the risen Josus appears in all his ilory as
visible to btephen. fit Stephen's hour of need Jesus is seen
standing at the right hand of God. It has been suggested by
vari us commentators that there is significance in the picture
of Jesus as standing rather than sitting at God's right hand.
Perhaps it implies that Jesus has risen to defend hi3 martyr
or perhaps to receive him. Thus He is ck 5Itt^tdc too £eoC,
as though perhaps moving toward Stephen. * t least there is
suggested clearly in the vision Jesus' concern in the earthly
event rnd Hie power to participate from on high.
Jgein there is the highly significant prayer of
Stephen ( "cts 7*59,60). It is true that this lies in what
may be the later strata of the narrative. Yet this dating is
largely conjectural, and it is quite possible that w have here
In this ancimt document a witness to the fact that Jesus
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was the object of prayer even in the earliest times.
There is a certain truth in the caution expressed by
Cadbury and Lake here:
Is this on example of prayer to Jesus, as to Sod?
I think that clearly it is not. It belongs as Luke
himself indicates, to the *Son of Man* Christology.
In the vision of Sfco hen the Son of "an Is at the
right hand of God, whore all the /pocalyptic tradi¬
tion of the Jews would place him... If Stephen sew
the Son o" "an, what was more natural than to ask
him for help? But the Son of fan was not Sod, and
in this very narrative Is diotinmulshed from Sod.
Fvt n If the word H'e ran' were used, by Stephen or by
the other disciples, it must be clearly remembered
that for the history of thought, rather than of
words, the important point is that ,faran does not
imply divinity, though kuPia rt It* fist frequently
does so.T r
These commentators are quite right that one must not conclude
that the figure of Jesus Is her© merged with that of God.
But the fir: t sentences above are puzzling. »*hilc Jesus was
indeed distinguished from God in the way stated it is clear
that if our story Is accurate we do have here exactly "an
exempio of prayer to Jesus, as to God". Whether Jesus was
otherwise regarded as God or rot Is rot tv€ issue, There is
here certainly prayer. Stephen is on his knees crying to a
heavenly Being, seen in a position of equality with God. If
the margin of Nestle*8 text Is right in irking this an allu¬
sion to Psalm 31:6 wo have here an exalted picture of Jesus
indeed:
Tn thee, Lord, do T put my trust...
Be thou my strong rock
For a house of defence to save me...
For thou art my strength.
Into thy hands I commit my spirit.
Thou hast redeem? d m* , 0 iord God of Truth.
1. in Jackson and Lake: on. cit.. Vol. TV. >. 86.
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/>s In the sermons of Peter the pic tun of Jesus rs a living
end present power is that of Ono who stends over a -einst men
in e relationship comparable only to that of God Himself*
^nd finally, one must not overlook the obvious feet
thrt Stephen sees Jesus rs Lord of life and death. Whether
the prayer with its celling upon Jesus ps Lord is historicel
or not there cm be no doubt that oteohen pictured in the
oldest form rs the first martyr* Jesus' demand upon him is
felt to be absolute. '»•!th s vision of the risen Christ Ste¬
phen frees death fearlessly. Whatever the word of the title
given Jesus it is clear that Stephen regarded Him as Lord.
Thus interpreted, Stephen's defence is seen to heve
a Ohristological basis from beginning to end. Hie attack on
the temple and tho praro.gr tires of the Jews soring3 not
simply from n prophet-like Insight into the spiritual nature
of religion but from his conviction that an eschrtologic.nl
event of universal significance has occurred in Jesus Christ.
His view of Old Testament history is that it presents a
purpose of '<od which hfts been fulfilled only at last in Him.
His review of scri ture is not simply historical but typo-
logical, finding Jeeua in its pares. It is es a witness to
Jesus that he fe on trial, *nd it is as a martyr to Jesus
that be dies. The unifyin- factor in an otherwise puzzling
document is the transcendent Chriatology of Step! en.
*nd although it comes from what must certainly be a
different source and although it is expressed in so completely
dfa.ferent a form the Gkriotology of Stephen is found to la
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remarkably similar to that which we have found in the sermons
of Peter* Stephen hes worked out certain Impllcntions of
Chr^stolory which ere not developed in the Petrine sermons•
Yet in basic outline and o'ten in very detail we find hero
the Christology of Peter*s sermons. Stephen thus becomes
a second and independent witness that this Is indeed the
Christoloqy of the primitive Church*
cha p?ri? TX fr*!T CTTPTSTOLOTV OF PAUL'S PHI^OHTNO
<>e ere here confining ourselves to a discussion of
only the first of the sermons attributed to Foul, thet in
Acts 13* though we shell have occasion to refer to the ad¬
dress found in Acts 17 for comparison, nevertheless with this
sermon at Athens the gospel may be said to have entered upon
a new stage, that of its presentation to the dent?le world
in terms of Greek culture* The subsequent speeches in Acts
attributed to Paul ere pr vsented as being of a very personal
nature, for the most art his ersonal defenses, Tt is our
desire in this thesis to r construct the G'riristolo.gy of the
primitive oroaching in its original Jewish environment.
Only etc 13 among the speeches in :,cta attributed to Paul
is pr< sented S3 a typical example of Paul's bury ~na in what
must hrve been its earliest setting.
The sermon in the synagogue at Antioch in Dlsidea
is exactly this type of work, Luke, by making it the first
recorded so mon of Pa ;1 and by reporting it at 3ome length,
indicates evidently thee this sermon is to be understood
as typical of Paul's preaching in the Jewish synagogue,
had repeatedly he tells us that it was reulfs custom to
bep'n his m'salon work here, Tt seems quite probable that
Christianity did indeed spread in its early days by means
of the synagogues of the Diaspora, and ne our only example
of this tyre of pr-aching the sermon in 'cts 13 is especially
interesting.
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Sewml more or leas ve lid reasons have been proposed
for doobtlng thet the a rmon ;oes brek to any rerl -cmcry of
the Apostle Peal. "Irst it is pointed out the 1; Paul's semon
is hardly distinguishable from those of Peter, In structure,
in thought, end even in detail It seems simply one more In
the series of marly identic 1 specimens of the cry—.f » Paul
even used the same Old Tec tament quotations, that Peter cites,
* ; a ■ n It is said that the sermon seems to be modeled
A
after thr t of ftephen, hrch presents © long recount of Old
Tee tamer t history re r pre aeration for .Teens, It is oven
suggested thrt the Paulino speech is r poor in* tefcion, not
quite knowing how to use V- is Old Teste rent net©rial.
The sermon is said to betray its Lucan authorship in
Lucan phrases, Lucen ideas, and a Lucan style,
'nd finally it io said that certain phrases and 'decs
are unpen line. The account of th« resurrection, for example,
is that it is the fulfilment o~ "the promise made unto the
fathers'', The entire em basis in the account of the r; ear-
rncea after the resurrection is on those to the apoo ties who
had been with Jesus in Palilee, with no mention of t rt to
Paul. The tone of the address is r garded as too concilia-
tore and pleasant, not the fiery style of Inlatians, The
cross seems to have too 1'ttle place, nd it ia said that
Paul's doctrine of ju fciftort* n is misunderstood.
There is n certe'n truth "n each of these arguments,
a truth of value "or our investigation, forever, In spite
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or these difficulties it see- 3 probable "he t the sermon in
/cts 13 does go back to s real memory of the kerygnr of Paul.
It is quite true thrt the sermon of Paul is basically
li e that of Peter, "his is highly significant, V*'c have
seen that thero is excellent reason to believe thrt the ser¬
mons of Peter come from r genuinely Palestinian tradition.
If from a Hell- niat source we have here n witness thrt this
is rise the form of the kcrygma In the early cays of the Hel¬
lenist mission we may look upon this as additional proof that
we have in these sermons r true picture of primitive or. aching.
That P ter and Paul are recorded as pr aching in such a
similar wry 13 double witness to the fact that this is the
character of the ©a Host s rraons, ^'his is not to under¬
estimate certain rema rkable di fferencer,, which vill be
noted fully below, th-t Paul's preaching is pictured
as be hi ; like Peter's is exactly whr we should expect
from the undoubtedly authentic testimony of Paul himself
(I Cor, 13'iil), The kcry ; woo common to all,
■
gain it is true th- t ?r l's sermon is like tip hen's.
Stephen Is a Hellenist address."ng a Jewish audi nee. In
what we 'nay suppose to bo a conventional typo of intro¬
duction he reviews the Old Testament history. We shall see
that Paul's review'is very different from that of Stephen,
but Paul also is a Hellenist a-'dressing a Jewish audience.
*s Pibelius points out1 this review o:"1 Hebrew history is
1. *. I'ibeliua: Die Hoden dcr ipostlegeschichte, p, 3 '*
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exactly the sort of thing we would exprct In r typical synr-
go *ue service. Paul begins quite harmlessly in response to
en Invitation to give a Aoyps 77°(PD(* word of ex¬
hortation. he simply uses it as a pr pa. rati on for the
Irerv""yir'» The similarity to the ancient Jewish St.ohen-documert
I I.I 1 .1. H.**- ■ -if - - IIMT *'
but att' 3fcs tht accuracy of the picture.
rt is true, however, that one cannot tony certain Lucan
elements in the styl« and vocabulary of the sermon. /ssuraing
that our record cooes fr a tht editor of Acts, who was himself
one w o had frequently heard Paul, this 2s not surprising.
• 'nd w have seen that Luke was quite ea sable of carefully
reproducing sources, such rs 'ark, yet phrasing his sources
in his own lsngua ;«•
The an- \nuline elements in the thought or' the e mon
ar< r.f.m todly the greatest problem. "%esc f.ro probably
suffi?*enfc to sug est that t' t re la r considerable olen nt
of the convent' one 1 as well as of f o 'nuline in this i mon,
making it perhaps the more si ;nifleant for insight into
the general nctur of the earliest preaching. 1' t ev n those
differences are capable of explanation. Paul would•surely
not oppose the idea thru the resurrection was the fulfilment
of the ancient promise. If he does not mention the resur¬
rect on a peeranee to himself here neither does he do so
always in his epistles, and Luke has already given us
accounts enough of this evens. s to tone, Paul, wo claims
to have been all-tilings to "11 men, surely would fit)peal
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before he would denounce. The croas does have a reel place
In the sermon, And we shell see that the reference to Jus¬
tification confirms rather then negates the Ider that we have
here a rerl memory of Paul, Finall^r, we are largely deoen-
dent u on this pnssn to tell us whrt aul's ^reaching was
like. The epistles are written to Christians, This sermon
is a ^irot n seal to non-Christians, It *s difficult to find
any standard to set against Acts 13 by which to move it un-
Pauline as an evangel'Stic sermon.
On the other hand there rre remarkable indications
that the sermon really is Pauline, based on a real recollec¬
tion of his preaching as heard by Luke.
Let us take the parallels to this sermon which may be
found in Just one Pauline epistle. If one holds to the South
Oalatian theory then the epistle to the Galatirns was written
to churches which included this one at Antioch in Pisidea.
We may therefore expect some similarity of thought here.
Ma rice Jones lists the following parallels:^ (a) Israeli
history is seen as a preparation for Chr'st, a "schoolmaster"
(Gal. (b) Israel is pictured as a Son cared for
(Acts 13:7; Gal, lj.:l-7), (c) This theme of Sonship also
is anpliod to Christ ('cfcs 13:33; Gal. h-'k» 7n Galntiana
"Son" occurs 13 times, "child" I4.). (d) Rejection has its
place, illustrated by Canaan and Saul in ^cts ^nd by Hagar
in Golatlans. (e) Certa'n words are strikingly paralleled,
©• Tt ig p oeo (Acts 13• 2%} Pa 1. I4.: ^ y \ ov
(Acts 13:29; Gal. 3:13)» <5ik(\cou) ("cts 13:39;
Gal. 8 times), (f) The history of Israel seen as the
story of 3od»s -r-co. (g) 'nd certain narrative parallels
nay be noted. For example, Gal. 3;1»2 tell of his preaching,
and Oal. k'-lk suggests the success of his work. Thus It
would seen thet the sermon is not without certnin Pauline
elenents.
If one is wiling to make any allowance at nil for
Lucnn and convent!one1 elements in the sermon without assuming
thnfc it ennnot therefore be bnsed on a recollect* on of Paul,
then the sermon r a errs ns nn excellent picture of what Paul
must have snid. /*s Foskes-Jackson puts it:
*t whatever date 'cts was written, the book 'Ives rn
astonishingly convincing picture of the gospel as ^
*aul presented it in his earliest recorded utterance.
e turn, therefore, to the Christology of this sermon,
confident that it will provide n reasonably accurate picture
of the presentation of Jesus in Paul's synagogue preaching.
We shall folio?/ the pattern already used In our analysis of
the speeches of Peter and Stephen.
1) The concept of Jesus ps the fulfilment of the eschr-
tologlcnl ! one of late Judaism plays only a small part in
the sermon in ficta 13• The concept of Jesus as One now con¬
cealed in heaven with Cod w o is to come to judge the world
at the resurrect"on la nowhere ex; llcitly stated.
This is surprising in the li -ht of the high place
accorded this idea In the Christology of the addresses al
ready studied. There are, perhaps, certain explanations.
1. F. J. Foakes-Jackson: on. clt., m* IIP.
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Perhnpa this 's 3imply a crse of an unconscious aIter® fclon
by Luke of the origins 1 me33Bge. Luke himself ftppeers to heve
been relatively uninterested in futuristic eschatology, p Trot
wb!ch makes his preservation of this type of thought in the
sermons of Peter and Stephen all the mor<- remarkable. 'gain
it is possible that Luke felt t is aspect of the early preaching
had already been sufficiently presented in cts and that here
the totPl scheme of the book required another emphasis. It
is also possible that Paul's preaching had fewer affinities
with Jewish apocalyptic than the i-hrssrIonian epistles would
lead one to believe. The sermon may on this point be an accu¬
rate presentation of what Pa- 1 said on at loaat one occasion.
However, there are in ■' cts indications that Paul did
preach Jesus as the coming Judge. The conclusion of the ser¬
mon in ''cts 13 is dominated by the concept of a coming judg¬
ment. Jesus Himself is not named as the judge, but He la
surely related to this event. Jesus' resurrection is the sign
that the time of fulfilment is come {/cts 13♦33)• 'in
the face of this coming judgment the grocl mat'on of the
gospel is the proclamation of forgiveness and justification
thro gh Jesus (/cts 13*3$)» The elect community now had its
assurance of salvation only through its relationship to Him*
Not Hebrew l!n« a re but faith in the rressifih is the essential
thing in this new election which brings forgiveness at the
immanent day of the wonderful work (/cts 13^1 )• If none of
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the familiar titles of Jewish rpocalyptlc nre escribed to
Jesus at least t Is background of ideas Is similar.
'nd comparison with Acts 1?:2?-31» the sermon at
Athena, makes the whole matter clearer. Here we are plainly
told by "nul that God has now ceased to overlook sin and has
commanded all men to repent
Inasmuch as he hath appointed a day in which he will
judge the world in righteousness by the an whom he
hath ordained; whereof he hath given assurance unto
all men, in that he hath raised him from the deed.
(Acts 1?:31).
It Is made quite clear that this is "resurrection", ohyoCxttck f/5 *
in terms of Jewish apocalyptic, not the Greek ides of "immor¬
tality", o<f b <x v <x v- mx » since it is exactly this point
which is said to have proved impossible for the "reek philo¬
sophers to accept. It would seem clear here that Paul is pic¬
tured as presenting Jesus as the coming Judge at the expected
Da; of Jahweh.
Thus we take it that the sermons attributed to Paul
sim <ly add their witness to those attributed to Peter and Ste¬
phen th«t the primitive church reached Jesus as Messiah in
terms comparable to those of the Messlaniam of late Judaism's
apocalyptic.
2) It is in its presentation of Jesus as the fulfil¬
ment of the 01c Testament that cts 13 makes its greatest con¬
tribution.
No sermon is more insistent upon the fact that Jesus'
corain was foretold in scri tt re. Those who cr- cified Jesus
did so out of ignorance of the scripture and yet were thereby
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fulfilling serl-ture (*cts 13*?7»29). ^ho resurrection, like
the deeth, was the fulfilment of prophecy (Acts 13:3?»33*34)•
The coiiln- ju?' ~m nt Is that foretold in the Old Testament
(Acts 13iU0ff). The whole proclamation of selection Is that
of r promise fulfilled.
3ut not only *s this general truth repeatedly stated
end supported by specific quotations, the whole of Old Testa¬
ment history is pictured as leading to Jesus. A3 Percy Gard¬
ner outs it, "He raises e ladder '"ram the Old Testament to
the promised Saviour'*• ^
Paul begins his sermon in what we may regard as the
ty deal manner of a synagogue "word of exhortation". Indeed
it seems quit© possible that the s rmon is based on the rea¬
dings of the Jewish lectionary for a particular sabbath, •'•his
theory was proposed by Ben g 1 and dev loped by Baungarten."'
H. Finch^, P.mprorch'n - the matter from the standpoint of
the Jew'eh lectionary, comes to the same conclusion. Three
6
rare verbs are found in Plol'i Introduction* U iM U)TCV ('eta
13:17#cf. Isaiah 1:1,2), £Tpo rrocj> Q~e 1/ (Acts 13:1 ,ef»
Baut. 1:31) and Korre ic\ yj re v (Acts 13:19, cf. Deut.
1:33). Phi reference to the judges (Acts 13:20) is unique
1. Percy Gardner: in Cembrld; '& Biblical Issaps, p. 399.
2. '*• Baumgarten: Iho Acts of the Apoatlen, Vol. I, o. ij.14*
3« f. I. "inch: The Synagogue Lectionary and the New Testa¬
ment, p. 87. J
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in all the Hew Testament but could he e been suggested by
Isaiah 1:26 and Paul's theme fits well with these passages.
How Deuteronomy 1 and T&aiah 1:19 are the two read in "S listed
for a sabbath in the autumn of the third year of the cycle.
According to ^inch 7 •*.D.# the year Jackson and Lake b. lieve
to be that of Paul's visit to Antloch in Pisidea, is such a
year. hv*n If one cannot press this date there is here at
least a reel suggestion thPt haul's sermon is based on an
actual synagogue scene in which these two passages were read.
irst It nay be noted that the sending of Jesus is
presented ps the climax of Tod's redeeming action in history.
The accent on his account of Hebrew history is on a series of
verbs, hod c ose Israel, exalted the people, led them forth,
bare them as a nursing-father, destroyed nations before them,
gave them a land, mve them Judges, and raised up David as
king. The climax or this account is that this Tod has now
raised up a aviour, Jesus. He is the ultimate embodiment
of Tod's saving act-on in history.
Moreover, a recurring theme is that of hath' rhood and
Sonship. 5od chose "our fathers", Paul begins. If one
accents the reading or. ferred by the revisers and by Homes
*cts 13:lP adds that "as a nu -sing-father bare he them in
the wilderness". Whether one reads €T^> & Tfocjxzp rj vev or
£Tf> ocj> o (DyjTei/ (probably better) here there is
probably a reflect"on In t is verse of Deut. 1:31. Accor¬
ding to Rooes3* there is Septusmint btoking for either
1. J. Rooes: op. cit., p. 120.
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reading."Jehovah thy "od bare thee as a man doth bear his son".
Jesus Is said to be of the "seed" of David# The promise "ted©
to the "fathers" has been fulfilled to the "children" ("cts
13:3?»33). The passage in Deuteronomy tells how the fathers
were rejected but the children were allowed to enter the pro¬
mised land, The first chs >ter of Tssieh, which we have seen
may be alluded to, begins with the divine lament "I have
nourished end brought up c'ildren.•.". *cts 13*23 is probably
en alius'on to II Sam. 7:12T,t wh-rr Cod promises to be a
Father to David's kingly Son. And the climax of the sermon
is the application to Jesus of the quotation from Psalm 2:7,
"Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee" (fcts 13*33).
This is the "irst a pearance In the sermons in /cts
of the idea that Jesus is the on of God. It is to he noted
that it is derived here str'ctly from Old Testament usages
and carr'es with it here no apparent connotations either of
physical sonahip or of Ireok mythology. Bather, two Old Tes¬
tament i-'eas seem attached to the tern.
First, it is used of Jesus to present him as the Ds~
vidlc Mess'ah. This Is clearly implied in the reference made
to the promise concerning David's seed (Acts 13*?3)» almost
certainly reflecting the "Messianic" passage II Sam. 7*12ff•
Here the covenant promise Is made,
... T will establish the throne of his kingdom forever.
I will he his father, and he shall be my son... (IT
Sam. 7:13,1)0
God's lovin-kindness, the ~1TJ J~] * covenant love, will
not depart from this seed of David. And the identification
?3k
\ \l
is made explicit in the quotation frm the "Messianic" Pes In
)
?• This Psalm leys emphasis on the universality of the do¬
minion of the king. The nations become his inheritance. Kirk
: h
oatrlck looks upon it rs originally a Psalm for the coronation
of h kin and comments on "nul's usee of it; (.*cts 13*33 rnd
Rom. 1:14.):
The recognition of Christ's eternal sons' ir> in the
Resurrection corres onds to the recognition of the
kin-r's ado tive sonship in the rite of anointing.
Thus 'avid Is set forth as uniquely the prototype of Christ.
He is associated with the covenant promise, is raised up by
"od, and Is acclaimed by God as a man after Cod's own heart.
Jesus is the promised Messiah of David's line.
In this context, however, there would pppear to be a
dee -er meaning in the idea of Jesus' sopshlp. V<e have seen
that the loving care of the father-son relationship is a
recurring theme of the address. Cod has been a father to
Israel, Israel has been a disobedient son. The application
of the term "Son" to Jesus w >uld seem to be one more example
of this kind of use of terms which orifinally referred in
the Old Testament to Israel itself. There is here at least
the implication that Jesus Is the fulfilment of this Old
Testament relrtionship. He is beloved as a son, as Israel
was beloved. $ut while Israel has btep disobedient Jesus
has fulfilled i 11 filial duty. Thus He is peculiarly the
Son of the 1 nth? r.
The question has been seriously raised whether the
application of this title to Jesus really occurred in prirai-
1. . Kirk r-trick: op. clt.. p. 10.
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fcive Christianity. *cts, it is true, uses it in no a*rmons
until this one with its Hellenistic beckground. There ere
excellent reasons, however, for thinking that it wes in general
use perhPos even before the Sent'le mission. /• f,T" passage
makes Jesus use the title of Himself (Matt. 11:25-27; hk.
10:21,72). So also does Mrrk (Mk.l3?32; 12:1-12). In ><ark
"od thus acclaims Jesus ("3c. 1:11; 9:7)» and so also do
demons (**k. 3:11; 5*7). ■'nd the conturiante cry is the climax
of the -ospel {3k 15:39). "ark also associates the title
with Psalm 2. Paul uses the title 17 tines, including the
lcery-maa formula Rom,. 1:3. rnd Jesus' teaching undoubtedly
concerned itself with the Fatherhood of hod.
ven a -rinst its Jewish background there are sugges¬
tions that the title meant something more than Messiah. In¬
deed, PJJlerbeck Indicates that the Talmud tended to avoid
using the title of the Messiah except where the te;<t required
it. Oesteriy quotes from Midraah T e subtle argument whereby
A
the intensely monotheistic Jewish exegesis sought to avoid
the implications of Psalm 2:7.
"It is as when a master, desirous of iving comfort
and encour<gement to his servant, says Thou art as
dear to me as a son!" Further, the words: "This
day have I begotton thee", are explained by saying
that after the period of woes and persecutions,
which Is to precede th< Messianic era, is over, Tod
will make a new Creation.-
The title would appear therefore to have been used by
the e^rly church in the sense of the Jewish title Tessiah and
1. W. Oesterley: The ^sel'-s In the Jewish Church, p. 210.
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yet at the seme time to have implied n certain departure from
Jewish practice. It we a regarded es the t larger title be¬
stowed u>>on Jesus by God Himself (Mk. 1:11). With it went the
connotations of Jesus' own teachings about Fatherhood and
Sonship In the relationship of God and men. It was what Pro¬
fessor Sanson has called ''the higher and Christian equivalent
*l
of the Jewish tern"."4. The use In Pets 13 exactly conforms to
this practice.
Thus Paul finds the whole of the Christian message to
be the fulfilment of the Old Testament promise (Acts 13*32)»
In t'-io he follow.; the same line of thought as Peter and Ste¬
phen. Yet while formally his use of the Old Testament is
closer to Stephen's* in meaning he seems closer to Peter. He
sees the Old Testament as filled rather with promise then
with frustration. He uses no typology, except that in a
sens© David is a type of Christ.
David is set forth as the one unique prototype of
Christ, inasmuch an he Is not only raised up by Pod
Himself, but is raised up to be king, and has witness
borne to hin also bv God. With him is also asso¬
ciated the "promise" originally made to Abraham^ and
now renewed to David, and confined to his line.''
But this is not the com lex typology of Stephen. On the other
hand, the sermons Peter - resent no comma rrble survey of the
course of Old Testament history leading to Jesus. But
1. W. "anaon: Jeaua the "esc!ah, p. 10j|.#
?. "• Jones: op. eft., p. h6.
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unique as Is its manner of presentation the sermon agrees with
the others in that primary essential, that Jesus is the fulfil¬
ment of all the ancient hope.
3) Paul's picture of the historical events of Jesus'
earthly life and death is similar to that of Peter. But there
are certain significant additions#
Of especial interest is the long recount of John the
Baptist. ( "cts 13:214.,?5)« 'fh s is puzzling in the light of
the absence of any mention of John in the Paulino epistles*
The explanation may lie in the indications that followers of
John were already spread over the Ireco-Roman world ("cts 13:
2>J i9:3)« Indeed there ere hints that the followers of John
formed at ti es a group which in r< sense competed with the
Chris irn church* One nay well imagine* therefore* that the
earliest preaching of the mission to the entiles found it
necessary to relate Jesus to John, The emphasis her© is en¬
tirely on two things * Join's raising of the problem of sin, to
which Jesus Is presented ar the answer, rnd John's own asser¬
tion of the superiority of Jesus* Two facts confirm the im¬
portance of John in the first preaching. Peter mentions John
in addressing the Sent lie Cornelius (*cts 10:37). 'nd the
story o*~" John and Jesus' baptism stands at the beginning of
all four gospels so as to suggest that it was everywhere re¬
garded as an event of crucial importance in Jesus' life.
The account of Jesus' death is almost exactly paralleled
in the sermons of Peter* except that Paul adds the statement
t! at Jesus was burled ("cts 13:29f of. I for. If tig) •
?3%
^ufc the moat significantly ''auline element here is t o
brie-" suggestion of the Pa uline doctrine of justification.
• ' eta 13:39) 's In the ser um:, of Peter, or-ivcm-ss is not
bran*:' t Into dorr relationship with the cross, yet we may
3.oppose the connect'on implied, certainly in the ease of Paul.
I'm verse in question is subject to two Interpretations. K Ind¬
iach interprets it to it an that faith in Christ becomes a
supplement to the law. The law accomplished justification for
some things, but faith in Jesus is needed for the rest. Thus
he sees the verse as s misunderstanding of Paul. However,
Cadbury and Lake in the same series1 pr. sent the opposite
view more convincingly, that the true translation implies
"forgiveness for every thin-, ^hlch the law never offeree",
s they point out, it is impossible to resist the belief that
this Is a re*! attempt to summarise the genuinely Pauline doc¬
trine. The verb <5iK"<Mou>ie the unmistakable mark. The
emphasis 'here is on the feet that it Is Jesus who offers this
acquittal. This of course is c highly condensed statement of
whet must have been t large ait of Paul1® preaching.
I|) 'The exaltation of Jesus receives a position of
prominence quite fa it does in She <etrine sermons.
With regard to the resurrection the picture is essen¬
tially the same as that in the sermons of Peter. Two points
are especially to be noted. I rst, it is stated that Jeuus
was leid in the tomb, then rose. Of course it '0 true that
1. in Jackson 1 ncko: op. cit.. Vol. IV, p. Vjl•
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there is no ment'on of the empty tomb, but there is no way to
avoid the in licetion here the t Paul is creaent'n- the resur¬
rection in material terms* -Che. second point is the emphasis
on the epostolie witness to the resurrection* Jesus was seen
by those who came up with him from >alilee» i Cor* l£:3 affords
en interesting parallel*
/s to the exaltation, the most notable feature of the
sermon Is its use of the same orimitive adoption formula found
in 'rark 1:11* It is diffic. It to escape the conclusion that
Paul is -ere pictured as preaching thfit Jesus became the Son
of fod at- the resurrection (cf* Rom. 1:3)* -he phrase "This
dry have I begotten Thee" makes this nil the more emphatic*
The emphasis Is on the resurrection as the moment of public
adoption* as In Paul*a epistle (Rom 1:3),rather than on the
baptism, as in 'lark* But essentially this is the same idea
we have encountered in the Pe trine sermons end subject to the
seme cautions noted there*
5) Finally, the concept of Jesus as a Livin? and Present
Bower 5s centered around the proclfimat on of Jesus as Saviour*
il• I a is clearly the theme of Paul's sermon. The his¬
tory of Israel is the history of Sod*s saving action* But
that action has not brou ht permanent solvation* Repeeuedly,
it is emphasized that the previous blessings were limited by
time. The wilderness period was forty yerrs, the land was
given for ij.5*0 years, Soul ruled forty years, and David served
his generation* But with th's Jesus is contrasted. David,
after serving his generation died and saw corruption, but
21+0.
Jesus rose and is now present ahd living, and thus the bringer
of rn eternal salvation such as'neither king nor law could
produce. All these were but symbols of the promise, the novo-
I





'nd this salvation is clearly seen in terms of forgive-
/ M
ness, of justification. The note: of the need for repentence
/ \
is introduced with the mention hf(\ John1 s preaching. It is
immediately followed by the accouhfc of the coming of Jesus,
called "the word of this salvatiojn'' (Acts Jesus is
introduced with the title "Savloujr" (/'cts 13:23).
This salvation of course must be understood in terms
of the future judgement concerning which Paul gives warning
[i
(Acts 13:1+0). Yet it is to be no'ted that Paul speaks of
\
I J \
justification in the present indicative, c5 / k cx i outu I •
L t *
All who now believe are now for dv< n. Aa Saviour, Jesus
enters into the oresent experience of those who believe in
Him. i | k ,
\ '
.
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The collect'on of Ideas about Jesus preached by the
early church has been seen to contain not one 3lnple systematic
Chr'sfcology but p bewildering mixture of ideas. These seem¬
ingly contradictory concents were welded to other not b lo ic
but by the revealing events of the life, death, end resurrec¬
tion of Jos s and b^ the coming of the Spirit rt Pentecost.
This fusion produced the kery "ma, outlined for us In the early
chapters o" *cts. The development of the various aspects of
the kery -na, we shall iaintaln, now produced the various boobs
of the Hew Testament.
The tracing of the development of the whole New Testa-
lent fhrlstolo y is obvio sly a task which lies beyond the
scope of this thesis. e are concerned only w:th the be-
g'nnin n as indicated by a few particular pa.3sa.geo in Acts.
Hut we do here trace certain connect* una and suggest an out¬
line on which such a history of New Testament Ckr'sfcology might
be constructed. It is our contention that the primitive
witness to Christ wh'ch wt have outlined may be compared to
the axle of the How Testament wheel, of which the various
books of the New Testament are the radiatin- spokes. Prom
the center wo have described radiate the works of the vari >us
writers, each one carrying further In one direction one aspect
of the central ideas. lor example, we have seen that the
primitive preaching proclaimed Jesus to be the fulfilment of
the eschrtologicel hoot of l^te Judaism, as described in the
aoocalypfcic writings# from tl is beginnln", as seen In our
oemons, developed the kind of thought which produced The
Revelst"on. The kerygme preached Jesus as the fulfilment of
the Old Testament, An example of an extended development of
this idea is the Euistle to the Hebrews. The memory of Jesus
as r man on earth is seen in the synoptics. The epistles of
Paul are one example of the development of thought ..ith regard
to the resurrection and exaltation of Jesus, find the Jos pel
of John shows how the church came to understand Jesus as a
present and living Power.
Yot precisely because primitive Chr!atology had the
co ploxlty wh'ch we have ascribed to it the above analysis can
not stand thus simply without qualification, "or exam le,
thou ""h the futuristic escha tologlcal element is the dominant
one in Revelation, it is also basic in Hebrews, in the synop¬
tics, and in the writings of Paul, and it c nnot be forgotten
even In John. This Is because it was present In the pr'mitivc
preaching. On the other hand, neither does The Revelation
ever entirely lose si^ht or the other aspects of rimitive
Ohr'stology, All of the spokes are- firmly fastened to the
axle at the center. The Christologie of the various arts
of the Sew Testament can now be seen as developing from the
sort of Chrlstology v/e have found in the sermons in 'eta.
ph3.
1) The first aspect of primitive Christology that we
have described is the concent of Jeans as the fulfilment of the
,f0sslfmlc hone of late Judaism. The obvious exr-ilc of the
development of this idea is The Revelation, the Apocalypse
ascribed to John#
That the author of tl 'a aoocelypse has turned directly
to earlier apocalypses for the forms in which to express hi.s
thought about Jesus en scarcely be doubted. The Christ who
appears in Rev. 1 is more nearly that of "noch 37-71 than
that of any other known source, direct dependence of the
author upon any of the sermons described in Acts cannot of
course be deraonsfcreted. But we can note here that "John"
Is clearly ca ryin r forward the trend of thought found in
the early preaching outlined in Chapter III of this thesis.
the primitive preaching is e link with are-Christian apo¬
calyptic. It is significant that while this title has been
used so much for Jesus by the time: of the writing of the
earliest books of the New Testament that It has rlraoct simply
become another proper name yet the Apocalypse of John does
conta n two of the few New Testament orssagea where it is still
clearly a title. And here, as we have interpreted it in
Peter's sermons, it Is of n cosmic Being at least almost
"equal in power and glory" with loci. The two exam les are in
Rev. 11:15. • .'EyeveTO rj so^tix^iot, rou kotf^do too
ns , c n . ... - _ ^ - .
e have suggested that the title found in
pi.ih*
7j ^otSTt \&ioi TOO &aou rjjtcov, Jc'oc] e(?60v-i& too ^*tpicrroo
d( otou • •• Though the other title discussed in Chap¬
ter III of this thesis 6 SfkxKiQS does not occur as such in
The Revelation, yet the pictur< of Christ In Rev. 19-11 is
exactly in line with the Idea there developed.
The second eschatologics 1 element in the sermons of
Peter described in charter III is the ubr 1st is pictured as
r heavenly Being now concealed hi *h at the right hand of lad
av:citin~ the final cosmic event. Th*s io the Christ also of
The Revelst * on. Indeed the v ry title of the book makes this
clear, A7T0KAA"Y1 £ , the unveiling, the revelrt"on
of the concealed 'lessta:.. Jesus Is now In heaven at the right
hand of Tod, lev. £: 6,7 (com are lets 2*.3k-l 3:?1). e awaits
the final cosmic Judgment, Rev. 19:llff,
The Christ of Revelation is still that One whose mani¬
festation brings the "restoration of all things" ("cts 3:R1).
Very much this same cycle seems im oiled in Rev. 21:5,6.
The Christ of Revelation is the judge of all the earth.
True, in Rev* latlon as in the sermons, Tod is often himself
the jud-e, this be*nT rlso true in I Inoch. hut the figure
of rev lat'on 1; :ll ff. is a pprently the "ess*a- , (asso-
ciated a'a in with the "Word") as in .Acts Idlj.?.
The salvrt >n offered by the Christ of Revelation is
much like f at described in Charter TIT. The "7/0rd" of Rev.
1° ff. smites "the net! ns", savin'* the oeoole of -od•
'nd, last MBOng the etchetologloe1 fc : r • o noted in
Chapter III to be characteristic of the Chrlstology of the
sermons of Peter, the Messiah Is brought into close relo-
t* onshio to the spirit. Ag the outpouring of the Spirit of
prophecy (<*cte P:17) brought the first Christian senon so
"t is the Spirit which In the r pocalypge rover Is Christ (Rev.
1:10). The whole book is a prophecy resulting frora the
Spirit. "nd the voice of this Spirit and the voice of Christ
now seen to be one and the same (Hev. 1:10; 2:7»11»17# etc.).
Thus in each of the six points where the sermons in
"cto seen to reflect such works aa I L'noch Hovel* t*on hrs
cont'nued and *n most cases has expanded the thought, -he
parallels ere of c irse by no neans oriou :h to ou *?est de¬
pendence of Revelation upon Acts. But it does appear that
if the s ruons in 'etc reflect n bit of the thou-ht of the
earlier apocalypses ievelatlon reflects a great deal of this
t' ought, And this development has followed the line laid
down in the first preaching. Revelation has taken one aspect
of the h-erv - -a and has devc loved it, adding little or n <t'- in¬
to the ot: < rs. hue the res it is to place almost the whole
emohasls on the fut re c mlng of Christ as the conquering Judge
and thus actually to alter the nature of Chr*stologp.
•*t the same time it must be noted the1 the Apocalypse
of John, resent"ng a Chris tology of the most narrowly
eachatolomical type to be f und in the hew Testament, still
cannot entirely lose contact with its broader base in the prim-
it1 ve -reaching. Jesus is not only the T'sehatologlc 1 Christ,
?';6 •
rn apocalyptic figure, Ho is still also the fuif Iment of
the canonical Old Testeionfc hope end He Is still the one who
lived rrv died on earth and rose a gain, It 1;; striking that
this book so frequently speaks of Jesus as "The Lamb" (lev#
5:6,13; 7:9, etc.) It is by reference to His death and resur¬
rection that Christ must introduce Himself (Rev, 1:1'), *nd
through the Spirit He now so. pks to end enco re as John,
""'utur!stic' eachatology has not entirely forgotten "realised"
eschrtologv.
*n it must be noted that this r ocnly tic clement
found In the fi at oreschin- is not for-otten by the other Hew
Testament writers, vr;: 13 - with Its notable use of the
title "Christ" in the eschrtolo ic 1 sense in verses 21 and
PP - witnesses to the place of this type of ihr'stology in
the synooticc. Trie thought of I Thessalonlans Ijh^ff, under¬
lies many another passage in the writings of Paul, hid even
in John (lip3) the future hope Is at'11 certainly .resent,
ev- n thou h the thought of Jesus as a present Power has
pushed eschsfcology into the background, or at least altered
to r great extent its form, "Sublimated" eschatology has
largely replaced the " uturistlc", thou ;h trrces of tv e
future hope still clearly remain, To John the Incarnation
hrs already bro "ht the -lories of the lest a ge.
One final point of extreme Importance must be noted
w!th regard to the Hew Testament development of the Idea
of Christ as the fulfilment of the eochatological hope of
late Judaism, In Rev lrf m that tendency"* which we noted
?U7.
had clearly begun In the orIn 111 ve re ch'nm, to r scribe to
Christ attributes end powers heretofore escribed only to Cod
Is carried well elon? the r th be-an In the early scnons.
Voffett, describin - tNe Christ who n peers In Nevelr tion 1,
writes thus:
The whole conception of the messieh in the fpocelypse
resembles fchrt outlined in Jnoch (Similitudes»xxvil-
lxxi) wh; re .e also assesses ;re-existence as Son
of --an {xlviii), s' ts on his throne of -lory (slvil.
3) for judgment, rules 11 len (lxvli. and slays
th» wicked vf th the word of his nouth (Ixll.f): but
this or rt'culrr trenference to the moss! si; ' 1. lif.,
17, 1", 11% xx*i.I?,13)# Of what Is in Daniel reel¬
ected of Tod r s the world judge, seems to form s
sot.-ciflcslly N. ?♦ idee, unmediated even in Tnoch
'Xlvi» D...1
If the doctrine of the Incnrnot'on was not explicit In the
prr'-c'dn - of Peter t rary b. seen fa an inevitable v- suit of
the Christologlca1 thoughfc ! is termons did contrIn.
P.) The second rest element in the J' rlotolory of
the r'mitivc >rer-ching has been seen to be the presenta¬
tion of Jesus as the fulfilment of the Old Testament Mes-
slanic hope.
Ko book stands out quite so clearly as a development
of tii* s Idor' as does The Revelotion as en expansion of the
apocaly ptic type of eachrtolo -y• ivory book of the New Tes¬
tament is ft llod with the thought of the Old, Paul, for
examolc, must set Jesus in relationship to the Old Testament
circumcision, "atthev; mur t s'-ow Jesus es the iver of the
new and higher law. Tit no book is more concerned w*th this
1. J. -offat, The Revelation of St. John the Divine, in The
'•
xposltors Creek New Testament", Vol. V, p. 3I1I;.
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particular problem nor s owe -nore Interesting affinities In
this tfcer with the semons in rcts than The Epistle fio the
Hebrews. Vie take it, therefore, as an "llustrrt on of one
tyco of development of the original Idee.
Hone would doubt that it is a primary task of this
epistle to show the rolntl nshio of Jesus to the 01-' Tosto¬
lent canonical scriptures. T! s is not simply to say that
it contains some twenty-six extended quotations fr these
writings, ^very line br athes t! le intent. Jesus must be
re1 ted to every art of the revealing oast; Abraham, loses,
the oro hots, the tabernacle, the irit sthoo", the angels,
the law, the covenant, and especially the ^od of the Old
Testament himself. The more clearly is this true, if one
follows, as we do, the view traditionally held and recently
convincingly restated, that tie book is written to a group
of Jewish Christiana who re in danger of slipping back into
Juda? sm.^
In Chapter IV of t'- " s thesis it was pointed out that
In Its simplest terms the primitive preach!ng related Jesus
to the canonical Old Test' ment by identify'ng Him with
the CnvTOic "essiah believed to bo promised there• Jesus
was described in Old Testament categories as "Chr'st1', the
anointed kin", and the "Lord" of '"aaim 110. f is identi-
1. See "rnson: Tin -'-nlatle to the Hebrews
Pk9.
fication no Ion-er needs to be proclaimed. It Is implied
In every line end may be rerj rded as belong*ng to those
"element ry doctrines" (Hebr*. va 6:1) now not needing rrngti-
t • on. xhe thought of Jesus rs the Son of David seeos almost
forgotten. The originally Messianic title which is of nost
vital interest to the writer of Hebrews is the title "Son
of God".
»'«e have seen this title used of Jesus in the sermon
attributed to discussed in chapter TX of this thesis.
Here we found It to be derived from Old Testament 'essisnic
category, but hinting at s me thing more, especially the oe-
culirr love of God. In Hebrews the title has been reta ned,
but 'ts meaning is now clearly far eeoer than t'rt of 'vldic
Messiahship. ? e ''rofesaor 'anaon says:
The doctrine of the Person of Christ in the - pictie
thus shows a definitely Jewish ""essianic basis and
starting-point, but it reaches far beyond this. In
the ancient Hebrew kingdom... the king of Israel, as
the hrad of the elect peoole of God, was the \*sible
representative and pledge to the nation of the divine
blessing, and an instrument of the saving and sanc¬
tifying virtue, energy, and presence of uod in Its
life. He was, as such, in < ted with quasi-divine
titles and honours as the anointed 'Son' of God...
In later Judaism, however, the title 'Son of God' was
allowed to drop out... How .in Christianity the con¬
ception of the "'essiah as the Son of God f as come
back, but on a hi "her level of revelation, and with
fmmeasurrb le new force and depth of meaning, through
the person, character, and relation to God the father,
of Jesus. God has spoi en to us In a Son.-1-
The title has developed meaning far beyond its or! fin. fs
!• Iftld."pp. Bg, 00.
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'on, Jesua transcends all an -els and clX oron' fcs. Tic 'a
now the predestined inheritor of rlX tb -n-s.
Th* t si ilar expnns? one of the use of the ''"osslsnic"
""sain 110 ha e occurred we shall note b low.
The second 01c Testament concept a -piled to Jesus In
the: a- rmons of fvter was seen to be the Idea of the romised
"proohet like unto loses'' whose word is to be obeyed, k rheps
g,
related to the title yos Mid to s->me prlittifi ''Joshua
Christolo :y"• We noted some repetition of this idea In the
sermon of Stephen, with a wider use of Old Testament charac¬
ters as ty >es of Christ, here agrin one m*y find both repe¬
tition of the original Ide? and large expansions >f it.
The concept named but not developed in
"ct:. Is now developed, especially in Hebrews 2:10-1 .
Jesus Is conceived rs the Leader or Protagonist w! o,
oing in front or at the head of His redee ^ed host,
ben:.s do1,to if e forces opposed to thorn, and so be¬
comes the rounder or Inaugrrtor of the?r 'salvation'.
This conception comes Into clear light at the heart
of the passage, where it is said that the purpose
underlying the assumption by the Son of Cod of the
children's blood and flesh wrs th*t he might 'defert'
the devil, w o exercised hie soverol nty in death,
and by th't stroke release all those w o, like si' ves,
were co-ed and bent low thro ghout their earthly
existence beneath 'the fear of death'.
This is far more than a primitive ''Joshua Christology"• Yet
Jesus is still, though in a higher sense, both the second
Yosos (Keb. 3:?ff) and the second Joshua (Heb. k:8 etc).
1. ibid. P. 103
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Peter sew Jesus rs fi prophet like Moses, whose word
wps to be obeyed, Stephen sew Jesus rs having transcended the
lrw, Hebrews now sees Kim as the Son, Infinitely far above
both the prophets who spoke Ood's word end the angels who gave
the lew (Compare Stephen in *cfcs 7:30,33,), He Is Himself the
fine! word.
We noted thrt Peter saw Jesus es the promised Dsvidlc
*fessiah and rs the prophet li" e unto hoses. But finally we
sew thrt he replied to Jesus certain Old Testament ideas which
had previously little or no connection v/Ith the Messianic
hope, 'mong these we noted p. few words with predominantly
cultic connotations. «»e have seen thrt the key to Steohen's
address is thrt his eschatologlcrl christolory broke the bonds
of the Jewish eultus. It is here most clearly thrt Hebrews
stmds in direct line of succession.
It is the prrrdox of the Christology of Hebrews thrt
it thinks of Christ so completely in Old Testament terms find
yet fit the same tine as so completely above Old Testament
terms, 'll scripture speaks of Christ, Yet Christ is ebove
all scripture. No longer does the simple identification of
Jesus with the promised "essinh suffice (If ever it did). The
writer has become aware of the tension between eschfitology
and eultus. T"e hss found a kind of solution to the problem
in the Creek philosophical concept of the two worlds: the
visible but unreal world, and the heavenly. The whole of
the Old Testament gives us the visible shadowing of thrt
eternal and perfect world. In Jesus Christ that foreshrdowed
reality hrs invrded the realm of time.
?$2.
Thus Jesus is fit the seme time the one toward whom Moses,
Abraham, the priesthood, end the tabernacle point, yet He is
beyond them rll. With Him ell sacrifices end, for He is the
perfect end heavenly oblation. The law (10:1) is but the
shadow of the refillty Ho has brought. The cateloge of heroes
(c'ap. 11} points to Him. *nd especially is He the Great
High Priest.
In fill of t'i s the one "rest pfirrllel in the New Tes¬
tament is the sermon of Stephen with its typology and peculiar
eschatology. This is not to say, of course, that Stephen
has thus fully developed this doctrine of the two worlds.
But Hebrews is working out the problem of which Stephen hrd
become ownre, and along those lines of thought for which
Stephen died. The eschatological Christ is above the Old
Testament cults, yet He is the fulfilment of it. Tabernacle,
law, and land all point to Him, yet He transcends them all.
The whole of the Old Testament is fit the same time a reve-
lat'on of Tod yet also an unsatisfied seeking for Cod. But
in Jesus the true glory has at last tabernacled with men.
To Hebrews, of course, the great idea here to receive
particular development is that of Jesus as the Great High
Priest. fnd it is significant that its starting point is
exactly that Psalm which the sermons In Acts presents as the
favorite of the early preachers, Psalm 110. This is the
great text for the exhortation to the Hebrews. Precisely
as the book advances Its most unique idea it bases Itself
most carefully upon its origins. And the confessional for¬
mula of Jesus as Priest is regarded as one already accepted
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throughout the church long before the epistle ires written
(Heb. 3;1)» The trnns-cultic implications of primitive Chris-
tology ere regarded as a pert of the early Christian world
mission. »'hat was implicit in the preaching of Peter and
affirmed in the preaching of •tephen is now developed fully
in the epistle to the Hebrews. /*nd in Him priest and sacri¬
fice have become one.
One final note here is that again more and more that
which once referred only to God now refers to Jesus Christ.
But this is now clearly more than the attributing of a few
quotations to the Messiah originally intended to refer to
Jahweh. This, of course, takes place (Heb. 1:6, 10, etc.).
But there is something more. Hoses already knew "the reproach
of Christ" (Heb. 11:?6). The pre-incarnate Chr'st Himself
speaks in Psalm 90:6-8 as quoted in Hebrews 10:5-7. Thus
Christ, the same yesterday, today, and forever, is actually
present in the Old Testament, the Son with the T'other. In
Him eternity invades time.
3) Obviously it is the synoptic gospels that best
show the development of the early preaching of the concept
of Jesus as a man who had lived and died on earth.
It is our contention that the gospels are to be under¬
stood as an outgrowth of this primitive idea. Here we are
clearly taking sides on a controversial issue. It has been
argued that the synoptic gospels, coming as they do much
later than either the early sermons or the epistles of Paul,
are to be explained In a quite different w^y. They are, it
is said, the product of the disappointment of the early church
with regard to the parousla. *hen Josus did not actually
return in lory the church began to glorify His first coming.
*s It became a-parent that life oust 30 on in this a g© they
turned to His life and teachings for guidance, Thus the
synoptics were born. We have maintained, however, that the
memory of the ©vents of the earthly life of Jesus had a real
place In the preaching of the church even from t: e v ry be¬
ginning, being held side by side with the eachatologlc?1
ho >e. Th's was the subject of Chapter "ive. If this be,
then the gosools are to be understood as a natural development
of one aspect of the errly preaching, not as simply a new
return to the historic Jesus after the false hope of futur'stic
eschatology.
Prof. C. H. Bodd has done an excellent work in showing
the v lrtlonship of Mark, the oldest of our canonical gospels,
to the k 'fy~mr form as ho derives it from the sermons in Acts
and certain passages in Paul. In the second chapter of his
The Apas,ollc Preaching and Tts Development he shows how
Mark is p "gospel" precisely because it so closely follows
the pattern of the earliest preaching of the good news. V.©
would aim ly rof r to this splendid discussion of the general
point and then go on to that narfcicular field w; ich is the
subject of this thesis, namely: the Chr'stology.
In Chapter Five it was noted first of all that the
sermons clearly stated Jesus' human nature Rnd origins. In
them and now in the -ospela he is shown to be (XV Tj'p »
man. 'The oldest mospel, like the sermons in Acts, has no
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recount of the birth of Jesus, but begins, like /cts 10, with
his Baptism. The two recounts which do give miraculous birth
storl.es still make clerr his human birth of Mary. In them,
however, Jesus is shown also to be the physical Son of Jod.
The name Jesus and the association with !is?,r-reth, mentioned
In *cts, are clear in the gosoels. The Idea that Jesus is
a descendant of David is so old by the tine of the writing
of the synoptics that already two different tables of geneo-
lo~y ha\*e been drawn up to prove it. These tables and the
miraculous birth stories are the chief additions which the
gospel writers make on these points.
The second matter discussed in Chapter Five was the
place of the events of the earthly life of Jesus. It is
of course here that the gospel writers have made their most
valuable contribution, ^ut all of their additions may be
seen to be in line with the trend of the early ^reaching.
For exa n le, Jesus is a-aIn set in relation to John
the Baptist. All four ospels make his baptism by John the
beginning of his ministry. It is the starting point for
Mark and John and the point at which Matthew Luke come
together after differing birth narratives. This relation¬
ship is clarified and expanded far beyond the statement in
-^cts 10:37,3^* It is the common essential ground. It may
be noted here that the "ndopttonism" of Mark is very close
to the "adoption!sm" we have discussed In the sermons.
Jesus Is presented st'll as a prophet. Indeed the
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form critics find the brsis of much mrterirl to be nrlnitive
"pronouncement stories" told to present some wise spying :>f
the tester Teacher. But He Is now more then a prophet. He
gives the new law in Matthew, one transcending thrt of 'loses.
fin for John Jesus Christ is not simply the giver of this
new word, He is Himself The Word*
The events of his life rre still seen primarily as a
series of "mighty works" displaying the authority of the Son
of God. Here arain the form critics h ve rendered great
service by showing how the gospels contain much material still
s owing the marks of use as sermon illustrations in the early
preaching. W© have listed some of these on page 15^. Later
interests may have altered the form of many stories, using
them to display the techniques of healing, moral lessons
through allegory, etc. But the oldest strata still s ow
the primitive interest In the manifestation of Jesus' authority
in mighty works, and on the thread of this idea the gospel
writers ha e strung together much of their material. (Com¬
pare Matt. 8s275
✓
It was noted that the sermons proclaimed the moral
character of Jesus. Perhaps it would be well for more modern
scholars to follow the lead of Lr. Hugh Martin who writes
°? Luke's Portrait of Jesus, and sees the torics of the
gos el cumulatively building up to a .ortreit of the character
of the -an.
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But, fin? lly, If the ;:ery:^ir wes more concerned with
the event of Jesus' depth then with any other historical fact
about Jesus th's is exactly the point which the gos els have
followed In the most direct line of development, ''ark has
been called "a oaaalon narrative with a long introduction".
The form critics a .-roe that the passion narrative is the
oldest connected narrative portion of these writings. Here
only can we trace day by day the connect'on of events in
Jesus' life, 'r and the central fact of the kerymmr- clet lied
stories have clustered. Of these the gos els are formed#
Yet in oil of this we must repeat that inter*st in
"the historical Jesus" has by no leans supplanted all other
Interest in the goso Is, If one aspect of the early preaching
has been develo ed, the broader base has not been forgotten#
\
schatology is still a dominant them©, .'nd it would appear
that all thr e tyes of esc'-atolopy named by Prof# Todd are
present: "futuristic", "realized", and "sublimated", Old
Testament concepts, aoocrlyotic, Messianic, and others, ere
applied to Jesus, The br tlsm and birth storl s have not
displaced the exaltation and tie resurrection stories,
however much this may be the trend. One w'shes for the
lost end in • of "'ark, here, wondering what account he pave
of the r surrsction. Perhaps "ark contained a promise of
the continual pros-nee of Christ, 1$ any rate Matthew
does. The foundation of synoptic Chrlstology lies in the
keryrna,
Ij.) ^s an example of one who built his Chrlstology
upon the significance of the events of the resurrection and
the exaltation of Jesus Peul serves well. True, the whole
New Testament Christology is based on the resurrection. But
none emphasizes the resurrection end exaltation more then
Peul.
Indeed it is the kerygma of ^cts which forms a kind of
"missing link" between the me ory of the historic Jesus and
s
the "advanced" concept of Christ found in Coloslsns. One
of the basic problems of Pauline study has been the difference
between Paul's epistles and the synoptic gospels. It is
said that Paul seems to have no Interest in the historic
Jesus and the events of his earthly life but is concerned
only w'th the significance of the death and resurrection
o '' the 3 n of Jod. Now tk ' s has be en much over-emohasized•
Much recent thought has tended to s ow that Paul was by
no'means ignorant of Jesus' earthly life."*" rain, 'lbert
Schweitzer has proposed as the key to Pa 1's thought "tho¬
rough -oing esehfitology". Yet when all possible has been
said here Paul is neither another Mark nor another John the
writer of the 'pocdypse. 'nd where Paul Is most concerned
with eschatology the concept of the resurrection as the
primary eschrtological event is most a parent (eg. I.Cor.15).
It Is the resurrect on, together, of course, with
1. see H..A.i. Kennedy: The Theology of the Epistles, pp.^PP*
J. Stewart: A_ *Tan in Chris t. pp. o fT7
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the cross, which is central in the thought of Paul, This
pert of the message of the keryryns, was the essential message
for him. "And if Christ be not risen, then is our preaching
vain, and your faith is also vain" (I. Cor. 15;Hi). It was
his own experience of the risen Christ which had made him
a preacher (Gal. 1:1$J I Cor. 9=1# Eph, 3:3). If he writes
of Christ as the Redeemer from the bondage of the law it is
based on the resurrection (Rom. 1:1].; Gal, 1:15). It is the
resurrection which is the primary eschatologicnl event (I
Cor. 15:20). And over and over he speaks of it in language
that reflects the kerygma. (See the chart in the Appendix
and the discussion of £, ye e;y £ tx. is <£ k (jdv on
page 173).
'11 of the things found in chapter IV to be charac¬
teristic of the earliest preaching of the resurrection are
in some sense paralleled in Raul, As noted above, the re-
surrf ction continues to be the central fact of the message.
It is the proof and the r»ans of the exaltation (Rom. l*4i
Philippians 2:9). It is a historic event (I Cor. 15:1*.). In
the resurrection God vindicated the earthly life of his Son
by divine action (I Cor. 15; 15J I Thess. 1:10), It is the
great statement by God of Jesus' present status as the
Christ, in which He was "declared to be the Son of God"
(Rom, 1:1].). It Is the guarantee of the eschatological hope
(I Thes. ^tll|.j I Cor. 15:20).
This, then, was his starting point: the early
preaching of Jesus as the risen and exalted Christ. How
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Paul built upon this is the subject for r thesis on the Chris -
tolo gy of Paul. We might note three great trends in Pauline
thought#
i?or one thing, Paul wan celled upon to slow the rela¬
tionship between the preaching of the resurrection ahd the
preaching of the Irial judgment, The subject arose In ques¬
tions addressed to nul by the.churches of Theasalonica and
Corinth. In I TheaseIonians ;,sul establishes a relationship
between the believer*# resurrection and that of Jesus: "For
if we believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so them
also which sleep In Jesus v& 11 Cod bring with him" ( I The8.
Ip:]ip)» because of his resurrect on we wait for the "Son
from heaven" (I Tl.es. 1:10). Tn I Cor. lp:20,21 Jesus is
seen as "the first fruits of them that slept", the man by
whom came the resurrection of the dead. In the resurrection
Paul found the bridge by which to connect the concept of the
esc' a to logical Christ with the other and seemingly incompatible
concepts of the first Christian preaching. The risen Christ
is the pre-existent ""an from Heaven".
Again Paul must de 1 with the relationship to Christ
of all the Old Testament, "specially it was a l?s task
to work out the Implications of Christ's relationship to
the law. Here again It was the concept of the risen Christ
which enabled him to nre ch Christ as the Oreat Redeemer.
The Christ who conquered death conquered sin and rll the
powers of darkness. (Compare Ron. 6; Kph* 2:1-6; Col. 2:12
-14.) Death is associated with the lew through sin, but
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the believer Is given new end eternal life through the con¬
quest of depth by. the resurrection of the Redeemer.
In these two matters Paul Is developing the implica¬
tions of -letters involved in the kery-mr among the Jews. Hit
in such a work as Colossims he Is beginning to deal with
questions of a newer kind. Here he must answer In terms of
Greek thought. Hit again in presenting Jesus as "the image
of the invisible God". (Col. 1:15), pro-existent and the
agent of creation (Col. 1:17), "in whom dwelleth all the
fullness of the godhead bodily" (Col. 2:9) ,?aul is careful
to relate all that he is saying to the original gospel
(Col. l:?3-29)« The Old Testament concept of ore-existent
Wisdom, the heresy of a kind of Incipient gnosticism, or
the competition of pagan mystery cults might drive Paul to
new phrases and new ideas. °ut it is the resurrection of
Christ which reveals all mysteries.
5) The fifth element we noted in the primitive
Christology was the thought of Jesus as a present and living
power. The most obvious example of the development of this
idea Is the Gospel According to John.
The first element of this thought of the continuing
presence and power of Jesus found in the sermons was noted
to be the relationship proclaimed between Jesus and the
Spirit, Though found in all the gospels this idea is pri¬
marily the key to the thought of John, As Clement of Alex¬
andria1 wrote long ago ( quoted in '••usebius1 History, Book
VI, chapter lij.):
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John last of fill, having perceived thrt the corporeal
had been portrayed in the other gospels, at the insti¬
gation of his friends produced a spiritual gos el.
Ah1s is made clear in the frequent references to the
Spirit, Jesus is the second Baptist, baptizing with the
Spirit (John 1:33)* His own -pin'stry beginning when the Spirit
descends upon Kin, The new birth which He gives is of the
Spirit (John 3:5>ff)» This Spirit is the es entlal of worship
(John i|:?3ff)« Bis words are "spirit" (John 6:63), He
offers to all the water of life through the outpouring of
the Spirit (John 7:3%3 )• "nd the great promise for the
future which is made by the Chrtst of John's gosoel is that
tv e Spirit will cone (John H4.: 17 J IS'26; and 16:13}. The
climax of the gospel is the breathing into the disciples by
Christ of the Koly Spirit (John 20'.22)»
But the "spiritual" nature of the gospel goes far
deeper then the brief list of references suggests. The whole
time center of the gospel has been altered, "nd now, though
the humanity of Christ is dogmatically affirmed, the whole
of the earthly life of Jesus is seen, to a degree far beyond
that of the other gospels, through eyes enlightened by the
Spirit through the resurrection, Pre-resurrecfcion events
are seen to show resurrection glory and thus to 1 eve s irituel
•neanln- higher than history, Christ comes from the father
and returns to the Father, ' ternity invades time.
The concept of "the name" noted in chapter VII to be
for the early church a si *n of the presence and power of
Jesus, continues to be fundamental to John. The whole pur¬
pose of the book is state' to be thrt the reader might believe,
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thus "have life in his m (John 20:3D. i'h< name is now
no longer so much rssocir ted with bf Lings and e: ore isms • it
is in the ru le of the IIv J n ; Christ th©t believers receive
new life (John 1:1?).
the salvation bro »;ht by Jesus is now clearly a present
experience. He is the Seviour not so much in terms of some
future judgment (for in Him ju dgment has ©Iready come, John
9:3 i 1?•*31) but in that He brings rebirth (John 3:3)» living
xir tor {John 7*3' )* new rnd mor< abundant life (John 10:10)
here end now for stern'ty.
'nd th.us the concept of Jesus' present Lor'shio over
the community develo es into © frith in full mystical union
between the believer nod his Lord. The r- 1© t J.onohlp of
"Lord" and "Servant" Is tr; nscended, becoming that of riend
to friend (John 15*15). deeper yet, the living Christ
is now r■ 1 ted to the community by © c ntinual ©biding, i:e
in them end they in Him (John 15*4)• Obedience, love, ©nd .
frith bring © relationship of mystical he ght ©nd depth
only hinted ft In Acts.
Yet thus frr what has b-en described is r lo gical
outgrowth of the fi rs ttyr i s ti©n m ac bin ;, a developing
of one cluster of ideas found (as noted in Chapter ill) in
the carl1 est Chr'stology. be now nurt note two pedal
factors in the Christology of John.
'
trsfc, John deals in r articular wry with the
relationship between the concept of Jesus as a living and
present power (Chrofcer VII) an Jesus as the 'poc©lyptic
?6k*
Messiah (Chapter III), The tens • on between the present find
the future is a <roblem w?th which he den Is in three ways.
John does not completely abandon future expectation,
Tt Is possible to overemphas*ze the piece of "realized" or
"sublimated" esohrtology in his -ospel. Such passa *es rs
John $:? \?9; 6:39, lj.0, bU» SUi II}.:3 sJ ow the original
fi-tture hope sts 11 has p plPce, Jesus 13 still the >ne whose
coning rs the esc' rton Is eagerly awaited.
But the sec >nd coning which John emphasises is now
the coning of the Holy Spirit, Hoe synoptics nil insert an
apocalyptic discourse Just before the passion narrative
(Matt. 2hi Hark 13; Luke PI), But John records rather r
discourse where the predominant promise la that of the coning
Brrrclete (John "Lb'PSl 1$:?6» 16:13, etc,). Jeeus
Is the one wo sen's the Holy Spirit. Thus, even though the
world does not see Him, the disciples know that lie is already
come (John 11;: 19) •
♦
'nd in p third way John resolves the tension between
present and future elements in Chrlstology, W* th the aid
of the Spirit and standing on this side of the resurrection
John is able to see the events of the earthly life of Jesus
in a new and continuing glory. 'nd thus ho sees in the
"first coming" of Jesus the events of the eschaton already
be "tsn, Tn Him judgment (John 9:39; 1P:31)> res rrection
(John 11:2$), and eternal life (John yiP-ki 6:63; 17:3) have
already cone and are now present, "Sublimated" find "realized"
esc1 atol >gy have to a large degree replaced the futuristic
escha tol gy. He JLs the resurrection and t e II lb.
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The second spec'si factor In the Christology of John
is of course the role tin- of Christology to the Greek .concept
of the Lo-os. •»ith the prologue of John's Gospel Christology
has entered a new phase, *>hile remaining true to its heri¬
tage In Jewish thought (as in Proverbs ?■), the p epching of
Christ is now expressed in langua ge w'th meaning clerrer to
all the "entile world. A"he primitive Semitic Christologicul
statements are now on the'r way to bein" formulated in Greek
creeds.
This brief survey of the development of the New Testa¬
ment Christology has shown that beginning with the collection
of ideas preached at the beginning Chris tology appears to
have developed along three linrs.
First, particular strands of the primitive Christology
were e tended and developed, or example, the author of
the Apocalypse developed more fully the idea of Jesus as the
fulfilment of the "essienic Hope of the aoocalyptic wr! tin -s
of late Judaism, The writers of the synoptic gospels con¬
centrated on the thou *ht of Jesus as a. man on earth. This
is not to say thrt the writer abandoned the other ideas of
Christology, "ark is proclaiming Jesus to be the Son of God,
But it was the particular task of the various writers to
develop one or another of the aspect of the early preaching.
The second tendency is for Hew -est' men-t writers to
seek to resolve the tensions between various seemingly con¬
flicting Ideas about Jesus held in the orimiti've community.
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Tor example, John seeks to harmonise the thought or Jesus as
the esehatological "'esslah with that of His continuing presence
end of his earthly life. The author of Hebrews works out his
own synthesis between the each*tologicel trenacender.ee of
Christ end tie Old Testament hope. aul must relate the
Crucified and Risen One to the Old Testament law.
^nd the third fpctor to be noted is that primitive
Christology soon cane into contact with Creek ideas which it
could use to its advantage, at the sane time expressing it¬
self and enriching Itself by means of Creek thought. Ilere
we leave far behind the score of this thesis.
In each of these processes one result was inevitable.
That which was latent in the first preaching wrs now made
explicit. Jesus was to be oroclalmed "very nan and very Cod."
CH f PTH? XI CONCLUSIONS
In the Introduction to this thesis the problem with
which we were to deal wns stated to be this: "We seek to
determine whether or not the early chapters of 'cts really can
be trusted In their picture of the errliest Christian witness#
^nd we seek to determine whr t this witness wns, with regard
to one point of theology, Christology#"
We ere now In a position to gi e our answer to these
two questions#
To the first quest1on the answer which we give Is "Yes"#
It 's true that the text of 'cts is In dispute. It is true
that ^cts was probably written more than fifty years after
Pentecost# It Is true that scholarly oen have argued thrt
the writer canr.ot have been a companion of aul nor have
known Intimately the leaders of the or'mitive church# Yet
we have found reason to believe that his rt oort is acc rate
and that it 's full enough that we can learn from It much
of what wo have wanted to know.
The argument has proceeded along these lines:
The examination of the text showed that at even a very
errly time the producer of the "Ti" text felt it necessary
to "heighten" the Christology of the original text# "or him
phrases which are the essence of the oroclamatlon of the
original have become standard formulae used almost without
thought, i ven at an early day the Christology of the sermons
in ^cts v/as already old#
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Second, our survey of the general quest'on of the author¬
ship rnd accuracy of "cts led to the follow'ng conclusions:
that 'cts was written by a ran who was in dozens of ooints
where we nay check him an accurate historian both In general
pictures and in details; he knew a great deal about ?sul and
probably had first hand knowledge of Fa. l»a preaching; the
"we sections' show hlta to have been r companion of the earliest
^reachers and r nan who had visitod the Jerusalem church; and
he was Indeed probably the Luke of 'hilemon verse 2k and thus
one engaged In the primitive witness himself. e have reason
to believe that he could and would record the earliest preaching
accurately.
Third, it has been demonstrated that our author, whom
we have ound to be probably Luke, did write as r historian
usin~ genuinely historical sources, incl d "ng In ell oroba-
bilfty certain Palestinian soirees which betr'y in their vivid¬
ness, detail, and language their primitive ori -in. Our sermons
may be presumed to come from sources both Palestinian and
early.
• ourth, a critical study of the sermons themselves
gives reason to believe them to be an accurate record of the
earliest preaching. We know from his gospel that Luke adhered
closely to his sources in recording speeches. The speeches
in /cts do s' ow certain -arks of individuality fitting the
characters of those to whom they ere attributed. Their lan¬
guage and their unity with his Palestinian sources suggest
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their primitive or! -In, Their thought ate number of points
can be shown to be strictly Jewish-Christian* ?nd, most
important of all, C, H, Dodd and others ha e shown - and w©
have endeavored to expand this demonstr fcion - that these
sermons fit perfectly into the kerygma form as outlined by
Paul himself as being r>re-n»uline*
And finally wo hrve examined critically every idea
of the Chr*otology outlined in fchos- sermons and wo have
found In every case that the best source for these ideas Is
indeed either the background of Jewish "essianlc expectation
the canonical scri oture, or the events of the 1*'Y, ('each,
and resurrection of Jesus together with the ecstatic exper¬
iences out of th.lch the first witness came* Luch titles
r,s "Lord", "Servant", and "Son" have been found to need no
"reek explanation but rathe r to bear clear traces of Jowish-
Christlen origin* ft ev ry ~>oint where we have been able
to test them Christolomica 1 ;dees of these sermons have
fitted Perfectly their sotting in the primitive church, some
tim- s contrasting with lr ter ideas*
"or those reasons we are prepared to give a cnte-
moricnl answer to our first question. The sermons.recorded
in the ^irst thirteen chapters of "cts are a source of the
highest historical value for determining the nature of
primitive Christology* The Christology they present is
thct of the dawn of the Church, the church in its earliest
Palesfcin'an days before Oreco-' oman thought ' ad altered
Christology. We may go to th< se sermons with confidence
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that they give us If not stenographic reports rt least brief
descriptions of the very ideas which Peter and the other first
preachers preached, At the far end of that dark tunnel be¬
tween the cross and the epistles they shed a genuine light.
Having thus examined our source critically and found It
of rer1 historical value we have lnqu!red what kind of Chris-
tology it shows the primitive church to have had, vve arc
now ready to summarize our answer#
frankly, with respect to many of the popular ideas
with regard to primitive Christology our conclusion has been
quite negative. If our argument has been right then many
others have been wrong, falling Into the error of attempting
to trsce the history of Chrlstology as a pro toss from "lower"
to "higher" or from the simple to the complex and failing
to appreciate the "height" and the complexity of the earliest
wltness,
for example, Adolf Uarnack, like ellhrusen and others,
tends toward the view that it was >ul who erverted Christian¬
ity from a osoel of Jesus' teachings about human relations
to a dogma that Jesus was divine, fhe original "Christology"
was simply that Jesus was the men who ha proclaimed the
kingdom.
Under the influence Of the Cessianlc do mas, and led
by the impression which Christ made, Paul became the
author of the speculative Idea that not only was Cod
in Christ, but that Christ himself wrs possessed of
a peculiar nature of a heavenly kind.
11 " • Karnack: v/ha t is Chr" s tl n' ty, p# 118#
Actually, the fact as it has appeared In this study seems to
be th^t we cannot find a tlee in the history of the church
when the Risen Christ was not looked upon as a hi vine Being#
We cannot °o back to a tine when His disciples looked upon
Rim si "ply as their teacher# "hron the very beginning He was
proclaimed to be the Heavenly Son of 'en in terms of the moot
transcendent eschatology. "nrom the very beginning He was
assigned attributes heretofore reserved strictly to 3od. This
is not to say that Peter at Pentecost stated clearly "Jesus
is Pod". It is to say that when the later Creek concepts of
the plnT'oma and the lo os of iod were applied to Jesus this
was not simply an innovation. Paul nnd John give expression
In 3reek form to ideas in licit in the earliest prenc1 ".ng#
On the other hand, our study Has not confirmed the
opinions of those at the opposite extreme. It tends to be
the view of certain critics of the "form critical school",
such as Dlbellus and Bultnann, that the earliest Chrlstology
had no interest In the humanity of Christ except to affirm
His saving death. This utter preoccupation with the "spiri¬
tual" to the neglect of the "historical" Jesus cannot really
be found in 'eta. fr nted that the cross was the supreme
event of Jesus' life for the early preaching, still that
preaching also contained an account of His works and teachings.
This of course is not to forget that the form cr'tics arc
aware to some extent of t' "s. It is, however, to warn that
the Importance of the "Jesus of History" was greater to the
early church than some have recognized. Jesus wrs preached
to have been a "an on earth, in life as well as death, and
this was not unimoortant in orimltive Chr'stolor?. In a
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sense Dibelius Is quite right In saying that "there never
was a •purely' historical witness to Jesus". %t the first
witness did not neglect the Jesus of History.
Vein, we have been forced to disagree with Bousset
and others in their contention that the primitive Christology
was sim ly the proclamation that Jesus was the eachatological
"Son of tfpn". That He was so proclaimed from the first we
have seen to be true. But even in the beginning apocalyptic
expectation was modified, and >t was held also in conjunction
w'th other and very di ferent ideas. Jesus was also a
present Power. He was still the men they had known on earth.
To make primitive Chris tology exclusively eschatologlcrl is
to fall into the trap of over-slmollfic^tion.
Vd so, too, or study has been unable to find a clear
and simple "adoption!st Chr* etology", such as was de cribed
by Johannes Weiss and has been widely held since to have been
the original idea. True, in pages 180 - iSip we have found
thefc there is a real body of truth in the adoptionist idep.
Put we cannot say that it was systemstically and consistently
held. Other and contrasting 1 eas wore also nresent, such
as the association o^ Jesus ws the pre-existent Son of Vn
and the meaning seen in His earthly life. ?nd the change
wh'ch took place in Jesus was one of status, from "Servant"
to "Lord", not of nature, from "Ban" to "God".
In rejecting these fo r theories, and others, with
regard to the nature of the earliest Christology we ere not
casting aside all these men have taught, father the truth
seems to be that all of these elements had r place: esche-
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tology, humanity, divinity, a^o t on, and rnpny mor • • -he
feet is that primitive Christology has proved to bo a more
complex doctrine then has been previously sus ected.
'cturily what we have found primitive Christology to
have been is this: a richly varied collection of often rather
r
contest"ng ideas about Jesus, welded together not so much
by logical system as by the ecstatic experiences of the time,
/s far back as we c«n explore e f*nd the primitive church
ex -ressing its faith in Jesus in terms derived partly frrm
eschatological expectation, ertly from the Old Testament
canon, artly from its clear memory of Jesus1 earthly life,
and partly from the experiences of the resurrection and the
re eated outpourings of the Spirit.
Iron the beginning Jesus was /reached to be the ?essiah
of apocalyptic expectation, described in terms quite similar
to those used of the Son of "'an in T hooh. «5thin the
limits described we hae found the "eschatological school"
to be ri -ht. Jesus w?as seen to be a transcendent, su er-
natural Being, One whose coming had brought all of history
to its final stage. He was proclaimed to be Himself the
focal point of the whole divine plan. The risen Christ
was preached as the S-^irlt-ftiled a ent of lod'a cosmic
Judgment and bless-n , now concealed on high with Jod in
-lory, an-' soon to return for the final cataclysmic event.
Ho was called "Christ", "The Righteous One", the cosmic
Judge of all, and the Saviour of the penitent elect, now
sitting on the throne of the universe and soon to come to
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Judge the world.
But the :rinary source of ideas used by the early
church for the interpret' tion of Jesus was the canon of the
Old Testament, that literature itself being radically re¬
interpreted in the 11 *ht of the coning of Christ. Jesus
was described in terns of the transcendent king o Old Tes¬
tament expectation, the .Son of David who wrs at the sane
tine David's Lord, the Christ who was the embodiment of all
the ho e of Hebrew history and yet much more, the One pe¬
culiarly related to Israel's Ood and possessing divine
■J /
authority. Ke was called the 0(P\y\yoSg a kind of second
'loses and second Joshua, founding and leading a new commu¬
nity of the redeemed, voicing a new end final revelation
of God's will, embodying the culmination of the orophetic
office. He was indeed Himself the oersonal representative
of all the Hebrew Hationts history and mission and the
Fulfilment and :;,ulfiller of all its previously unfulfilled
hope and destiny. He was the tr ly Holy, the /•no inted One
of its priestly cult, at the same time Prl st end Sacrifice,
•'nd Indeed lie was repeatedly described in terms not simply
of the Old Testament iessi©' but of the Old Testament ^od.
'nd yet in all of t5 ? s Jesus was preached to have
been a ^fin on earth, the memory of whose human 15still
was essential to the primitive Christology. his human
nature end origin were cle rly fiffirmed. Bis baptism, His
tenchfn-s, His "ml -hty works", and His moral character were
described. His miraculous healings and exorcisms wore seen
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f»s signs of Hie glory, yet they did not conceal his humanity,
his baptism by John was seen as c sign of specif 1 anointing
by the Holy Spirit, He is placed sousrely in the prophetic
tradition, as its Culmination and fulfilment. r"n especially
the death of Jesus was seen to have rich meaning, In his
earthly life and death Jesus showed Himself to be the "Ser¬
vant" described in the second half of Isaiah. Thus Jesus'
death could b* understood as a sign that he was the "toning
Sacrifice, the Lamb, The human earthly life of Jesus" was
not s' "i ly an embarrass in : intrusion into the -message to be
explained away or ignored, It was on essential part of the
good news, a highly important clement of the Christology.
A unique emphasis on the exaltation of Jesus, lost in
much of later thought though still traceable in the orthodox
creeds, was characteristic of primitive Christology. °hr's-
tology was expressed in dynamic statements centering on on
event, -he resurrection, with its utter surprise, was still
fresh in the minds of the church, a material ana spiritual
fact, This was the central fact of Christology. He who hod
died PS ervrnt had been raised as Lord, The resurrection
meant not s'mply the immortality of Jesus, It was at the
same time the vindication of ?-is earthly life and the pro¬
clamation of His divine status, His being at the right hand
of Cod, Ihis was not to say that Jesus' nature was changed,
from human to 6' '"no, as In reek mythology. Hut It was
affirmed that in a cataclysmic event Jesus* status was
altered, so that He who ha been a man on earth, the Servant,
was now Lord ( in the sens of Psalm 110), in p. not yet
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cl< srly defined sense distinct from yet equal to Cod, at
lor♦3 right hand•
And, finally, primitive Christology saw in Jesus a
Living end Present Power. In the present tense the early
church could an. ak of Jesus as related - In a relationship
It did not clearly def'ne - to the Holy Spirit. Through
Hlra that Ipirit was poured out upon the church in ecs'ssy
and power. His name was sufficient to produce mir'-cli s of
heal!no md exorcism. He was the present spent of the divine
for '* veness and salvation. l'e was the Head of the church,
the object of its devotion, its personal and present Lord.
He was in d«ed if not yet In name really Its Cod.
Thus, then, is the or'm!tive Chrtstology, a bewildering
mixture of almost conflicting ideas, welded together not
by a simple logical system but by history end ecstasy, ex-
nresned in the langus e of Palestinian thou *ht, but baaed
on the events of the life'# death, and resurrect* on of Jesus
and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
'
ith this as our starting point we have found the
progress of the development of Christology to have followed
a somewhat different pattern from many of those commonly
proposed. Without maintaining that the church beg^n with
an explicit statement of the deity of Christ comparable to
the Trinitarian formula, we have not found that the develop¬
ment of Christology can be likened to an ascending line,
be -'nnin'1 with the thought of Jesus ns a good man end rising
the heights of the conceot of Jesus as Cod. We have been
Y
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unable cl arly to trace Wcmle's progress "backward", with
Jesus first thought of as Mess1ah at His second coming, then
ps Messiah at is r snrrection, then at "Is baptism, then
at His Virgin Birth, and finally from His eternal pre-exia-
tence. rY have not found Paul to be the Inventor of Chris-
tolog!cp1 thought. Nor yet have we found Chr!stology to
have been born, like Aphrodite, full grown from the first.
Father it has appeared that the Chrlsfcologies of the
various writers of the New Testament ropr sent In a sense
radiations from the center of the orlraltlve Chr'stology as
we have described it. Hie various New Testament works may
be com-arod to the spokes of a wheel, each going in a slightly
different direction out from the center of the primitive
'•erymp. The apocalypse developes the thought of Jesus as
the rsehatologicel Messiah. Hebrews siezes upon certain
aspects of the thought of Jesus as the fulfilment of the Old
Testament hope. 'The gospels expand the -Ictur- of Jesus as
a man on earth. The Pauline epistles are, among other things,
one example of how the concept of the resurrection and exal¬
tation of Jesus found meaning, 'nd the Johannine writings
develop the Christological implications of the doctrine of
Jesus as a Livln* and Present Power. ach writer developed
some part of the primitive Chr!stology - or sometimes more
than one part - yet none lost completely their hold upon
the whole of the original concept.
Two other processes are to be noted. New Testament
writers endeavored to work out syntheses of the various
often sharply contrasting Ideas of the first preaching about
Jesus. Thus, for ex* rule, John worked out in r distinctive
way the tension between the eschetologlcel end the present
elements in Christology* T- «- "ithor of Hebrews sought to
s or the relationship between the Christ of transcendent
esc atology en*3 the Christ w: o fulfilled the hope expressed
In the Old Testament canon.
And the effort to express Christologlcr1 Ideas In
terns of Ireek thought, the fusion of Hebrew and reek con¬
cepts such as the r-'dit'on o" the logos l'"es, brought Chrls-
tology ultimately to the pronouncements of the classic
creeds, still normative for Catholic Chr!stology. Yet even
these creeds bear striking v semblence to the- original
kcry—1** Chris to logy which we have described.
"'hat think ye of Christ, whose son is he"" This,
we began by saying, is for the Christian the essential
quest'on. In a religion founded on certa in ' istorlcal
events historical roseardh plays its or-rt In answering the
question. If what has been said thus far Is true toon there
ere two Implications w ich must be noted in conclusion.
-he first is a reflection backward from the or*ml-
tive Cf r!stology to the historic Jesus. e have seen what
the earliest - end thus from the historic 1 standpoint
presumably the best - witnesses said of Him. Itimately
then th's Christology must be thought of as coming in a
very real sense from Jesus Himself. Is it seyln - too much
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to suggest that ^ ch of so rich a cluster of thoughts nust
go hack behind the irai rinttlon of Peter to the self-revela¬
tion of the historic Christ?
'nd the final word is r reflection forward. <*e have
seen •»!• «t Jesus tieant to the early church. Does this re-sain
in sou© sense His leaning for today? Is He indeed the One
whose power transcends the atonic bomb, whoso Judgment falls
on the * tl< rs end the itellns of the modern worl^ and nay
yet fall upon "merle*? Is e still the ~)lf > Iment of the
purest desires of modern nen? Is He yet the true "an among
.nen? Dors Hie triumphant resurrect.' on have '.caning for our
tired world? Is He still present rod alive, a Power
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lopent for the Kingdom
of Heaven is at hand
Repent for the Kingdom
of Heaven is at hand.
Tho gospel of the Kingdom
The gospel of tho Kingdom
The -•LngdoEi of Heaven ie
at hand.
that ye hear (front Jesus).
The gospel of the kingdom.
Thio gospel end deed of
woman wh anointed Jesnc
Tho ba.ticn of repontence
for rmission of cine.
Saying thero ooaoth one
mightier than I
The gospel of the kingdom
of God.
Apparently how Jesus had
healed him.
flow great things Joous
had 'one for him.
That raon should repent.
Apparently how Jesus had
healed him.
The gospel.
Tho gospel plus dood of
wo:mn who anointed.
The gospel.
The bngtiem of repentcr.co
into remieslcrt of nine.
Hie gospel to tho poor.
deliverance to capture.













Ia,dee 4 44 Joans
Lube 1 Jeotic
Luke c 39 demoniac
LxAus 9:12 disci loo
Luko 12:3
vC.:o 24.47 Alcciploa
Acto 5 ; 3 111 lip
Acta i ; 20 .. call
Acta 10 37 Jo'in
Acto 10 42 dice* oc
Acts 13 21 Jowe
Acta 19 13 au"l
Acto 20:23 Raul
Acts 2 5-1 0-ul
ReBBUG 2:21 J0W




I, Cor. 1:23 -aul and
otli ro
I Cor 9 27 - aul
I Cor. 15ill Raul and
other0
I Cor. 13:12 Raul and
others
II Cor. 1:19 aixl and
othora
II Cor. 4=3 aid and
othern.
















II Tim. 4:2 Timothy
I -oter J■li Christ
Rev. 3 Angel
Kote J&hgdom of
God 5 Verso 43.
The Kingdom of God.
Hot; groat things Joans had
done for him.
Tho Kingdom of Cod.
Chat yo have heard in closets. Gocrote are revealed.




That it if. he which was ordained
of God to be the quick nd dead.
Moo00.
Joans,
Tho Kingdom of God.
The Kingdom of God.
Hot to steal.
Tho word of faith
Apparently tho Lord vs. 13 •
Apparently the Lord vo. 13
Christ crucified
Apparently moral self-control.
Ap arontly death for sine and
resurrection of Joouo.
Christ that ho rose from the
dead.
Jesus Christ tho Con of God.




Christ of ouvy or good will.
Gospel .








To spirits In prison










7 times (deeds o* sayings of Josua)




This is tho koryr.mn ao outlinod. by C. li. Dodd in his book The
Apostolic ireaching and Its ..ovolopnonto. Tho ch: rt is ..'ound
in tho anpondix of his work.
THE APOSTOLIC PREACHING
THE KERYGMA ACCORDING TO THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES
Acts ii. 14-39
This is that which hath




God had sworn that
of the fruit of his loins
he would set one on
his throne . . .
Jesus of Nazareth, a man
approved ofGod unto
you by mighty works
and wonders and
signs, which God did
by him in the midst
of you.
The things which God
foreshowed by the
mouth of all the
prophets, that his
Christ should suffer,
he thus fulfilled . . .
Yea, and all the
prophets from Sam¬
uel and them that fol¬
lowed told of these
days.




ye by the hands of
lawless men did cruci¬
fy and slay.
Whom God raised up,
having loosed the
pangs of death (ac¬
cording to Ps. xvi.
8-11).
This Jesus did God raise
up, whereofwe all are
witnesses.





at the right hand of
God, and having re¬
ceived of the Father
the promise of the
Holy Ghost, he hath
poured forth this
which ye see and
hear (according to
Ps. ex.).
Repent ye and be bap¬
tized in the name of
Jesus Christ unto the
remission ofyour sins
Acts iii. 13-26 Acts iv. 10-12 Acts v. 30-32 Acts x. 36-43
The God of our fathers
hath glorified his ser¬
vant Jesus.
Whom ye delivered up.
and denied before the
face of Pilate, when
he was determined to
release him ; but ye
denied the Holy and
Righteous One, and
asked for a murderer
to be granted unto
you, and killed the
Prince of Life.
Jesus Christ of Nazareth
whom ye crucified.
The word which he sent
unto the children of
Israel, preaching the
gospel of peace by
Jesus Christ.
raised up Jesus, whom
ye slew, hanging him
on a tree.
. . beginning from
Galilee, after the bap¬
tism that John preach¬
ed, even Jesus ofNaz¬
areth, how that God
anointed him with the
Holy Spirit and with
power; who went
about doing good,
and healing all who
were oppressed by the
devil, because God
was with him. And
we are witnesses of all
things which he did
both in the country
of the Jews and in
Jerusalem.
The God of our fathers Whom they slew, hang-
We bring you good
tidings of the promise
made unto the fathers,
how that God hath




to the reign of David.]
Of this man's seed
hath God according'
to promise brought
unto Israel a Saviour,
Jesus.
When John had before
his coming first
preached the baptism
of repentance to all
the people of Israel,
and . . . said . . . Be¬
hold there cometh one
after me, the shoes
ofwhose feet I am not,
worthy to unloose.
ing him on a tree.
Whom God raised from
j the dead.
Whom God raised from
the dead, whereof we
are witnesses.
IHe is the Stone which
was set at nought by
you builders, which
was made head of the
corner (Ps. cxviii. 22).
Him God raised up
the third day, and
gave him to be mani
fest, not to all the
people, but unto wit
nesses that were chos¬
en before of God,
even to us, who did
eat and drink with
him after he rose from
the dead.
. . that he may send the
Christ who hath been
appointed for you,
even Jesus, whom the
heaven must receive




Repent ye therefore and
turn again, that your
sins may be blotted
out (citation of Deut.
xviii. 15 and other
prophecies).
In none other is there
salvation, for neither
is there any other
name under heaven,
that is given among
men, wherein we must
be saved.
Him did God exalt at
his right hand, to be a
Prince and a Saviour.
(We are witnesses of
these things) and so is
the Holy Spirit which
God hath given to
them that obey him.
for to give repentance
to Israel and remission
of sins.
And he charged us to
preach unto the
people, and to testify,
that this is he which is
ordained of God to
be the Judge of quick
and dead.
To him bear all the!
prophets witness, that
through his name
every one that be¬
lieveth shall receive
remission of sins.
THE KERYGMA ACCORDING TO PAUL
Acts xiii. 17-41
They that dwell in
Jerusalem and their
rulers, because they
knew him not, nor the




found no cause of
death in him, yet
asked they of Pilate
that he should be
slain.
And when they had ful¬
filled all things that
were written of him.
they took him down
from the tree and laid
him in a tomb.
But God raised him
from the dead, and he
was seen for many
days of them that
came up with him
from Galilee to Jeru¬
salem, who are now
his witnesses unto the
people.
(According to Ps. ii. 7,
Is. lv. 3, Ps. xvi. 10.)




of sins, and by him
every one that be-
lieveth is justified
from all things, from
which ye could not be
justified by the law of
Moses.
(Citation of Hab. i. 5.)
Gal. and Thess. 1 Cor.
I make known unto you
the Gospel which I
preached unto you.
. . before whose) eyes
Jesus Christ was
openly set forth cruci¬
fied (Gal. iii. 1).
. . our Lord Jesus
Christ, who gave him¬
self for our sins, that
he might deliver us
out of this present
evil age (Gal. i. 3-4).
[God sent forth the
Spirit of His Son
into our hearts (Gal.
iv. 6)].
. . to wait for his Son
from heaven, whom
he raised from the
dead, even Jesus, who
delivereth us from the
wrath to come (1
Thess. i. 10).
Romans
The Gospel of God
which he promised
afore by his prophets
in the Holy Scrip¬
tures (i. 1-2).
I delivered unto you
first of all that which
also I received, how
that Christ died for
our sins according to
the Scriptures ;
and that he was buried
and that he hath been
raised on the third
day according to
the Scriptures; and
that he appeared to
Cephas ; then to the
twelve ; then he ap¬
peared to above 500
brethren at once . .
then to James ; then
to all the apostles
(xv. 1-7).
Concerning his Son,
who was from the
seed of David accord¬
ing to the flesh (i. 3).
It is Christ Jesus that
died.
. . yea, rather, that was
raised from the dead
(viii. 34).
. . who was declared
Son of God with
power according to
the Spirit of holiness,
by the resurrection of
the dead, even Jesus
Christ our Lord (i. 4).
. . who is at the right
hand of God [who
also maketh inter¬
cession for us], (viii.
340
. . in the day when
God shall judge the
secrets of men, ac¬
cording to my Gospel,
by Jesus Christ (ii. 16).
The word of faith which
we preach ... if
thou shalt confess
with thy mouth Jesus
as Lord, and shalt be¬
lieve in thy heart that
God raised him from
the dead, thou shalt
be saved (x. 8-9).
A PBBDXX III
A. G. Ilebort, in hie book Tho Throne of David, pp. 123- 129;
illustrates tho dependence of the kcrygm as outlined by C. H. Dodd,
upon tho Old Testament, by reconstructing a land of typical early
sermon entirely from Old Testament quotations found in the sermons
in the early chapters of Acts. It is as follows:
(A) The God of Israel
The God of Abraham and of Isaac and of Jacob the God of
our Fathers (Acts 5 15; h'od. 5:6),
who made tho heaven and tho oa th and tho sea and all that
in thorn is (Acts 4 24): nod. 20:11),
who of old led our fathers forth out of Egypt with a high
am (Acts 15:17; Bxod. 6.6)
and suffered their manners in the wilderness, and when Ho
had destroyed seven nations in tho land of Canaan gave thorn
their land for an inheritance (Acts 15:19; Deut. 1:51; 7:1).
(B) Fulfiliaont of His ''onnlanle ranicoo
has fulfilled the promisee made to our fathers (Acts 15 55-»
by sending a word of salvation (Acts 10:56; 15:26; s. 107:24),
preaching good tidings of poaco (Acta 10:56; lea. 52;7)»
for you and all that are afar off, even as many as He shall
call (Acts 2:59; Ina. 57:15),
that so in Abraham's oeod ail tho families of the oarth night
be blessed (Acts 5;25-: Gen. 22:1C) .
through His church which He has set for a Light of tho Gentiles
(Acts 15:47; Ice. 44:6}
(for God is no respecter of persons) Acts 10:54; Dout. 10:17),
(C) In Jesus, of tho seed of -avid
through Jesus, of tho coed of avid, that nan after God's own
heart (Acts 15:22; I San. 15:14),
to wham holy and sure blocoings wero promised (Acts 15:5^3
loa. 55:5).
to whom God swore that of the fruit of his loins He would set
ono upon His throne (Acts 2:50; 2 Sam. 7:12; o. 152:11),
(d) Who Jecus is
Jesus, the LORD'S Messiah (Acts 4:26; is. 2:2);
anointed with the Holy Ghost (Acts 10:53; Isa. 61:1);
tho Prophet, like unto Moses, to whom tho People were solemnly
warned to hearken (Acts 15:22; J.eut, 13:15); the Servant of
the I.0RD (Acts 5:15,26; 4:26; 15:27; Isa. 42, etc.),
(£) His Crucifixion
led as a sheep to tho slaughter, dumb as a lamb before his
shearer (Acts :52 55? 1G&' 55:7);
for against him the Gentiles raged, and the rulers were
gathered together (Acta 4:2526; Ps. 2:1,2),
ond pronounced Ilia occurred, hansins Illn iron a tree
(Acta 10*59J lout. 01:22).
(ond co h«tvo nil the pro; koto cold, that tho hooelnh nhould
ouffor) (Acts 5 1 5;
(F) Hlc ilooiirroctlon
bitt God did not effor Hie Holy One to ooo corruption (Actc
2i 15 55; -o• 16-3~ii),
ond called Ilia #;'y Son' (Actc 15:553 c* 2-7),
and rmdo the tone oot at nought by the builders to bo tho
horn! of tli© corner (Actc A.11; Pa, 11 :22)»
(G) tile Ascenolon
and hno undo hint to clt at Uln ri^ht hand (Actr 2:53; •-©.
110:1),
(!!} Pho outpourlm* o."- the , ' rlt of tho PCTA
Thoroforo la too Tfooclonic gift of tfio Spirit poured out on
all flooh (Acto 2:17-21; Jool 2:33-52).
(I) Ifomits? to tooso who hoar
Bowa.ro toon loot yo doepioo tho Goopel~noEcc.ro- and wonder,
and porleh; for tola is the work of God (Acta l*hAl; Hab. It
